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an Should Be 
the Center of Europe 

An Interview with M. Ricardo Franco Levi • 

C ahiers de I' Alliance (CA): Mr. Director, can you explain the role that your group 
plays? 
Ricardo Levi (RL): Our role is essentially to determine the polmcal options of the 
European Commission, and especially those of its president, in political, social, and 
economic areas. Today, we are especially concerned with the discussion about 
enlarging the European Union; the first phase of which is supposed to end m 2003-
2004. There is another area that I am personally very attached to, which is the dia
logue with religions, Churches, and humanisms. I am very involved m this, all the 
more so since it is an area that is specific to our group. 

CA: A propos, what do you think of the French decision not to include the 
word 'religion' in the introduction to the document defining the bases for building 
Europe? 

RL: This is a very French reaction, in that it is loyal to the old secular traditiOn. 
Nonetheless, he Charter of Fundamental Rights is quite clear that the religiOus 
legacy is the basis of European culture. I therefore believe that we should not be 
so literal. It is clear that religious elements are a basic part of national and European 
identity. 

CA: You have a very privileged perspective on everything that concerns 
Europe. Do you have the feeling that a true European Culture is in the process of 
being created? 

RL. This is a difficult question. We are in the process of bu1ldmg a more inte
grated European Union since we believe that the challenges of the 21st century, 
with globalization and the splintering of nationalism can no longer be the sole 
domain of national States. There are some challenges that only a united Europe can 
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take on. By contrast, when we speak about culture and identity, it is clear that 
Europe cannot be compared to the United States. Europe is proud of its different 
national identities because they make it great, they are its richness. Nonetheless, 
we cannot deny that there is also a European identity in the broad sense of the 
term. We often speak about the Judeo-Christian basis of this European culture that 
includes permanent, common elements. The respect for human rights, for exam
ple, runs through European history, although this does not mean that this history 
was not also fraught with many occasions on which these rights were not 
respected. I believe that our challenge today is to preserve national identities while 
at the same time maintaining and strengthening a European identity that has 
always existed. 

CA: Do you think that the European institutions, and especially the European 
Commission, should play an active role in this area? 

RL: We have to be clear. Cultural responsibilities are very broadly national. In 
this respect, European institutions do not have much power, but we believe that 
despite everything, and I also share this feeling, our work and our projects must 
always take this cultural element into account. Many practical undertakings such 
as the ERASMUS program have been very successful in enabling tens of thousands 
of young Europeans to study in a foreign country. So cultural activities are also part 
of the continent's economic wealth. 

CA: What role can Jewish culture have in this setting? 
RL: I don't think we are exaggerating when we say that Jews were the first 

Europeans historically speaking. They succeeded in their host countries to define 
a Jewish culture linked to their context, particularly in Spain, France, and Germany, 
but over the course of centuries, they were also led cross borders, either freely or 
because they were forced. Jewish culture was, therefore, always being enriched by 
a symbiosis from country to country. So we can really say that Jews are the first 
Europeans, but not only because they were among the first to settle in Europe. 
Indeed, Jews settled in Europe at the time of the Roman Empire. 

CA: Are you speaking about a purely historical role, looking to the past? 
RL: I don't think so. Europe is currently involved in the important project of 

enlarging. We can talk about a true reunification of Europe, especially after the fall 
of the Berlin Wall, after the Cold War, and above all, after the division between 
totalitarian and democratic European countries. This reunification is above all the 
integration of Central Europe and the Balkans, all of these countries Jewish culture 
was really significant. Yet the very condition that these countries must meet in 
order to integrate into the large European family is to respect human rights. 
Indeed, before even being considered as a candidate, these nations must respect a 
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legislaave framework for human rights. The most important of the d1fferent 
parameters - economiC, political, social- that we evaluate is respect for human 
rights and for mmonties. 

In this respect, h1story has a spec1al place and the expenence of the Jewish peo
ple m Europe IS obviOusly at the forefront. 

CA: You have been morutoring these changes for many years. Are you opti· 
mistlc in the short or middle-term about the place of the European Union in the 
concert of nations. culturally and politically? 

RL: If we are talking about the short term, the answer IS necessarily less obvi· 
ous. European integration IS an ongomg process. But from an h1stoncal pomt of 
view, having managed in fewer than 50 years to create a single currency among 
12 countries that have warred w1th one another for centuries is extraordmary and 
very rapid. 

If you are asking me whether Europe will be able to play the same role Inter
natiOnally as the role played m the world today by the US, for example especially 
concerning their mvestment m the Middle-Eastern conflict, which is an issue that 
particularly concerns us, or any other world problem, I do not believe that tt is 
reasonable to 1magine that th1s could happen quickly. But once again, thts IS a pro
gressive process and we are on the right path. 

CA Who are you, Rlcardo Lev1? 
RL I am an Italian Jew, tramed as a JOUrnalist. In Italy, among other activities, 

I was close to the Contemporary ]ew1sh Documentation Center, m Milan. In addi
tion, I had the luck of workmg w1th Mr. Prodi when he became Italy's Prime 
Minister, and I followed him to Brussels in order to be part of the European under
taking I hope that my current responsibilities will enable me to contnbute to the 
construction of Europe, in trying to always bear in mind that man should have an 
absolutely central pos1t1on. 

• 
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he AIU 
aMd the New Jewish 
European World 

D1ana Pmto • 

W hat role will the AIU have in the new constellation of European Jewry that 
is taking shape at the beginning of this century? How will this venerable institution 
adjust to a continent which, since the fall of the Berlin Wall, resembles somethmg 
like a new frontier and a objective for powerful American Jewish institutions and 
players inside and outside of Israel, and at the same time create its own new 
Jewish life? 

These issues affect me profoundly. Above all, they touch me because I have the 
honor of sitting on the Central Committee of the Alliance. But they also touch me 
as an Italian Jewish woman who was trained in the United States, who has long 
lived in France, and has always thought of herself as being European. And as an his
torian who works on the new Jewish presence in Europe, I am also affected by th1s 
issue. W ith respect to the AIU, I therefore find myself at a crossroads of inner life 
and external experience. Perhaps it is for all of these reasons that I have chosen 
to play the devil's advocate, to better prepare 'my' own august house for our 
future challenges. 

Everything that I am about to discuss has the same starting point. The new 
Jewish European galaxy that we are watching take shape has little in common with 
the world that emerged after the Holocaust. That world had its national and cul
tural hierarch1es based on the age of local Jewish traditions, on the civilizing role 
of the country from which the Jewish community in question had spread, and the 
undeniable importance of demography. All of these things set the French Jewish 
community and the AJU, as its o ldest non-religious institution. well ahead of all the 
other European Jewish communities and institutions. 

Today's Jewish European world is increasingly global, pragmatic and above all 
anglophone in its relationships with other Jewish communities. Most of its Jews are 
'new' in terms of their behavior. This is either because they or their parents were 
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immigrants, or because the memory of the Holocaust and their loyalty to Israel have 
created something of a rift with some earlier patriotism, or because the fall of 
Communism has freed up new Jewish identities. This new Jewish world has many new 
active players in it, American and Israeli Jews. Our Jewish European house is there
fore in the process of being built and renewal takes precedence over tradition, flexi
bility over longstanding habits, the dynamism of a minority over the prestige of well
established organizations. Without becoming virtual, the Jewish European world has 
taken on a time-space weightlessness in less than a decade that makes it, paradoxi
cally, one of the most dynamic and optimistic of the Jewish world. The AIU must 
therefore define itself in this new context. with new players, new challenges, and tra
ditional strengths that henceforth have new meaning and importance . 

• 
A Changing Jewish European Context 

The Jewish European landscape has changed in three fundamental ways. First, 
the large traditional tradttion communities have become relatively less important. 
Second, highly symbolically charged Jewish communities are growing. Third and 
last, small Jewish communities are becoming dynamic. 

1. The historical importance of Jewish communities is no longer a necessary 
point of reference for understanding their importance in the new economy of 
worldwide Judaism. We can no longer live strictly on our past grandeur. The 
Franco-British stock-in-trade that dominated post-war Jewish life in Europe (in the 
West, obviously, as the East had no freedom of expression) is gone. Like the UK, 
France no longer sets the agenda in a polyphonic Jewish Europe, among other rea
sons because every Jewish community, whether small or marginal, now has its 
own entry ticket and advantages in a globalized Judaism. The fact that France is 
the largest Jewish community in Europe, outside of Ukraine and Russia whose 
Jewish institutions are sttll in embryonic, does not mean that it is still the leader. 
With respect to what and to whom? With respect to Israel, numbers don't mean 
strength outside, as French foreign policy's apparent disregard for its very large and 
very visible French community show. Numbers can also create internal obstacles 
and tensions that make a national community less flexible and visible on the world 
Jewish map. 

2. Since the Fall of the Berlin wall, new and very symbolically charged com
munities have stepped out from the shadows of history. Their populations, 
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institutions, and financial foundations may not be very substantial - such as m 
the Jewish community in Poland -, or they might be larger, as in Budapest, for 
example, which ts virtually the only Hungarian Jewtsh community- or they may 
have recently grown thanks to the influx of Russian Jews, as in Germany, and in a 
different context, m the commurunes of the ex- USSR. The differences are not what 
matter. All of these commumties are highly symbolic. They have become the high 
places for makmg pohttcal and cultural demands, the stakes of worldwide Jewish 
memory, they offer new spaces for building Jewtsh universities and for renewing 
Jewtsh life. These are all maJOr concerns of world Judaism m search of itS European 
rootS, and for Israel as it seeks a broader mtemattonal operung. Far &om being 
museum pteces, these commuruties are full-fledged parttctpants in world Jewry, a 
little like the smaller countries in the European Vmon whose weight is consider
able with respect to their populations. Moreover, as Jewish goods that were 
confiscated by the Nazts and natiOnalized under Communist regtmes are slowly 
restituted, these communities are no longer poor relattves at the mercy of the char
ity of world Judatsm. 

3. Western Jewish communittes such as those m Sweden, Italy, Holland and 
Spam, that were prevwusly penpheral or very small, wtth populations of fewer 
than 40,000, have now become visible and have acqutred a new internal and extcr 
nal dynamism. Thetr leaders are very present in the mtemational Jewish orgaruza 
tions, national debates, and m ties wtth Israel. But above all, it is within these 
countrtes' Jewtsh commuruttes themselves that Jewtsh tntellectual and cultural life 
is experiencing a vigorous renewal. This new consciousness is no longer based 
exclustvely on Israel as an ersatz tdentity, but is redtscovenng tts own comple
mentary roots. 

New Players 

The world of European Jews is evolvmg in a national and mtemattonal context 
that is undergoing profound changes. New players are commg onto the scene at 
every level. 

lnternatiortal ]ewislr Participation. 
These players come most often from powerful American organizations, such as 

the World Jewish Congress, and relayed partly by the European Jewish Congress, 
and at a more diplomatic and tntellectuallevel, the American Jewish Committee. 
They now have a very real place m the political and historical debates that are tak-
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14 
ing place in different countries in Europe. At another level, the Joint plays a pivotal 
role not only in consolidating the communities of the ex-Soviet block, but above 
all in organizing new European Jewish organizations such as the European Council 
of Jewish Communities. Similarly, many American Jewish foundations, such as the 
Lauder Foundation for example, play a central role in Jewish education and in the 
preservation of the Jewish heritage in Eastern Europe. Tensions notwithstanding, 
these are now an integral part of the European Jewish agora. 

Tlte New Israelis 
Since the creation of the State of Israel, Israeli diplomats and representatives of 

the Jewish Agency have always had very close ties with the Jewish communities 
of Europe, even when their objective was to bring new blood to Israel through 
alya. The new Israeli presence is different today. This bridge (not a drawbridge) 
between Israel and a Diaspora that no longer considers itself to be living in exile, 
1s composed of young Israelis who leave Israel in the service of the government, 
and as representatives of civil society with its foundations, cultural institutions, 
and research institutions. They differ from such traditional representatives of the 
Jewish State as rabbis, Hebrew teachers, or community activists. The new Israelis 
are university professors, journalists, artists and businessmen who live in Israel and 
Europe and who understand the interest that European Jews hold for Israel and for 
themselves. 

Europe and tlte Co11sequences of tlte Holocaust 
European nations are no longer the apparently neutral, strict guardians that 

they once were. The European map of the 1990s of national repentance for the 
Holocaust has had very concrete consequences for the Jewish world. Foundations 
have been built to preserve Jewish history, and organizations have been created to 
strengthen Jewish cultural life: museums, colloquia, encounters, scholarships, and 
internships. New social, cultural and political interlocutors in the cities, regions and 
state governments of every government now work to facilitate the expression of 
Jewish life which no longer exists in autarky. This is true everywhere in Europe, 
regardless of the status of the country during World War 11. The memory of the 
Holocaust now encompasses the VICtors, the defeated, and the neutral countries in 
the same manner. 

Europea11 Organizatiotts 
New institutional European actors are also becoming receptive to Jewish life, 

thanks in part to the fact that they are solicited by the Jewish organizations seek
ing funds for European projects. The different divisiOns of the European Union in 
Brussels and of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg are thus becoming important 
partners and actors in Jewish European life, institutionally and individually. fhis 
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symbiOsis is less a consequence of the memory of the Holocaust than a prefigura
tion of or overture to culturally and religiously plural Europe with multiple mem
ories that meet beyond national borders. 

Current Trends 

The European Jewtsh world has thus become a maJOr issue for world )udaism. 
All Jewish actors meet as they once dtd at the fairs of Champagne or along the car
avan routes. The results are multtple, often varied, and g1ve nse to new forms of 
Jewish life. 

A New, Globalized ]ewislt Elite 
Rabbts, Jewish community leaders, secondary and university Jewtsh educatiOn 

experts are moving and meeting together more than ever before. Thts new ehte cir
culates in a world that is increasmgly homogenous, where the labels 'American 
Jew', or 'European Jew' or 'Israeli' are losing their nat10nal and cultural spec1ficity. 
These different commuruties have mcreasmgly stmilar concerns, all the more so 
since the possible solutions are often articulated in common frameworks (c..f. the 
Le'at1d seminars for future Jewish commuruty leaders in Europe) In addition, a 
Jewish studtes and culture elite has been created, and meet frequently in Europe 
and in Israel, with bridges towards the United States. 

Regional Europu w Centers 
The Jewish European world will doubtless be organized around reg10nal cen

ters. Stockholm is becommg the Scandinavian pole that will also mclude the 
Jew1sh communities of the Baltic countnes. A Germanic pole, perhaps m Berltn, 
will bnng together the Jews of Germany, Austria, and German Switzerland France 
and Great Britain obviously constitute their own poles. And we can imagine a cen
ter in Madrid, which will also be used as a bridge for Jews in Latin America, many 
of whom are ailXIous to lffiffilgrate to Europe. Hungary 1s becoming a pole for 
Central and Eastern European Jews and for Jews from the Balkans, includmg 
refugees from ex-Yugoslav1a. In addition, Budapest has become the preferred s1te 
for mtra-European meetmgs, not only because of 1ts central location, but also 
because Eastern Europeans need no vtsa to go there, and pnces are low compared 
with the West. For thts reason, the London JPR has 1ts meetings in Budapest: an 
example of the new Jewtsh pragmattsm. Moscow, of course, is already a pole for 
Jews who are still in the ex-USSR, with 'annexes' m Berhn 
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Light ]ewislt Culh1re 
Europe is about to become a privileged place for a new virtual, positive global

ized Jewish culture . The Paideia Institution that was just created in Stockholm to 
provide a Jewish education to young Europeans is striking proof of clus. Created 
by a dynamic American woman, a Jewish education expert from Israel, this insti
tution is largely financed by the Swedish government. The academic staff come 
from the Hartman Institute of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and from the 
new 'itinerant' Jewish elites. Students will come from all over Europe to receive a 
Jewish education free of any national tradition. A new Jewish center has just been 
born, in less than two years, in a geographically peripheral city whose national 
Jewish community was created essentially at the end of the 19th century and today 
counts only 20,000 people - the institutional opposite of the Alliance. It is too 
early to say whether the Jewish culture that is transrrutted in this manner will 
resemble a standardized Mac Moshe or whether it will be able to radiate a sub
stantial content. This new culture will, in all cases, be convivial and dynamic, and 
will provide an extraterritorial adventure with a virtual past to young Jews of the 
new century. 

The Challenges 

Will the AIU be able to maintain its position in a Europe whose Jewish com
muruties are being redefined? Will its traditions and experience hinder or help it? 
Will it become the French Sephardic or Mediterranean center of an expanding 
Jewish galaxy with incomparable advantages in this age of cultural tourism? Paris 
and its splendors? Or the advantages of its own history and rootedness in a long 
French tradition, at the crossroads of universal values and Jewish specificity? Does 
the AIU still have a 'signature' after the Jewish worlds that it set out to 'civilize' 
and to educate in North Africa, the Balkans and the Ottoman Empire have disap
peared. Especially after the double rupture of the Holocaust and of 1967, and the 
loss of the serene confidence in Eternal France on which its identity is based? We 
must not forget that in today's globalized Judaism, with centers in Israel and 
America, that Germany, the great friend of Israel with its diverse Jewish commu
nity, might appear more useful and symbolically promising than the French Jewish 
community. For while the latter is certainly better established and bigger, it is 
based in France which is considered to be fundamentally hostile to Israel. 
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AIU Strengths 

These are advantages implymg that European Jews will want to both create a 
vibrant Jew1sh lJfe and culture and play a p1votal role m the1r respective countries 
to strengthen the universal values that are always vulnerable, even in Israel. The 
AlU has five important strengths. 

1. A cultural and mtellectual tradition dating from the Cremieux Agreement to 
Emmanuel Levmas, and including many enltghtened rabbis who can conju
gate the Talmud and a humanistic approach. This tradition needs to be 
recalled, and above all freed of the opprobrium cast upon the •Israelite• 
world after the Holocaust. Th1s work has already begun at the College of 
Jewish Studies, under the brilliant direction of Shmuel Trigano. 

2. A reflection on the Jew in the Ctty, which IS to say on citizenship and mem
bership in a world that is not only Jewish. Ths message goes well beyond 
the specifically French notion of the secular, and touches upon the maJOr 
1ssues of our pluralistic democracies. 

3 The recently acquired slow and, we hope, profound reconc1hat1on wtth a 
traumatic national past, that is particularly traumatic for Jews. 

4. Learning how to mix very different Jewish worlds - from the old Israelites 
of the Os~uden to the Sepharads, to the left, secular Jews, to hbcral and 
orthodox Jews. 

5. Finally, the most controverstal issue: the reactualization of the Rene Cassin 
legacy and the reinsertion of the Jewish world into uruversal human rights 
that has too long been monopolized by UN vaganes. This should be rev1s1ted 
with a Jewish rereadmg that would rediscover its practical universa!tty. 

With this historical baggage, the AIU can play a role m European Judaism 
where many Jewish communities, and not only those m the East, are facing the 
same pohtical and htstorical1ssues that remain current. Above all, the AIU can play 
a role w1th respect to Israel, which must be made less isolated from within and 
from wtthout m this respect. Why couldn't the AIU schools m Israel transmit these 
five messages? And couldn't a future ENIO mcamate these messages at a European 
level? Above all, couldn't there be more of a dtalogue on them between Israel and 
European Jews? Some will say that American Judaism incarnates these values 
mfirutely better than ItS French equivalent. Thts IS true, but in suc.h an rustoncally 
exceptional way, and within a 'risk-free' national context since the American 
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Jewish community did not have to fight against its own government in order to 
defend Israel or its own priorities. In France, where this history is more conflictual 
and tense, provides examples for all the other Jewish worlds, including in Israel, 
that are in the eye of the storm. Mightn't we imagine, in this context, a future 
Paris-Berlin-Jerusalem triangle within the Jewish European world that is taking 
shape, where London would be a friendly albeit rather exceptional presence? The 
AIU must rediscover the conviction of its initial values if it wants to set its mark 
on the renewal of European Judaism, the mmor and the hinterland of an Israeli 
judaism. It will otherwise risk becoming only a vague reference or, at best, a pleas
ant cultural and tourist rest stop in the general education of llomo I Jebraicus of the 
21st century, with its superficial Jewish culture and militancy that touches on an 
autistic Judeo-centrism. 
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~ ephardic Maritime 
K outes and Experiences 

Evelyne Oliei-Grausz • 

In December 1754, Ester Levy Flores, a young widow from Amsterdam, left for 
Surinam, moved both by her respect for Mosaic law and by her concern for her own 
freedom. Her husband, Jose ph Arias Carvalho, had disappeared and the couple was 
childless. She was therefore obliged to marry her brother-in-law, or to free him from 
this obligatory Leviratic marriage by 'unshoeing' through the ritual halitza. The 
brother-in-law in question, Jehosuah Menahem Arias, lived in Dutch Guyana, or 
Surinam, and belonged to the Holy Beraha Vesalom Community. at the heart of a 
vast ensemble of largely Jewish plantations known as the Jodensavannah. Because 
there was no rabbi, for the moment, in Suriname the rabbis and the parnassim of 
Amsterdam appointed Jacob Henriques de Barios, another passenger on the same 
ship, to be responsible for ensuring the halitza ceremony and to be a member of the 
rabbinical tribunal, or bet din, overseeing it. After the long voyage, the young woman 
arrived in the Jewish savanna to be told that Jehosuah Arias had left the colony 
clandestinely, and his whereabouts were unknown. Thanks to the copious corre
spondence between the two communities, we can follow the vicissitudes of this 
transatlantic halitza. An inquest was organized to find the missing brother-in-law. The 
Surinam community was irritated by the decision of the Dutch authorities to name 
an expert, and tensions arose between the two. After a year and a half of difficulties 
and various episodes about which known only that they occurred but about which 
we have no details, Ester Levy Flores 'unshoed' her brother-in-law and was then free 
to marry someone else.' 

This episode has more than anecdotal value; it lets us understand certain char
acteristics of the history of the Sephardic communities and their relationship with 
the sea. lt is a story deeply marked by mobility. which is inevitably translated in the 
Sephardic space by a sea journey, embodied here by the trips of the two princrpal 
protagonists. Another story could have been told by way of introduction. lt would 
have been about a Sephardic trader sailing the seas in search of merchandise. Th1s 
familiar figure, however, avoided so to suggest how generally and under how many 
different circumstances Sephardic Jews traveled by sea. The vignette gives us a sec-
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ond indication concerning the role of fami ly ties in setting mobility into motion. 
This was. above all, a diaspora of families, not only distant kin but of siblings and 
immediate family. Finally. these groups were separated by an ocean but the com
munities maintained close official relationships. in this case based on authority or 
the obligation to intervene, dictated by a respect for the Law. The intervention by 
Amsterdam that so irritated the parnassim of Surinam in this case was otherwise 
constantly solicited by this community and others. 

One example chosen for its pusillanimity will illustrate this transatlantic inti
macy. In 1755, Jacob Jeudah Leao de Cura~ao complained to the Amsterdam par
nassim that his son had not been authorized to replace him for the Yom Kippur 
reading of the Haftorah.2 This plaint arose in a context of conflict between 
Cura~oan factions, and paradoxically sheds light on how recourse to Amsterdam 
as a proximate authority was solicited for small and important disagreements, 
thereby erasing the time-space represented by the immense expanse of ocean. 
The ocean occupies a singular position in Sephardic history and geography, by 
simultaneous ly separating and bringing together the poles of this diaspora. For 
despite the difficulty of communication between such distant points during the 
modern era, there was continuity rather than rupture. The ocean, the territory of 
the void, was an endlessly traversed space that did not signify absence. 

• 
A Maritime Diaspora 

The title chosen for this essay on the relationship between Sephardic Jews and 
the ocean borders on being redundant and even on being pleonastic since the only 
history of modem Sephardic Jews is a maritime history.3 The ocean occupies an 
essential position in terms of both events and the long term. Indeed, the founding 
episode of the history of the New Christians of Portugal, the forced, collective, and 
notorious baptism of Portuguese Jews following the simulacrum of an expulsion 
proclaimed by Dom Manuel under pressure from Spain, took place in the port of 
Lisbon. Other important moments in the history of the Sephardic diaspora 
occurred within a naval or maritime context, such as the 1669 Expulsion of the 
Jews from the Spanish possession of Oran. The embarkation of the Oran's entire 
Jewish community of 466 people, including women, children, and old people, was 
celebrated to the ringing of church bells, the shooting of canons, and actions of for
giveness. Hoping to put in at Leghom, the expelled Jews were put off in 
Villefranche de Nice, a possession of the Duke of Savoy.4 
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After bemg expelled from Spain, the Mediterranean was the first space in 
which the Sephardic diaspora began to constitute itself, and it remamed so for sev
eral generatwns. The exiled and emtgrant Jews satled tOwards the Ottoman 
Empire, North Africa, and Italy. At the end of the 16'h century, this migratory route 
shifted to the north and west of Europe, although Jewish emigration continued 
unabated to Italy, which was at the temporal and spatial crossroads of d1asporas of 
the Levant and the West. Towards the end of the 16 century, complex political, 
religious, and economic circumstances led to authonzing the return to Western 
Europe of Jews who had been largely expelled from Europe at the end of the 
Middle Ages and during the wars of religwn. The commuruttes established by 
small groups of Portuguese and Spanish Jews in Leghorn, Amsterdam, Hamburg, 
and in Southwest French, where official equivocation about their deftnition con
tinued for more than a century, was the beginrung of the resettlement of Jews in 
Western Europe. Various inittatives, motivated by economic and spiritual consid 
erations, combining m11lenary Jew1sh and Christian plans and the attraction of a 
new access route to the Caribbean just after the fall of Dutch Brazil, led to the offi 
cious 'readm1ss10n' of Jews to Cromwell's England. The western expansion of 
Sephardic communities continued and mcreased during the second half of the 17"' 
century, in the English Antilles - Oarnatca, Barbados), the Dutch AntiJles 
(Curac;ao), and on the North Amencan continent in New York, and Sunnam Thts 
widening of Sephardic honzons towards the westernmost extremity of the New 
World was consonant with and accompanied the Atlantic expansion of European 
powers. 

During the Enlightenment, the Sephard1c d1aspora was above all a dtaspora of 
ports stretchmg between the Old and the New Worlds, w1th a complex, articu
lated, layered structure of family ues, business parrnersh1ps, and inter-community 
relationships. Individual destinies and farruly sagas constituted so many micro· 
cosms of this collective history. Next to the trmumerable famous or unknown 
Judeo-Portuguese names, we can place a list of manttme locahties that sum up 
thetr b10graphy. In 1728, young Ben1amin da Costa, before becoming an eminent 
Portuguese notable and shareholder of the Bank of England, sent a request to K.mg 
George Il m which he traced his fam1ly history, from the arrival of his parents 
Abraham Mendes da Costa and Jud1th Mendes Salazar m Bayonne during the final 
years of the 17" century, to their journey to Holland in about 1700 where they died 
in 1724, and his own settling in London. Concerrung the rabbis, the btography of 
Abraham Gabay lsidro describes numerous sea crossings and travels, until his 
death. Born on the Iberian Peninsula at the end of the 17th century, Isidro fled 
whereas the Holy Office Imprisoned his wife and many of his relatives. 
Circumcised in London in 1721, he went to Amsterdam where he studied in the 
rabbtrucal seminar Ets Haim under Hakham Abendana de Britto. Less than three 
years after having returned to regular Judaism, he was able to preac.h in the large 
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synagogue of Amsterdam. He became a rabbi of the Portuguese congregation of 
Surinam and of Barbados, then moved to London where he died in 1755. His 
widow Sarah settled in her hometown of Bayonne, and had his Sefer Yad Avralram 
printed in Amsterdam in 1763 with 613 commandments in the form of a long litur
gical poem.6 To illustrate the diaspora of siblings, we can cite the last will and tes
tament of David Bemal, written in Cura~o in 1716 who leaves his goods to his 
sister Anna, married in Bayonne, his brothers Manuel and Isaac in Amsterdam, his 
brother Juan in London, and his brother-in-law, Francisco Nunes de Bemal Miranda 
da Bahia, in BraziJ.l 

These complex relations often led to the interrelationships between business 
and kinship that characterize the Judeo-Portuguese diaspora as well as other reli
gious, trading minorities such as the Huguenots and the Luccas. The modem trader 
was above all a seller of space and routes, which meant that he had to be able to 
count on trustworthy agents along the trade routes. In establishing secure infor
mation networks that structured the trade, the family was the most reliable natu
ral support. The creation of veritable pan-diasporic family enterprises could either 
use members of a family that were already dispersed or send relatives to settle in 
the cardinal trading points. For example, the Franco firm, which dominated the 
London diamond trade during the first decades of the 18th century, illustrates the 
combination of these two strategies. The patriarch Mose Franco Albuquerque 
lived in Leghom at the end of the 17th century and was actively engaged in coral 
trade and workmanship. In very short order, relying on expertise and the emigra
tion of one part of the family this time, he created a framework that ensured the 
rapid rise of the London house. One of Mose's three sons remained in Leghom, 
another settled in London, and the third left for Fort Saint George (Madras), the 
British counter that replaced Goa in producing uncut stones. Coral was exported 
to India where it was much prized, and diamonds were sent to London to be sold, 
usually after having been cut and polished in Amsterdam.• Without enumerating 
further examples, we can easily see how configurations of commercial and family 
ties effectively activated Sephardic mobility, which necessarily used the open seas. 

The spintual and geographic development of Antonio Ribeiro provides a con
trast in terms of the link between maritime peregrinations and Sephardic identity. 
This young, New Christian Portuguese doctor was initiated into the Hebraic law 
in early adulthood and left for London to join his uncle, Diogo Nunes Ribeira, who 
had returned to regular Judaism with his entire family two years earlier. Upon his 
arrival, he was circumcised and adopted Jewish customs. Overcome by doubts, 
however, he rejected first the rabbinate and then Judaism in its entirety and the 
discomforts of northern mores. The former New Christian become a new Jew, to 
pertinent concept forged by Yosef Kaplan, and returned to Christianity w1thout 
returning to Portugal, cursing his decision to submit himself to the Covenant of 
Abraham, since it meant that he could not go home. He left London and first went 
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briefly to his parents' home in Bordeaux before taking up a life of exile, offering 
his services and medical know-how in several important continental European 
courts, mduding that of Catherine the Great of Russia. After breaking ties with his 
Portuguese family and religion, he veered away from maritime geography and 
plunged inland into continental Europe.9 

The Ocean, the New Christians, and the Escape Routes 

The New Christians who wanted to leave Portugal or Spam could do so e1ther 
by travelling by land over the Pyrenees, or by sea. In the autobiographical descnp
tions of this escape, the embarkation often represents the acme of the family saga, 
and the ocean represents the prelude of freedom. In the beautifully written pages 
that describe how they made their escape, generally flat because she takes her data 
from inquisitorial sources, Michele Escamilla-Colin describes the various sub
terfuges used, including false letters, pending debts, false rumors of departure for 
a false destination.10 Late in life, around the turn of the 19th century, the daughter 
of Dr. Samuel Ribeiro Nunes Ziprah Nunes, gave her grandson Mordecai Manuel 
Noah an elegant account of the family escape in the 1720s. Although doubtless 
embellished by time, the tale was nonetheless eloquent on the necessary dissimu
lation of all details concerning these departures. 

Doctor (Samuel Ribeiro Nunes) owned a large, elegant mansion on the banks 
of the Tagus. Given his large fortune, he was used to frequenting the best-known 
families of Lisbon. One beautiful summer day, he organized a dinner, and one of 
his guests was the captain of a British bngantme, anchored on the river not far 
from his home. While the guests were enjoying themselves on the lawn, the cap
tain invited the doctor's family and some friends to JOin him aboard hts sh1p. 
They brought some of the meal that had been prepared for the party. While they 
were on board appreciating the captain's hospitality, the captain gave the order to 
lift anchor and, with a favorable wind, the brigantine rapidly left the Tagus's 
waters and quickly arrived on the open sea, landing in England. The doctor and 
the captain had organized everything ahead of time; the captain had agreed to a 
thousand moidores and had used this subterfuge to elude surveillance. The ladies 
had hidden their diamonds and jewels beneath their dresses; the doctor had 
changed all of his holdings into gold and distributed them among the men of the 
family who hid them in their heavy leather belts. He left behind his china, fur
nishings, domestics and his retinue, all of which was seized by the Inquisition and 
confiscated by the State.11 
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The advances in navigation and trade, emphasized by Ribeiro Sanches, meant 

that long-used sea routes12 gained considerably in importance as of the 17th cen
tury, especially from the port of Lisbon. "As soon as he is able to leave the king
dom, the (New Christian) does so, as quickly as possible. The easiest crossing is 
the route for Holland, England, and France where he arrives knowing nothing of 
the language of these countries, and knowing only Portuguese or Spanish Jews, 
among whom he rediscovers relatives and friends."13 

Michele Escamilla mentions a case worthy of being recounted because it 
enriches our geography of the escape routes of a Mediterranean channel that 
appear vital still at the turn of the 17th-18th centuries. A Genoan boat had left 
Lisbon in the spring of 1699 en route for Leghorn, with approximately 50 
Portuguese aboard. It made a fateful halt in Cadiz where the commissioner, alerted 
to the boat's arrival, had already forewarned the inquisitors of the Seville tribunal. 
What's interesting in this tale for the historian, among others, is that the passen
gers included Manuel Fernandez Pereira alias Gaspar Lopez Dias, and Domingo de 
Acosta Villareal alias Domingo Lopes. These two New Christian brothers were 
born in Portugal, had settled and married in Leghorn and Naples respectively, and 
had organized the convoy from Italy, with all of its obvious dangers for two bap
tized Jews. The fact that the second brother was the lieutenant on the intercepted 
ship suggests that this may have been more than an occasional route." 

The most coveted and maybe the most frequented sea route, however, was the 
one from Lisbon to London. This was primarily because the 1703 treaty of 
Methuen exempted English vessels from inquisitorial visits. The steamship access 
that assured the regular traffic between Lisbon and Falrnouth became a synonym 
for safety and a veritable crossing industry was organized with Jewish and Neo
Christian networks in Lisbon and London that we barely remark the current state 
of our scholarship. The linchpin of the industry was the ship captain, such as he 
appears in the lovely tale told by Ziprah Nunes. Diplomatic and inquisitorial 
sources provide the most reliable elements albeit in dribs and drabs. In 1726, a 
Dutch captain informed the Lisbon Inquisition that, thanks to the help of a London 
merchant named Pedro Lami, Doctor Diogo Nunes Ribeira was making his way 
clandestinely towards the England of the New Christians.15 Between February and 
June 1731, the British Consul makes several mentions in his correspondence of the 
traffic in false Admiralty passports used by the New Christians to flee Portugal, 
revealing a complicity in Cork and Usbon.16 

Captains holding such power made the fugitives pay dearly for their passage, 
and the Inquisition tried until the bitter end to rip away their coveted passengers. 
In a letter to the Duke of Newcastle dated Aprilll , 1727, Cottrell, the charge d'af
faires in Lisbon, recounts the chaos following the news of the escape of Gaspar 
Lopes, a tobacco farmer and Crown debtor, and the siege in front Captain Bowler's 
vessel, the Argyle. 
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Hts Majesty the King of Portugal was filled with fury and resentment at the 
idea that some of his subjects had taken refuge on board an English vessel. The tri· 
bunal had been able to monitor the fugttives far enough to be sure that they had 
embarked on a boat rocking on the Tagus. We had hoped that a general embargo 
would affect the boats, and the Inquisition demanded that all those involved m 
similar affairs be severely punished. For two entire nights, police officers patrolled 
the riverbanks in search of the escapees, under order to bring them as a trophy to 
the Inquisition.17 

This route grew to such proportions and became so visible that it created sen 
ous diplomatic tensions between the two countries. Portugal protested offictally, 
first on the occasion of a spectacular escape by Jose da Costa Villareal and hts 
family from the Holy Office prisons; da Costa had managed to bring a large quan
tity of precious metals with him on the same steamship, in July.' The official 
protests were repeated during the following years. In January 1727, James 
Dormer, the extraordinary envoy to Portugal, was ordered not tO help Jews to 
escape. Lord Tirawley, the extraordinary envoy to Portugal between 1728 and 
1741 whose letters made no secret of his distaste for these "obscure and ambtgu
ous gentlemen," was so zealous in his task that he was called to order by the 
Duke of Newcastle in 1732 for having notified all English shipmasters of the inter
diction against taking passengers without a laissez-passer from the Secretary of 
State. T eying to justify himself, he emphasized the limits of his action, asserting 
that the captains would continue to take refugees aboard •each time that they 
were offered a purse full of gold, which has always been and will continue to be 
the principal motivation of those who accept to participate in these operations.1

' 

Again in 1746, Abraham Castres, another extraordinary envoy to Lisbon, 
informed the Duke of Newcastle that a "whole Jewish family" (the name leaves 
no doubt about the reality of crypto-judaism) had fled onboard the steamship 
Hanover, despite the reiterated assurance by the English authoribes to try and put 
an end to these practices. King John was extremely unhappy. "The Inquisition 
have been much out of humor ever smce," and he expected an official protest 
from the extraordinary envoy to England, Sebastiao Jose de Carvalho e Melo (the 
future Marquis of Pombal).20 

The figure of the New Christian as a clandestine passenger on His Majesty's 
vessels become so familiar during the second half of the 18th century that tt served 
as a cover for a fleeing judge in 1774. Several letters deal with this fugitive who 
passed himself off as a Jew trying to escape the Inquisition. According to the 
English diplomat in office at the time, being Jewish was no longer a valid excuse 
"as the Jews are publicly tolerated under the protection of an Express Law m thetr 
favor." He was doubtless referring to the abolition of distinctions between New 
and Old Christians of the same year and did not hesitate to use the term Jew to 
refer to the new Christians.11 
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The route for England was so convenient that it was used for many destina

tions. We have already given examples of those who, like the Raba and the 
Furtado, went from Lisbon to Bayonne and Bordeaux in 1753 and 1756 respec
tively, making only a brief stopover in London. Julio Caro Baroja recounts that dur
ing the reign of Charles II, a certain Moses Henriquez, born in Aragon, left for 
London and ultimately went to Morocco.n 

Bemard Nahon, in examining the case of the Raba, speculates about the New 
Christians' choices of a final destination in relationship to their wealth. He and 
suggests a hierarchy crowned by London, followed by Bordeaux and Bayonne. We 
can also imagine a similar hierarchy of escape routes, with the Lisbon-London sea 
passage reserved for the wealthiest, and the more dangerous route over the 
Pyrenees for the less wealthy.23 The various accounts of the cupidity of sea captains 
lend credence to this view of things, but it needs to some nuance. The wealthy cer
tainly took the sea route but it was not reserved exclusively for them. When 
Captain Bowler was blamed for the flight of Gaspar Lopes, he claimed that he had 
been harassed to accept some poor souls aboard his ship and that because they 
were Jewish, they were pursued by the Inquisition. When the ship was ready to 
get under way, he had ordered them to leave the decks, just as he had ordered the 
friends who had come to give them what they would need during the voyage. He 
only allowed a few women and children to remain aboard, out of charity.24 Much 
more significant than this anecdote, however, are the London national accounts of 
the Portuguese congregation and the exponential growth of its charitable expenses 
in 1720 and 1730, that show that previous agreements determined that captains 
were paid for the passage of Jews when the ship arrived in London. The registers 
of the Shaar Hashamayim London community show that upon his arrival on 28 
veadar 5486 (31 march 1726) Captain Robert Bowler received 57 pounds 20 "for 
the passage of 8 pessoas from Lis boa." ~ The accounting reflects the importance of 
the phenomenon: in 1728, a new budgetary line was created in the books of the 
Portuguese congregation of London for freight costs settled by ship captains for the 
clandestine transportation of impecunious New Christians. In 1728 alone, the 
Shaar Hashamayim community paid for the escape of 114 people, mostly from 
PortugaJ.l6 The fugitives traveled in a group- four groups were mentioned for this 
year, including about 20 people, or more - using a plot that seemed familial inso
far as we can judge from the paucity of documentation. Doubtless because of the 
urgency of the situation, the community used and paid for the services of nine dif
ferent captains that year. Over the years, however, the names of Captain Lyons, 
Glass, Diamond, Bennet, and Beale appeared regularly, and give us an ind1cation of 
the creation of a veritable flight network.27 
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The Port of Bordeaux: A Typology of Jewish Passengers 

A series of passport regtsters tssued by the Admiralty of Guyana for passen
gers embarking at the port of Bordeaux, and covenng VIrtually the enttre18th 
century are an exceptiOnal set of documents (whtch have been exhaustively ana
lyzed elsewhere):· There is noclung like them in other Sephard1c establishments, 
for they make 1t poss1ble to imagine the datly activitles of one of the circuits used 
by Sparush and Portuguese Jews, from a single vantage potnt. We can therefore 
begin to understand Immigrants and travelers during practically an entire cen 
tury. From approximately 33,000 certificates of tdenttty and Catholictty, passen
ger submtss1ons and passports, we can 1dentify more than 1000 Jewish passen 
gers, largely from or born in Spain and Portugal. W1thout descnbing the 
birthplaces of these passengers in any deta1l, or the compos1t10n of these groups, 
we can estabhsh a typology of migrant Jewish travelers from this uruque source. 
In additiOn to the very common figure of traders travelling to London, 
Amsterdam, and the French tslands in America that we have already described 
as comprising an important contmgent of Jewtsh travelers, there was also the 
young trader. Raphael Azevedo, for example, left for Amsterdam m 1766 "to 
learn its language and trade." Iberian Immigrants fleemg Spa m and Portugal con
sutute another less distmct 'group' but one that overlaps wtth the previous 
group. They arnved over the Pyrenean border and the haven of Bayonne, or by 
sea, and went to other Sephardtc destmations such as London or Holland, of 
their free will or because of a vigorous poltcy mcitmg their departure to help the 
Nation's finances. The numbers of these travelers grew considerably in the 1720s 
and 1730s, years dunng wh1ch Portuguese tribunals were tntensely actJve, and 
the Sparush Holy Off1ce was spectacularly energetic. once agam. We can distin
gutsh one category of poor wanderers that intersects parttally wtth the lot of 
Iberian immigrants whose passage was paid for by a complex system of finan 
eta! collaboration among the commuruues. These travelers wandered between 
the poles of Sephardtc geography and from one chantable mstitut1on to another, 
wtth no regard for dtstance, like the indtgents of the Old Regime m France who 
wandered from parish to parish. This sketch should also mclude scholars and 
ttJnerant rabb1s whose importance has no relat!Onshtp to thetr number, and who 
were most often mandated by the commuruttes of the Holy Land or of the 
Mediterranean to collect emergency funds. The beautiful ensemble in the pass
port reg1sters, of Hebrew monograms typical of rabbmic s1gnatures, bear uncle · 
ruable graphic witness to these rabbis. We do not give JUStice here to the wealth 
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whose collection 1s particularly rich in this kind of document. Azevedo was a suc
cessful merchant m colonial trade a&er the War of America.' Portuguese Jews also 
demonstrated an encyclopedic or scientific interest in the world of navtgation. For 
example, m 1753, Jacob Rodrigues Pereire, known especially for his piOneering 
work m teachmg deaf mutes, participated m a competition opened by the 
Academy of Sciences «on the best way to increase the effect of winds on ships.• 
This was an obvious opportunity for him to demonstrate his talents as a mathe
matician, but the undertaking attracted attention because it was so different from 
the rest of his work. David Franco-Mendes, the author of a handwritten chronicle 
of the Portuguese community of Amsterdam since its creation, also wrote an 
unpublished work whose lengthy title describes its contents: Marine dicuonary con
taimng the art of nav1gation and naval ardwuwre explamed by all the de{imtio~1s and 
plrmses tlrat co11cem tire difference spaces of slrips, parts of tire \'essel, tire dt.tml of maneu
\'US a11d tire {tmctions of tlliV}' officers a11d saili11g officers. /11 tire Frwclr, Dutclr, Portuguese, 
and Spanish languages, by Dawd Franco Mwdes, translmor authori::ed by tire Noble 
Magistrate of tlus wy of Amsterdam 111 1780. ·~ The polysemism of these indices should 
not go unnoticed, of course: it is difficult to conclude that this maritime mclination 
was strictly Ibenan, to sort out the influences of Dutch or Bordeaux seafaring cul
tures, and the specifically Enlightenment mterest for the techniques and voyages 
of discovery. Perhaps more eloquent is the place of maritime affairs in the ques
tions put to the students in the Ets Haim rabbinic seminar in Amsterdam, which 
cannot with any certainty be considered as true or invented situations designed for 
the sake of the exercise. For example, a marnage between a Cohen and a captive 
woman whom he ransomed during one of his trips; or the right of a wife whose 
husband had g1ven the right to organize the marriage of her daughters alone while 
he was away on a long sea journey. Or, aboard ship, the licit nature of certain food 
during the first nine days of the month of Av, during which meat is forbtdden. 

This intimacy of SephardJc Jews with the sea, imposed by the histoncal and 
geographic condinons of expansiOn of the Sephardic diaspora, created a web of 
familial, economic, and community ties that domesticated and reduced the obsta
cles of navigable distances. This history 1s incarnated by many figures of captains, 
ship owners, sailors, and passengers. The result of necessity, and an integral part 
of the history of SephardJc Jews, this delectatiOn for the sea is also in some mea
sure part of the Spanish cultural legacy. On th1s point, the investigation remains to 
be carried out. 
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he Jews of Hungary: 
eyond Assimilation 

Victor Karady • 

f ranco-Hungarian political scientist Pierre Kende stirred a lively debate in the 
intellectual press in Hungary' last year with his articles describing a new relation
ship between Jews and Hungarians after the 1989 transition to a democratiC gov
ernment. He claimed that Holocaust survivors1 are no longer distinguishable from 
the rest of post-communist society, because they no longer have any specific social 
functions in Hungarian society. In the preceding pre-Socialist regime, by contrast, 
Jews held a disproportionately large share of cultural and economic responsibilities 
and benefits of Hungary's post-feudal or bourgeois modernization, and could be 
identified by their specific anthropological and religious attributes. Linguistic and 
cultural assimilation tended to blur these distinctions during the ancien reg1me as 
did the progressive secularization of large sectors of Judaism (and of other parts of 
urban society}, and and the 'national' - and even nationalist in the Hungarian sense 
of the term - redefinition of Jewish identity that heightened Jews' political loyalty 
to the nation state. This nascent symbiosis continued to evolve under the Socialist 
regime, and according to Pierre Kende. changed radically. The fact that most sur
vivors stayed in Hungary after the persecutions - for which the Hungarian admin
istration, the military police and certain other sectors of the population, particu
larly in cities. were largely responsible) - can already be interpreted as a 
willingness to start again and to accept the 'community of destiny' and its new cir
cumstances. Despite very old anti-Semitic tales making Commun1sm a Jewish 
power,< Communism proved to be an 'adventure' or 'undertaking' common to Jews 
and non-Jews alike, which helped to complete the assimilation that had prev1ously 
begun under new conditions. Kende's reading of contemporary history concludes 
with the observation that henceforth "the country has achieved European moder
nity." Even the anti-Semitism that characterizes many societies in crisis or under
going violent change found few takers in Hungary after 1945. The distmctive singu
larities and differences of Judaism and its specific historical role in Hungarian 
society are more and more things of the past.s 
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Pierre Kende's observation and his generally valid arguments serve as an intro

duction to an analysis of the situation of Hungarian Jews since I 989. I nonetheless 
believe that, although social differences between Jews and non-Jews in certain 
spheres concerning self-definition and the social definition of Judaism have slowly 
disappeared, certain distinctions still remain and are, in fact. even tending to increase. 
thanks to the post-Communist transition. To give the broadest picture, it is useful to 
first recall the particular relationship of Jews to Communism in Hungary, which also 
distinguishes them from the Jews in most other Soviet block countries. Next, I will 
consider the socio-historical data of the current situation of the Jews and how their 
contemporaries view their insertion into contemporary society. Finally, I will 
describe the problems of self-definition and the new tendency of dissimulating 
Jewish identity. 
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Judaism and Communism in Hungary 

Whereas we can agree with Pierre Kende's conclusion about the division of 
responsibilities under Communism, we must not lose sight of the fact that Jews 
and non-Jews necessarily had very different v1ews of the regime that was put into 
place after the victory of the Red Army. The d1vers1ty of expenences begms With 
the collapse of the ancien reg1me. Hungarian Jews could only be relieved by this col
lapse, and they henceforth professed their unemng gratitude to the conquerors 
who were in fact their liberators. By contrast, the rest of Hungarian soc1ety and 
even those who had not collaborated with the Nazts or the1r conservative prede
cessors, experienced clus as a new occupation. ln the space of a few years (starting 
in 1947 -48), the living conditions of the maJority changed more brutally and more 
irremed1ably than they had with the German victory, if we 1gnore the particulari· 
ties of war. Contrary to other countnes occupied by the Third Re~eh where Jews 
and most of the population experienced their subJeCtion to and liberation from 
Naz1 oppression m the same way, Holocaust survtvors and the majonty of non
Jewish Hungarians reacted differently to the arrival of Sov1et troops, wh1ch was 
ntually commemorated during Communist holidays. Regardless of their future 
relationship with the system that was established after 1947, Jewish survivors 
tended to the very end to look upon the regime favorably as a 'lesser evil' com
pared to the Nazis. A certain 'sentimental Communism' rather blind to the reali
ties of Stahrusm, persevered among most of those concerned. In Jewish memory, 
clus hberatwn remamed a m1raculous redemptton that could, retrospectively or 
prospectively absolve the new regtme of many of its errors or crimes.6 

Yet Holocaust surv1vors also deeply shared the generally negative assessment 
of Communism, and spectfically bore the we1ght of certain aspects of 1ts social 
costs. Jews, like other religious groups, were the victims of anticlencal campatgns, 
but even moreso of campaigns against all vestiges of 'cosmopolitan' or 'bourgeois' 
mentality- often code names for being Jewish. Gtven the1r pos1tion in Hungarian 
capitalism, Jews were the principal victtms of the bourgeots expropriation program 
that culminated towards 1951in the virtually total nationalization of private enter· 
pnses and property, even small businesses. For the same reason, a disproportion
ate number of Jews was JmmedJately demoted by the Stahrust regime, sent to 
forced paramilitary labor (rather than normal serv~ce), expelled from the1r 'bour
geOis' apartments in the cap1tal, kept under house surveillance m insalubrious vil
lages, and given no access to higher education because of their social origins (an X 
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on ID cards gave Jews the humiliating status of class enemy). It goes wtthout say
ing that anti-Zionist campaigns targeted Jewish leaders who were also the pre
ferred targets as of 1949 of the regime's purges against bourgeois infiltrators and in 
favor of the rank and file. Moreover, many Jews were eliminated, demoted, and 
subjected to repression after 1956: indeed, even after 1968, a fraction of the sons 
of Jewish leaders were subjected to the same treatment. 

On the other hand, the advent of Communism obviously brought with it many 
tangible advantages that could, in the long term, instill a certain loyalty among a 
clientele with a great potential for social mobility. Holocaust survivors whose prior 
socio-economic status was restored considered this change to be an asset of the 
Soviet regime. For many Jews, and particularly young Jews who had only known 
the darker side of the ancien regime, Communism gave many other new opportu
nities for professional mobility that seemed entirely miraculous because they had 
essentially been unavailable to Jews during the anciett regime. Ambitious Jews 
sought positions in the new administration for a range of reasons: to avenge ear
lier professional frustration, to seek security with respect to the repressive state 
apparatus, to seek reparations, to settle scores with personnel that had compro
mised themselves with the Nazi regime.7 These reasons all converged with the 
serious deficit of trustworthy leaders in the early phases of Hungary's popular 
democracy. As recognized anti-fascists, Jews therefore had free access to the pub
lic administration and soon became an ostentatious presence in the press, in poli
tics, in the repressive judicial system, and among the powerful nomenklatura. 
Indeed, until 1956, the Stalinist dictatorship was directed by a quadriga of deju
datsed Jews. 

Paths diverged, of course, especially after 1956. Many Jewish leaders were dis
appointed by their idols of the past and turned against Stalinism to prepare the rev
olution of 1956. This represented a battle of the popular front where many politi
cally active Hungarians, Jews and non-Jews shared common values of national 
independence and social democracy. Many young Jews, therefore, were on the 
barricades in October. They were also highly over-represented among the intellec
tuals imprisoned by the Kadar regime, which had eliminated most of the other still 
loyal Jews from their visible positions in the administration as part of its policy of 
soft Aryanization. Nonetheless, many Jews kept their high-level positions, espe
cially in foreign trade, or converted to scientific research or to the universities. 
Most therefore still enjoyed careers that had been unavailable to them during in 
the anciw regime. 

In the long term, the Communist regime also gave rise to a new set of problems 
for Jewish identity. The conflicts, connections, and maneuvers of the years just fol-
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lowmg 1945 between different loyalties- orthodox, natiOnalist Zionism, Magyar 
assimilattorusm, athetst, liberal humanism, membershtp m the Communist uni · 
versality, etc.,- were reduced to simple, tmposed chotees of tdenttty under 
Communist dictatorship. One could be essentially for or against the Communist 
dictatorship, opt for the new style of forced assimllatton, or for one of the avatars 
of isolation or introspectwn, tulla 11011 dawr. Terror had made Ztorusm illegal, and 
relegated other disstmilationist options to marginal positions that were barely (and 
not always) tolerated. In all cases, the public taboo agamst the Jewish reality con· 
cerned everyone. Absolute under Stalinism, the taboo was progressively attenu · 
ated dunng the Kadar decades. lrutially, the general rule was to negate the speci · 
fic1ty of the Holocaust. Schoolbooks barely mentioned the Jews, except to recall 
that the Nazis persecuted 'people on the left, and pac.tfist and antifasc1st masses.• 
Under Kadar, m the years immediately followmg 1956 and in the 1980s and with 
certam ups and downs (after the Six-day war, for example) Jewtsh literary and 
artistic exhibits en1oyed some freedom. Zionism continued to be forbidden but 
small flows of Alyah were tolerated and as of 1980, the exchanges between Israel 
and Western Judaism began to normalize. 

For the regime's leaders, however, and for concerned members of national dis
stdence (led by intellectuals with Jewish roots), Jewish tdenttty so deeply deter· 
mmed individual identity that it had to be repressed. Dissimulation was such that 
children were raised without any knowledge of their family htstory, and the often 
tragic history of , say, grandparents who had died dunng the Holocaust or who 
were forever affected by it was systemattcally repressed. The party also imposed 
a similar 'assimilation' as the logical extension of the universal Communist dogma. 
However, we must not forget that the real success of asstmilatton lay in tts double 
liberation &om the shackles of traditional Judaism and &om the pressure of the 
soctal context. 

Hungary's singular position within the Soviet bloc was also some part of the 
reason for successful assimilatiOn. Not that Hunganan Stalinism lagged behmd in 
terms of dogmatism or pitilessness, but the Kadar dtctatorship turned out to be far 
softer and more economtcally effective than the others. But Hungary was also the 
only Communist regtme in Eastern Europe where the reserves of popular antt· 
Semttism were virtually never senously exploited poliocally. Netther the anti· 
Ztonist campaigns of the 1950s, nor the periodic anttbourge01s purges, nor the 
antt-Semttic stench of the 1949 RaJk tnal, nor the soft Aryanizatton of post-1956 
can be compared to the veritable state antt-Semitism that prevailed almost every· 
where in the VRSS and its satellites. In thts, Kadimsm was neutral in all circum· 
stances, and practtced a certam self-restramt even m its forced anti-lsraeli policy 
after 1967. Public demonstrations of ano-Sem1tism were forbidden.q All Jews 
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therefore valued the security guaranteed by the 'real Socialism', although they did 
not for the most part (especially after 1956) embrace the other political options of 
the regime. 

Democratic Risks: The Definition and Social Situation 
of Judaism since 1989 

On October 23, 1989, a multi-party parliamentary government in Hungary was 
declared on the anniversary of the 1956 revolution, by a president of the 
Communist republic in agreement with the opposition with which he had just 
negotiated a peaceful transition. The head of government since 1994 had begun his 
brilliant career in Kadar's militia, which had been created with the help of the 
occupying Soviet troops in 1956. He still pays regular tribute, however, to its vic
tims, although he played an active role in his youth in the repression. The head of 
state spent five years in the prisons of that same regime. 

Hungarian Jews were not spared the paradoxes of the democratic transition. 
Freedom of the press and of opinion certainly emancipated them from the com
munist taboo. Relationships could henceforth develop with Israel and the Judeo
Hungarian diaspora. Moreover, Jews could enjoy historically unparalleled freedom 
to define their relationship to their own past and to make their choices about their 
identity. The choices ranged between the extremes of assimilating into the ambi
ent society or breaking entirely with it by becoming a Zionist or adopting the sta
tus of a national minority. 10 But this new freedom also allowed for the free expres
sion of anti-Semitic passions. Small groups on the extreme right quickly began to 
voice barely veiled anti-Semitic slogans and goals. The first freely-elected govern
ment, formed by a coalition of national conservatives, decided for a short time to 
mclude well-known anti-Semites in their government, and even to allow the pub
lic use of the term "Jewish partiesn to refer to the liberal center-left adversaries. 11 

Their 'Socialist' opponents were similarly accused; the descendents of the power
ful reformist wing of the old single party were considered by the conservative pub
lic to be a Judeo-Bolshevik power. Doubtless the violence was only verbal and the 
conservative government endlessly proclaimed its good faith and made many 
overtures towards the Jewish community. 12 But at the same time, it favored a 
return to the historical sources of national conservatism by claiming to be the heir 
of the government of Admiral Horthy.'3 Many Jews grew increasingly uncomfort
able wtth these deviations, that had not existed during the period of real Socialism 
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in Hungary, and which recalled the gray days of the mter-war penod with its var· 
ious forms of state anu-Semitism. 

The days of the conservative government were limited. The nght-wing coali
tion had been crushed during the 1994 elections, and 1t termed the new parlia
mentary maJonty, compnsed of former enem1es become allies (the 'Soc1alist' 
descendants of the 'Communist reformers' and the liberal SzDSz, ansing from the 
former anti-Commurust dtssidents) an amalgamation of 'Jew1sh part1es'. Since 
them, desp1te the risks of governmental management and of a h1ghly indebted 
economy (a foreign debt of $20 billion, accumulated during the Kadar govern
ment), the center-left coalition flourished with h1ghs and lows, and seems in any 
case destined to win the elections, planned for 1998. As Pierre Kende has already 
pomted out, everything seems to confirm that the dommant pubhc op1ruon m 
post-Commurust Hungary was barely tempted by the historically reactionary nos· 
talgia, and particularly by anti-Semit1sm. 

Does this mean, as Pierre Kende suggests, that the assimilatiOn and integration 
of Jews, on the one hand, and the moderruzatton of the soc1ety as a whole, on the 
other, have entirely elimmated the objective d1fferences between Jews and non
Jews? I would like to make several remarks to lend some nuance to this assertion. 
First of all, Hungarian Jews have always mcluded a relative abundance of edu
cated intellectuals, qualified civil servants and public and pnvate sector leaders. 
There is no remarkable Jewish presence among the new entrepreneurial bour
geoisie, oftentimes the hem of the higher-level admirustrators of the SocJaltst 
economy (the red barons). However, there are many Jewtsh university professors 
and researchers m mathematics, phystcs, social sciences, history, in literature, the 
press, and the media, as is often publicly cnticized ('there are too many Jews m 
television'), and occasionally held up as an example for fore1gners, to Illustrate the 
retgning liberalism. 

This fact has a long history the modem middle class m Hungary and is part of 
the traditional over-educatiOn of Jews. It appears in various forms in the narcissis
tic self-Image of local Judaism also, especially m the cult of the famous Jewish cre
ators, or their memory. Even today, this 'Jew1sh intelligentsia' speaks more forctgn 
languages and has more contact w1th its western peers than its non-Jew1sh col 
leagues. Certain fam1hal d1asporas sttll extend over several continents and occa
sionally go as far back as the first expansiOn of middle class Jews m Hungary, 
begmning with the numerus clausus of 1920. Yet these exchanges w1th other coun
tnes, tourist1c or intellectual, constitute a sort of particularly overvalued cultural 
capital in Hungarian soc1ety, as in all Eastern European countnes. With the virtu· 
ally complete destructiOn of provincial Juda1sm during the Holocaust, and 
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Communist social mobility, the surviving Jews in Hungary have experienced aver
ttable translatiOn towards the heights of professional stratification. More even than 
in the past, the words of a 19th century Hungarian author apply today to these 
Jews, •they are not a race, they are an elite.• Yet, these elite positions held by Jews 
seem to distinguish them less than ever before from their eo-citizens. Part of the 
explanation is the demographic weakening of Hungarian Jews after the Holocaust, 
the drop m birth rates that had already been very serious in the inter-war period, 
and the successive waves of emigration (1945-49, 1956 and afterwards). In addi
tion, despite appearances, large sectors of the non-Jewish population have enJoyed 
greater social mobtlity than Jews overall, appearances notwithstanding, whose 
numbers have diminished. This evolution was linked primarily to two factors. The 
considerable investment in education that the Communist regime had initially 
agreed to had made access to rugher education much more common, and had 
therefore equal.tzed, at least m part, the mentocratlc opportunities for success and 
social promotion of Jews and non-Jews. In addition, the capital of political trust
worthiness that had benefited Jews in their nse to leadersrup positions tended to 
become less effective and even counter-productive dunng the pragmatic phase of 
Hungarian Communism, beginning in 1954 and espectally after 1956. Henceforth, 
candidates for sensitive political positions were selected less from among the ranks 
of the known enemies of the at1cren reg1mt, like the Jews, than, from among the 
ranks of nationalized leaders from which 'foreigners ', meaning Jews, were elimi
nated. The capital of political reliability had lost its effectiveness.•• This change had 
two essential consequences. In its final phase, their were very few Jews in the 
Kadar government, whence their relatively low numbers among the new 
entrepreneurs who were able to benefit from their prevtous 'Socialist contacts' and 
the pnvattzatlons. During the transition, Jews were m the minority everywhere. 
They only maintained high-ranking positions in a few areas, especially in the intel
lectual professions. With rare exception, wruch are no longer, for the most part, 
even because of Hungarians, thts was no longer enough to ensure publtc visibil
ity comparable to that of the Stalinist nomwklatura, or even to the industrial and 
commercial bourgeoisie of the ancien rt!!,mte. 

Hungarian Jews no longer stand out- far less m any case, than they dtd in the 
past - by virtue of their lifestyles or neighborhoods. It is true that virtually all 
Hungarian Jews live m Budapest, in the same neighborhoods in the center of old 
Pest as they lived in during the 19th century. The 5th and 6th sectors are still con
sidered the fiefdoms of the liberal and intellectual professions. Yet as of the inter
war years and especially dunng the Socialist era, some Jews, generally the most 
financially well-off, moved to the green hills of Buda (the 1st and 2nd districts of 
the capital). The still popular 7th district, including the 1944 ghetto, and the 8th are 
home to the poor members of the remammg orthodoxy. But this relative concen-
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tration no longer has the same effects as tt did in the past. Jews comprise only a 
small and not very vistble mmority in these 'Jewtsh' neighborhoods except per
haps in the areas around the synagogue during Jewish holidays. 

After two centuries of acculturation, and espectally after five decades of 
Commumsm wtth tts levelmg of matenal culture and consumption, its strong ten
dency or imposioon of seculanzaoon, its universalistic discourse limiting the 
space granted to religious or ethmc particulanties to a congruent portion, the Jews 
of Hungary retain at best only vestiges of their ancestors' culture. The orthodox 
Jews who used to live largely in non-urban areas m the provinces were ktlled dur
ing the Holocaust, as were most of the reformed Jews and traditionalists sttll in 
the majority in Budapest. 16 The distinctive tmpact of religious identity is all the 
less stgmficant m that more than one-third of those who are generally defined as 
Jews are m fact converts or descendents of converts, if they still have any religtous 
affiltation whatsoever Even independently of the secularization that was mcreas
ingly imposed, there were many reasons for the disappearance of most religtous 
Jews in Hungary. There were sigmficant waves of baptism as of 1938 under 
German occupation, which continued during the early years after the Ltberation;'7 

the ravages of the Holocaust espectally among religious communioes; and the 
alya which was proportionately important among Jews who had remained faith
ful to their religion. 

What remams of the 'obJeCtive' cultural dtfference of the past? The vestiges are 
now less apparent m Jewtsh practices than m behav10r, mcludmg physical appear
ance, affective over-investment or expression of kinship relatJons, certain health 
and eating habits - there is always far less alcoholism m Jewtsh families, for 
example - lingUistic tics (expressions, sayings, JOkes, exemplary stories) that can 
create a certain complictty based on mutual recogrution, but that non-Jews recog
ruze today as welL To the outsider, the soctal mtegration of Jews in Hungary may 
resemble that of Western Europe but from the instde, disstmilationist tendenCies 
have been on the nse smce the begmrung of the Commurust penod. 

Towards a New Dissimilation? 

We must descnbe how the Jews of Hungary experienced the change in thetr sit
uation and the public discourse concerning them as of the beginning of the transi
tion. For despite the sporad1c but real irruption of an anti-Semitic extremism, 
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things took a very favorable turn. Relations with Israel were normalized at all lev
els. Official interest was benevolent if not more than benevolent in the Jewish 
community and its representatives as well as in other organized churches. Dealing 
with questions concerning Jews always served to demonstrate the country's 
progress in becoming a Western democracy symbolically. The democratic 
Parliament took several symbolically important measures, such as the law com
memorating Nazi persecutions, and materially important measures such as the 
substantial if not complete indemnity for losses and injustices, 1" of Holocaust vic
tims, 50 years later. The messages of the Christian and especially of the Catholic 
churches were very late in coming compared to their Western counterparts since 
the ag,giornamemo of the Vatican 11, were modernized in keeping with ecumenical 
principles. 19 There is a real process of historiographic and literary revision under
way, which is culminating in a reconsideration of the role of Jews in Hungary's 
past. The daily press commemorates Jewish holidays and ceremonies, and legal 
and diplomatic measures concerning Jews. The determined neutrality of the 
Communist taboo20 has been replaced: Judaism now enjoys a sort of 'positive pub
lic distinction.' 

Jews have reacted to the change in two different ways. One the one hand, a 
rather negative reaction tied to the persistent fear of singling out Jews per se, even 
if the attention was based on a friendly partnership among religious communities 
or groups with different backgrounds. The very favorable shift in public opinion 
concerning the situation of the ancien regime) resembled a frankly philosemitic 
reversal that could also suggest the threat of discrimination.21 Some Jews feared for 
their safety, which had been guaranteed until then by the Communist taboo. Even 
today, certain officials of Jewish communities believe 'the less we are spoken 
about, the better.' For similar reasons, large part of the Jewish public refuses any 
surveys, even the most neutral, that include identifying those claiming to be Jews.22 
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On the other hand, the reaction to the broader than ever public and private 
space in which Jews can show their identity is positive, although it does not I 
always mean that Jews are entirely free of apprehension concerning their Jewish 
identity.23 To illustrate this change, we need only cite an anthropological observa-
tion concerning how families descended from Jewish-Christian marriage consider I 
themselves. Until recently, the rule was that the non-Jewish or Christian part of 
the family took priority over the Jewish part. The Jewish background of one of the 
partners tended to be either entirely erased from family memory after an 'omis-
sion' or de negation, or considered to be more or less shameful, like some handicap I 
to be overcome. Today, however, when the descendants of mixed couples discover 
their Jewish relatives, they are increasingly interested in them and even occasion-
ally embrace this part of their identity, which often becomes the interesting part of I 
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their family and therefore increasingly dominant and incorporated mto the family 
history. The degree of denial that all of these families had more or less expenenced 
has led to reactions of Identification with }udaism that are all the more strongly 
emotional for many. The mcommensurable tragedy of the Holocaust that affected 
all of these families, rather than makmg these discoveries offensive, guarantees 
that they are more and more often consciously and firmly claimed. 

Whether this new Jewish tdentity is a 'rediscovery,' or an 'updating,' or based 
on real famtly continuity, the construction is generally reflexive, gtven the contin
uous weakening of religious and cultural traditions over at least the last half-cen
tury. The new models of Jewish Identity in Hungary are based on a sense of 'com
mon threats' or of real danger, that are, like everywhere else smce the Holocaust, 
one of the baste elements of Jewish identity. 

Nonetheless, many new and different kmds of behavior make tt possible to 
identtfy with and affirm one's ties to Judaism in new ways. The Jomt has once 
agam begun to organize vistts to Israel, support needy Jewish farntlies especially 
by providmg kosher meals to the elderly, and preparing the very occasiOnal a/1'01, 
etc. With the freedom of movement of people and ideas, new currents of Western 
Jewish thmk.ing can easily penetrate Hungary. The Lubovitch hasidtm are well 
established in Budapest along with other conservative and reform movements It 
is not surprising to see many signs of a return to rehgious practices among culti
vated members of the middle class intellectuals who grew up under secular 
Commurusm or hberahsm. It goes Without saying that for the latter, this new mter
est in religion often hides a second-degree religiosity that is mamly a ritualized 
expresston of belonging. Schools, reviews and other Jewish cultural activtties have 
a similar function. All of this confirms that after two centuries of generalized 
assimilation, we are now witnessing the collapse of thts historical consensus, 
through extended dtsstmiliatiorust behavior that can even mclude clear or provoca
tive attempts to completely divest oneself of all Hungarian tdenttty.24 

We can tdenttfy several sources or reasons for these disstmilatiorust tendenctes. 
The first tS simply the process of westerruzatton that makes tt posstble to opt for 
separatist ideologies of identtty that are in vogue in the west. This liberty m any 
case authorizes frankly dissimtlattonist reactions to antt-Semitic attitudes and 
more pubhc dtsplays of anti-Semttism m general, which whtle they are certamly in 
the mmority are not negligible. The Jewish communities are cemented together in 
thetr refleXIve identity by a shared sense of danger, which demonstrated a rein
forced sense of 'us.' Indeed, anti-Semitism is alive and well in the streets, includ
ing among students, although many people are mdifferent to or dtsdamful of these 
prejudices.~ 
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Nonetheless, what is new about this issue is that Hungarian Jews continue to 

have strong cultural, political, and sentimental ties to their ambient society. The 
new vogue of dissimilation is part of a context that favors an assimilationaist sym
biosis. Until now, Hungary has never known a sustained, tolerant, or even objec
tively philosemitic parliamentary democracy. The other Hungary -modem, lib
eral, welcoming to Jews, abhoring the fascist past- is part of today's political 
reality. National acculturation IS no longer a program; it has long been accom
plished. But the ongoing attraction of cultural magyarism, which affected practi
cally all Jewish milieux within and beyond ethnic Hungarian boundaries (includ
ing the ltasidim, which is unique in the annals of Jewish orthodoxy6) constantly 
recalls a history in which Jews and Hungarians at least since the Revolution and 
the War of Independence of 1848-9 shared a common sensibility, especially regard
ing xenophobia and anti-Semitism. In fact, Hungary appears to be the only Eastern 
and Central European country whose classical literature is virtually untinged by 
anti-Jewish sentiment. And literature weighs far more heavily in the post-feudal 
societies of Eastern Europe than it does in the West on dominant political ideolo
gies. The fact that the most sensitive Hungarian Jews are basically uncritical about 
the major authors in the pantheon of national letters doubtless contributes to their 
feeling of security and strengthens their embrace of the cultural values of mag
yarism. The most famous authors, including the best-known poets of their respec
tlve generations, Petofi in 1848-9, Ady, before 1918, Attila jozsef in the inter-war 
period, were known for their determined commitment to Jews and to a Judeo
Hungarian symbiosis. 

Multiculturalism and Jewish Identity 

To conclude, we will summarize the implications of the new situation created 
by the democratic transition. First, the abolition of most of the constraints that had 
always weighed on Jewish identity decisively reduced their alienation. Although 
anti-Semitism persists, it is more normal and common today than it was in the past 
to be a Jew who is proud to be Jewish in Hungary. As the delegitimation of dif
ferent models of dissimiliation (Zionism and other forms of Jewish nationalism) 
since the post-feudal era wanes, this is the first time that all forms of contempo
rary Jewish identity are possible. Whence an unprecedented situation for 
Hungarian Jews seen in the flowering of such initiatives as study groups, lecture 
series, new journals, research, and occasionally negative manifestations such as the 
denial of the importance of the ties among Hungarian Jews.v 
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Second, the basic components of Jewish identity are being progressively trans 
formed. The relatwnship with Israel has changed considerably since the trans1bon, 
and has become a primarily symbolic support for the Jewish State, and also, on 
occaswn, for the secular left, as is the case for their peers in the West, of a nega
tive opinion. A similar change can be seen in the relatiOnship with religion. In this 
situation of beyond assimilation, certain moments of religiosity become acceptable 
and even required of the majority of those concerned. While there IS no general 
return to practicing Judaism, the synagogues are now full on the high holy days, 
much more than they were during the Communist era. Interest in religion 1s grow 
ing, as expressed by occasional visits to synagogues or participation in Talmudtc 
study groups, or lectures on biblical popularization. The disdam for outdated or 
archa1c religion practiced and praise of atheistic universality under the previous 
region in favor is a thing of the past. In this renewed interest for Israel and for the 
Jewish religion, we should not underestimate the desire for a break with the rig1d 
and largely obligatory dogmatism imposed by the Communist regimes. 

Third, as of 1989, Jewish intellectual elites have once again begun to occupy 
posit:J.ons comparable to the past, in the more or less moderate left to more or less 
conservative liberal government. Of course, this change most often occurred under 
the aegis of national integration rather than dissimilation. There ts a double nov 
elty in the situation. On the one hand, Jewish politicians no longer feel obliged to 
hide their identities. On the other hand, none of the ideological or pohtical parties 
to which they belong are primarily Jewish, even if their adversanes are occasiOn
ally tempted to discredit them, without much success, as being Jewish partles. 
What is important here is that Jews can live their options as traditional choices, 
and can even occasionally adopt concretely and directly the legacy of their many 
ancestors who, since the 19th century, were involved m every liberal and left-wing 
government, from anti-feudal to anti-fascist. 

Finally, the democratic transition made 1t possible for Jews to come to a more 
flexible collective definition of self, and to escape the antinomy between Judaism 
and all other contemporary alternatives of identity. It is true that during the hberal 
period prior to 1918 one could be a Hungarian of the Jewish faith, comb1ning a 
dual religious and national attachment. However, the cost of this double 1dentity 
was to minimize the Jewish part, which became a faith at most, and to max1m1ze 
the Magyar part. Double or multiple ties are beginning to be tolerated in the West 
In a highly secular society, proclaiming oneself to be Jewish while mamtairung 
Christian ties, as many descendants of mixed marriages do, is no longer shocking, 
given that at least one-third of Hungarian Jews are no longer formally Jews by reli 
gion. There are still no Jewish Catholic prelates (there are more than we mtght 
think) who would be proud to claim their Jewishness Like the archbtshop of Pans. 
However, a multicultural revolution is on the horizon and it is compatible wtth the 
desire of many Jews to be fully and completely Jewish. 
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Cf. "Zs1d6 Magyarorszag· Oew1sh Hungary), 
m KnuJ:a, Budapest, Februa~ 1997. See also 
h1s prev1ous study: • A sZJdo·magyar kulon
bOzosegekrol" (Differences between Jews and 
Hunganans), in ,\liin '""'' rend Ko:.ipcuro· 
pal•an? (Why IS there no order in Central 
Europe?), Budapest, Osms-Szazadveg, 1994, 
pp.160-178. 

2. Approximately half of the some 200 000 sur
VIvors (of the 400 000 hvmg m the rump State 
created by the Tnanon Treaty before the war) 
have emigrated smce 1945. Hungary nonethe
less rema1ns the only post·Commurust coun
try, outside the successor states of the USSR 
to have a demographically significant Jewish 
populanon of about 80,000-100 000, or nearly 
I% of the overall socie~y. Budapest has the 
only conservative {traditionalist) rabbinical 
school in all of Eastern and Central Europe. 
Currently, three high-schools offer different 
forms of Jew1sh educatiOn, more than before 
the Holocaust, and a weekly Jew1sh newspa
per and two cultural and pourical periodicals 
are Widely read, even beyond Jew1sh circles. 
A recently opened Jew1sh Community House 
in downtown Budapest, is an Important cul
tural center that programs shows, lectures, 
exh1b1ts, public debates, etc. 

3. On the Holocaust 1n Hungary, see Randolph 
L Braham's monumental, classical Tltt PolitiCS 
of GtiiO<tdc. Tltt lloloul/1\1 ;, lltllll!lll)', New 
York, Columbta Uruvemty Pres~ 1t181, 2 voL; 
and his The ffu11~na11 jc~~:·t•h Latmtropht, A 
Stftcttd and Amtohutd BtMtograph}: New York, 
Institute for Holocaust Studies of the Ctty 
UniverSity of New York, 1984 

4 For a reasoned cnuque of th1s hasty amalga
mauon of Commurusm and Judaism, see the 
work of the Important pohocal sc1ennst, 
lstvan Bibo, in his classical essay, "The Jew1sh 
Question m Hungary after 1944" (1948), m 
Altstrt 1ft~ ptlll> Era~; d'Europt dt f'E>I, Paris, 
L'Harmattan 1986, pp.213-392. 

5. Unfortunately, there IS no general study m a 
western language on the recent soc1al h1smry, 
smce 1945 of tne Jews of Hungary. The excel
lent account of historical relations between 
Jews and Hunganans b~ Frant;ois FeJtO 
(1/oiiJ!,TOII tt }w(,, l11110trt mdlilltllrt d'un couple 
sin.fl.ufiu, 1006-1997, Paris, Balland, 1997) 
devotes an important chapter (pp.339-396). 
See also, Victor Karady, "Some Social Aspects 
of Jewish Ass1m1latiOn 10 Sociahst Hungary, 
1945-1956", in R.L. Braham (ed.), Tht Trag~d~· 
of lltm,wman }twry, New York, Insmute for 
I4olocaust Stud1es of the C1ty Uruvers1ty of 
New York, 1986, pp.73-131. See also, on dif
ferent socio·h1stoncal quesoons dealing w1th 
th1s subJeCt, the spec1al issue of the Aat• Jc la 

Rulurcht tn ~ut net~ Soo.11t' on anu-Semltlsm, 
no. 56, 1985. My work 10 French 10cludes 
many pubhshed amcles,. parncu~rly m the 
Aat( at la R.t.htrdu w :..unu• ·"""·1ft, see 
"Les Ju1fs et la VIOlence stahruenne ·, ARSS, 
120, December 1997, pp.3·31. 

6. The true anecdote concerns a Hebrew teacher 
who was mcarccrated for Ziorust actiVltles 
for three years Without a trial at the begmmng 
of the 1950s, and who declared. when Sov1ct 
troops entered Budapest to stop the o,cober 
1956 revolution, that the Red Army was corn· 
ing to save the Jews of Budapest for the sec
ond time. 

7. lstvan Bibo op. w., pp.292 sq descnbcs m 
great deta1l these patterns focussed on the 
search for JUStice and for the hJstoncalmJUS· 
rices that generated preJUdices and misunder
standings between Jews and non-Jews. 

8. See the remarkable excerpts from 1nterv1ews 
wtth members of the generatiOns born after 
1945, the only first·hand documents from the 
other Europe: Ferenc Eros, Andr.is Kov.ics, 
Katalm Leval, ·comment )'en SUIS arnve a 
apprendre que )'eta1s JUif , ARSS, no. 56, 
1985, pp .63-68. 

9. It IS remarkable 10 th1s context that the da~ 
of October 1956 only produced ISolated ann
Jewlsh acuons that were almost exclus1vc:ly 
outs1de the capital and m rural areas wsth 
very few revoluuonary acoons and very few 
Jews. The only pu&hc d1splays of ann
Semmsm, wh1c.h were purely symboliC, 
occurred 10 football fields dunng the Kadar 
regime See my study, With M1klos Hadas, 
"Football et anusemmsme en Hongne·, 
ARSS. no. 103, 1994, pp 90·101 

IO.Hunganan leg1slanon has VIrtually never 
known or recogruzed a national or erhruc 
minority status, except dunng the 1941 cen
sus. Only rehg1ous groups and ~ngu1st1c com
munines (defined oy the first tongue spoken 
or by the mother tongue) were d1fferenuated 
m the c1vtl StatiStics. Since the 18951aw called 
"reception• and unol ItS abohuon en 1942, 
under pressure from the extreme nght, Jews 
were offtClally cons1dered to be Hunganan, of 
the lsraebte or Mosa1c confess1on, wben they 
clatmed to be of the Ma$Yar language With 
the exception of the Z1orusts who were m the 
mmonty before 1945, most Jew1sh move
ments radscally refused that Jews be consid
ered an ethnic or national mmonty. 

11. These were above all two new opposmon 
P.ames. The Assoc1aoon of Free Democrats 
(SzDSz) and the Assoc1auon of young 
democrats (FIDESZ). 

12. This first government majomy smce the 
democrauc transmon was finally broktn One 
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of the 1ssues of Its sphntenn,g was the rela
tionship w1th Jews. An irut1al small group 
separated to create an mdependent party w1th 
an overtly anti-Semltlc stance, under the lead
ership of the wnter.lstvan Csurka, and 1t won 
2% of the votes m the 1994 elections. 
Another spht took place later, d1vidmg 
Hunganan Democratic Forum (party of the 
late Jozsef Antall, f1rst head of a democratic 
government) a small liberal rrunonry party, 
also reputedly moderately anu-Sem1t1c. 
G1ven theu d1rrurushing populanry after four 
years in power, none of these parties was sure 
to have more than the 5% of voters requ1red 
for them to be represented in the next 
National Assembly. Political anti-Sem1tism 
eXJsts therefore m Hungary, but 1t IS essen
tially extra-parhamentary, which does not 
necessarily mean that 1t 1S not dangerous. 

13. The mmister of Fore1gn Affaus oi this gov
ernment, desptte an earher agreement exclud
mg the mtervennon of any pohtic.an, didn't 
hesitate to speak at the 1994 mtem.monal 
conference commemorating the 50th anruver
sary of the Holocaust m !1ungary. He sought 
to defend the Horthy government, and asl<ed 
that it not be forgotten that this regime "gave 
a rrullion refugees• safety, alludmg to the fact 
that the government of Adrrural Horthy had 
refused tfle German versJon of the final solu
tion, until Hungary's unopposed and later 
legalized occupation by his H1tlerian ally. The 
audience, fasnnated by this denial of histon
cal JUStice, protested vigorously and scopped 
the muustenal rhetoric by heavy applause. 
We were especially tmpressed by this attempt 
to give the government credit for not havmg 
vorumarily handed over 1ts own c1tizens to 
these notonous assassins, all the moreso since 
it is known that this was very temporary pro
tecnon. Provmcial Jews and even those from 
the suburbs of Budapest were impnsoned m 
deportanon uams of the nanonal guard and 
handed over to theu assassins by order of a 
government presided over by. Honhy, 
between MaY. and early July 1944 

14. Gyorgy Aczel, responsible for cultural policy, 
was the only Jew to have an tmponant posi
non m the high kadanst hierarchy. 

15. Some jew1sh-Hunganan foreign investors and 
philanthropists still play a large role m mod
emizmg the country, espec1ally for cultural 
m&astructure. George Sores has created a pri
vate uruversiry/(American) law school and for 
a philanthropic and cultural foundation that 
suppons revues, h1,gh-quahry pubhcations, 
foreign exchanges w1th uruveCSities. Tlus role 
goes beyond what the Hunganan govern
ment does, which tends to undo its financial 
obhganons m support of cultural productions, 
that the Commurust reg1me used to do. The 
remarkable work of the Soros msotutions 1s 

often attacked in overtly ant1-Sem1t1c terms. 
16. On the geographic diswbution and social 

stratification of the three branches of 
Hunganan Judaism during the a11ciw rigu11t, 
see my essay on problematlzmg statisocs: 
"Rehg10us Div1s1ons, Socio-Econorruc 
Srrau1icauon and the Modernizanon of 
Hunganan Jewry after the Emancipaoon", m 
Michael K. Silber (ed.), Jew~ ;, Tlzt Hu11gt~riatr 
Eco11omv, 1760-1945, Jerusalem, The Magnes 
Press, 1992, pp.l61 -1B3. 

17 For an empirical evaluanon of Jew1sh conver
sions, see the data quoted in mx stud1es, 
"Patterns of Apostasy Among Surviving 
Jewry m Post-1945 Hungary•, History 
Dtparttrrt/11 Yearl•ook, 1993, Budapest, Cenual 
European UruversJty, 1994, pp.225-263 "Les 
conversions des Juifs a Budapest apres 1945", 
ARSS, no. 56, 1985, pp.58-62. 

18. Arguing lack of means, Hungary has not pa1d a 
complete mdemrury m the form of returnin,g 
the goods and property of vicoms of expropn
atlons under the fascist and Communist 
regimes, as occurred m the Czech Repubhc, for 
example. (see the article by Cathenne Horel). 

19 Even in 1992 rn one of the rare provincial 
cities where there was an organized Jewish 
community, the person responsible for the 
synagogue told me m an interv1ew that all the 
Christian commurunes and panshes except 
the Church of Rome (Calvmists, Lutherans, 
Greek and Catholic orthodox) regularly 
accepted the mvitanon to participate m com
memorations of the Holocaust. 

20. We shouldn't forget that the maJOr guardians 
of this taboo were none other than the cadre 
of Jewish communists. 

21. While giving a lecture on my research con
cerning the relative mequalmes in education 
by religion in the 19th century, a woman in 
the auaience declared outright than any sta
nsncal oppos1t1on between Jews and non
Jews was ann-Serrutic. 

22. The d1rector of the orthodox Jew1sh school of 
Budapest, financed by an Amencan founda
tion, created an outcry among the parents of 
his students when he requ1red enrollmg stu
dents to proVJde some form of 1dent1ficat1on 
from the rabbmate. This was constdered to be 
a form of inquis1non, of authontanan enrol
ment, of Jewtsh lists hke those used by the 
Nazis, etc., to discredit a measure des1gned to 
have Jewish children benefit from the impor
tant grants rece1ved by th1s school. The 
school was openly tradmonahst m Its reli
gious orientation. 

23. Tt is still the rule that Jew1sh newspapers and 
revues are sent sealed and bear no mdication 
of the contents so that the rec1p1ents cannot 
be 1dennfied. The State rabbinical school, cre
ated m 1877, has surv1ved many historical 
VICISSitudes, but IS still not 1dentiEied. There IS 
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no pla~ue hangmg in the entrance or on the 
arch of the bu1rdmg where lt is house, for rea
sons of safety. There are some excepoons to 
th1s age-old custom of forced collective dis· 
simulation. The recently created Balint Jew1sh 
Commuruty Center is an Important foyer for 
cultural aetJv1t1es, and no longer h1des its 
1denoty. 

24. A small, organized group goes as far as 
reclaimmg me status of a national minonry: 
Jews, wh1ch seems inconce1vable for most of 
them. 

25. The last representative invesngaoons of anti· 
Semnism, carried out by the soc1ologist 
Andras Kov.ics m 1993 et 1995, make 1t pos· 
s1ble to emmate a hard core of 8 % among 
students and among the population as a 
whole, 17-18 % of non-extremist ano· 
Sem1tes; 32 % claiming to have stereotypical 
prejud1ces aga1nst Jews; 43 % and 29 % 
respecovely of those refusmg ano-Semmsm. 
In the entire population, espeCially relatively 
uneducated res1dents of rural areas, 14 % are 
unaware of the problem or do not answer. 
See Andras Kovacs (in Hunganan): Tilt 
Dr{firtnet i~ Amoug u~: Auii-Stnmi~m t1111l the 
Young Elite, Budapest, Cserepfalvi, 1997. We 
m1gtit add that these figures probably do not 
differ much from those in France. If the con
figuraoon of polmcal opoons IS different, the 
15 % of National Front voters and the right· 

wmg of the conservative parties that are more 
or less openly xenophob1c co1nc1de w1th the 
25 o~ of anu-Sem1tes 1dennfied m the 
Hunganan study. We can however observe 
that no party wh1ch pubhcly adopts a xeno· 
phob1c platform IS represented m the 
Parliament of Budapest. 

26. Different Hass1d1c groups m Wilhamsburg, 
Antwerp, and m Mea Sheanm in Jerusalem. 
espec1ally those of the Szacrnar dynasty, sull 
spe~k an archa1c Hunganan mhemed from 
the1r ancestors. 

27. An extreme and never-before seen case, the 
de negation of habitual m.1gyansm occurred m 
1993 when the politically mexpenenced for· 
mer Grand rabb1 of Hungary said m an Inter· 
view that Hunganan culture was reduced to 
VIrtually nothing Without the Jew1sh contn· 
buoon. This clumsy, at best, declarauon, ere· 
ated a pubhc outcry among conservauve 
naoonalists. mcludmg some who wanted to 
sue for nanonal outrage, and among Jews. 
The remarks had eo be Withdrawn, and the 
Grand rabb1 had to resign and leave the coun· 
try. This inc1dent can however be mterpretcd 
as an expression, pushed to the absurd, of a 
d1ssimilatiomst reversal authonZJng, and later 
penalizmg remarks (penahzed a1terwards) 
1mplymg a radical rupture w1th any obhga· 
cory relig1ous ass1m1lanon. 
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,l......_....iewish Music, 
~~~~ybrid Music 

Herve Roten • 

A t a time when certain inflexible currents of Judaism favor adopttng a 'pure' reli
gious practice free of all external influences. the music of different Jewish communi
ties is intriguing for its diversity, variety, and - let's pronounce the word - its 
hybridization. While Jewish law clearly defines the criteria for being a Jew, no law and 
no one would dare attempt to define how Jewish music is Jewish or what deter
mines its specifically Jewish nature. This is not a new issue, of course. Since A. Z. 
ldelsohn's early 20th century musicological research ' and even today, the same age
old question is raised of defining exactly what the term 'Jewish music' covers. Curt 
Sachs' definition of music played by Jews, for Jews, and as Jews1 is far from satisfytng 
since it is limited to a functional, ethnic context that is often outdated today. When 
a group of neo-klezmer> musicians give a concert in a hall before a cosmopolitan 
audience, how are the public and the context Jewish? And yet. everyone assimilates 
this that this to Jewish music. 

The generic term, Jewish music in fact covers extremely different forms of music. 
There is no single Jewish music, but a plethora of kinds of Jewish music, each of the 
many forms of Jewish music is the product of a specific cultural history and context. 
We therefore propose going back in time and space to examine the main processes 
of change and of hybridization that explain the forms of contemporary Jewish music. 

• 
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Ancient Hebraic Music: 
Sumerian, Babylonian,Assyrian, and Egyptian Roots 

Interest in Jewish music is relatively recent. In the early 16th century, Christian 
humanists were interested in the system of biblical accents (reamim) that they tried 
to transcribe musically. • But it was only really as of the 19th century that a certain 
number of European cantors began to write down their ltazanut practices.' Music 
at the time was generally considered to be the cultural emanation of a peoples' 
genius. In a somewhat simplistic and often erroneous way, French composers were 
reputed for the clarity of their melodic composition, Germans for their counter
point, and Italians for their inimitable melodic verve. And the Jews? Their music 
ostensibly went back to the most ancient times and held the secrets of primitive 
music that was said to preserve the purity of its biblical origins. The earliest musi
cologtcal research shook that myth. Ongmal muste no longer existed; 1t had gtven 
way to polymorphic music that was unsettling to say the least. 

But what was this ancient Hebrew music? Given that images in the Mosaic reli
gion were forbidden and that no musical notation existed, this issue remains par
ticularly and disturbingly unclear. Luckily, there is a great deal of written accounts 
of musical practices. The Bible, the Mishnah, the Talmud, the Oumran scrolls and 
even Flavius Josephus provide considerable information about the musical prac
tices of ancient Israel. They refer, in particular, to the lyre-like string instruments, 
including the kinor, the trevel and the nevel asor (probably a smallneve~; wmd instru
ments like the sltofar (ram or goat horn), the ltarsotseralt (trumpet of precious metal, 
generally silver) and the Ita/if (probably a double-tubed reed), and percussion 
instruments, including cymbals (tsiltsalim and metsiltayim), tamborine (toO, and bells 
(paamonrm).6 The Bible often mentions singing that is either secular (water or labor 
songs, rallying songs, war songs, songs of victory, songs for popular holidays) or 
sacred (Canticles of Moses, Exodus, XV, 1-21, and of Deborah, judges V). 
Nonetheless, during the nomadic period, music played only a minor role in reli
gious practices: it was generally spontaneous, and often limited to accompanying 
processions or ceremonies. It was only when royalty was created (towards 1025 
B.C.) that the first orchestra was created by King David, and the first Jerusalem 
Temple was built by his son Solomon that religious services became ritualized and 
music accompanied them. 
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Symbolically speaking, ies mteresting that mus1c goes entirely unmentioned in 
the description of the transmission of written and oral laws on Mount Sinai - the 
founding act of Judaism par excellence. Even more cunous, the Bibhcal text 
describing the divine enunciation of the Ten Commandments md1cates that the 
Hebrew people gathered at the foot of the sacred mountain «saw (rather than 
heard) voices» of the Creator (Exodus XX, 18). This story, which seals the fate of 
the Hebrews, also shows that in the Jewish tradition, music was not divine. 

It is very likely that music during the Biblical period was rooted in Sumerian, 
Babylonian, and Assyrian music. At the time of Joseph and during their time m 
Egypt, the Hebrews added to the original musical legacy with Egyptian music. 
During the Babylonian exile (586-538 BC), Jewish musicians probably JOmed 
orchestras in the courts of the Assyrian and Babylonian kings, as was the custom 
of the times. During the last three centuries before the Christian era, the music of 
the kmgdom of Judah was heavily influenced by Greek civilization. The many 
Greek names for instruments in the Book of Daniel (Ill, 5) and Ben Sira's descnp
tions (2nd century B.C.) of secular musical practices inspired by Greek customs 
(festivals, theatrical creation, musical competition) point to this influence. 

During the same period, the expansion of the synagogue encouraged the cre
ation of a resolutely functional musical esthetic. Music at the synagogue was 
essentially vocal and served as an expressive, mnemotechnical setting for Biblical 
cantilations, psalms, and other common prayers recited during the service. When 
the Romans put an end to the national existence of Judah in the second century 
A.D., Hebraic music no longer resembled what it had been during biblical times. lt 
had profoundly changed, but there is no way to reproduce this music in any tan 
gible way since no musical notation dates from this penod.7 

Arabic Metrics in Religious Poetry 

Dispersion and exile are key events in Jewish rustory. Like founding myths, the 
Hebrew or Judean was weakened during the exile, and a new Jewish identity was 
created. The sons of Moses were reorganized in communities and organized their 
life by ritualizing it. The synagogue and the services that took place wtthin it were 
at the center of their life. The emotional and federating power of music uruted men 
in prayer. Jewish loyalty to their creator was affirmed by the unchanging repeti
tion of the same liturgical texts. 
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We might recall that at its beginning, services in the synagogue comprised 

mainly basic prayers- the Shema, the Hale!, the Tefilah (or Amidah)- and the 
recitation of psalms to which Torah readings on Mondays, Thursdays, and 
Saturdays were added. Until the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 A.D., dif
ferent prayer rituals coexisted in the service. Under Gamaliel II, (before 132 A.D.) 
a new united ritual, Avodah she-balev ('religion of the heart') was adopted and 
spread to all synagogues, and was applied, basically unchanged, until the end of 
the Talmudic period. 

The piyutim that were born towards the 5th century A.D. partly in order to vary 
what had become a rather rigid liturgical ceremony. Initially, the piyut was a form 
of religious poetry designed to replace the required prayers, especially during shab
bat and holiday ceremonies. This change was probably connected to Justinian J's 
restriction of teaching and of prayers (Decree 553). Although it was severely criti
cized, particularly by members of the great Babylonian Academies, religious 
poetry enjoyed popular success and spread to all Jewish communities. Over the 
centuries, certain piyutim were integrated into prayers, according to the decision of 
each community. 

The blossoming of religious poetry had a considerable impact musically speak
ing. Creating new texts led to using a new type of music. Initially, the piyutim were 
sung in a psalmodic style or in a free rhythm that depended on the placement of 
accents in the phrase. As of the lOth century, however, influenced by Arabic 
poetry, Dunash ben Labrat (c. 920-980?) introduced into his work the notion of 
metrics -a proportional relationship among the different time values. This strik
ing innovation denoted the influence of Arab civilization on the sephardic Jewish 
communities. Linguistically, Hebrew did not distinguish between long and short 
syllables, and imposing a metrical framework amounted to imposing a declama
tion that did not exist naturally in the Hebrew language. But this in no way pre
vented Dunash ben La brat's initiative from being very successful and being quickly 
imitated by many of his colleagues. 

Adopting Arabic metrics frequently led to using a strophic form of poetry. Each 
couplet was usually sung to a more or less identical melody, which made it much 
easier to memorize the text. Music was no longer a simple vehicle for the text but 
to the contrary, the text had to bend itself to the music which had already been 
determined. 

The use of different melodic reinforced this semantic reversal. It was very com
mon in Jewish music to borrow 'timbres;' a popular, well-known tune was simply 
stuck onto new words. Many ptyutim therefore bore the name of a pre-eXlstent 
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melody to which they were sung. Beyond the tunes borrowed from the traditional 
Jewish repertory, we also find mention of Sparush, Provencal, Italian and German 
timbres. The pub!tc particularly apprectated this, but 1t sparked many controver
sies among the rabbis. Nonetheless, even today, Hebrew hymnody continues to 
borrow music, which is one of the greatest sources of hybridization of Jewish 
music. 

Jewish Minstrels and Troubadours 
Transcend Religious Boundaries and Differences 

At a completely dtfferent level, Jewtsh mmstrels, troubadours and trouvercs 
also helped to introduce many foreign tunes mto Jewish music. When they trav
eled through Europe and sang before a mixed public of Jews and non-Jews, min
strels sang poetic songs resembling those sung by their non-Jcwish counterparts. 
When they gave a performance for a Jewish audience, they added some subjects 
taken &om the Bible or from the Midrash and sang them in the vernacular. A 1382 
notebook of a Jewish mmstrel found in the Cairo Genizah contains the notations 
of secular and sacred songs wtth German words wntten in Hebrew letters. 

We shouldn't underestimate the impact of traveling mustetans on the evolutton 
of European musical life. These minstrels contributed to a borderless musical 
Europe that transcended religious differences. They linked different isolated 
Jewish communities and their contexts and were the bearers of an international 
instrumental tradition. When they accomparued dances at weddings or other occa
sions, or when they designed the musical program for these festivities, they 
unconsciously transferred a large part of thetr repertory to Jewish neighborhoods. 
These engaging secular dance tunes quickly caught the public ear and those of the 
payumim and they quite naturally soon entered the repertory of songs sung m the 
synagogue. Independently of the esthetic ideal favored by musical experts strong 
on musical theory, the majority of the faithful imposed its taste for simple, popu· 
lar music. 

Interest in age-old secular culture seemed particularly intense m Spam, Italy, 
and in Southern France. As of 1230-1230, the Jews of Andalusia and of southern 
Christian Europe included musical training into their children's education. At 
approximately the same time, several musical treatises written m Arabic were 
translated into Hebrew. In Provence, Jews studied the musical practices of their 
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period, witness the Hebrew translation of student notes from the music school of 
Jean Vaillant, a musician living in Paris in the early 15th century. However, because 
of the growing numbers of persecutions, and especially because of the 1492 expul
sion of Jews from Spain, Jewish communities turned inwards, and mystical cur
rents emerged in which music played a central role. 

From Safed to Prague: 
The Musical Practice of Mystical Brotherhoods 

In Safed, in the Galilee, Isaac Luria (1534-1572) created a mystical movement 
whose success helped to propagate many hymns in Hebrew or Aramean based 
especially on popular Turkish, Arabic, Spanish, Provencal and German songs. For 
Luria, the beauty of a song or of the human voice mattered little compared to the 
singer's devotion. A believer could whatever melody he chose so long as he 
invested it with 'spiritual intention'; what counted was kavanalr. Artistic and 
esthetic considerations were relatively unimportant in this doctrine, which was 
adopted and expanded in the 18th century by the hasidic movement. 

Israel Najar (1555-1628) must be especially mentioned among the cantor-poets 
of the School of Safed. His Zemirot Yisrael diwan, or collection of poetry, (Safed, 
1587, Venice, 1599, etc.) became so popular among middle-eastern communities 
that it was much imitated. Israel Najara's poems were sung primarily to well
known popular songs, especially in Turkish and Arabic. One of his maJor innova
tions was to organize his canticles like an Arabic diwan, which is to say, according 
to modes, that he identified at the beginning of the text. His hymns were pub
lished in a diwan of 12 modes, each mode representing a particular mood or ethos, 
in accordance with to the middle-eastern tradition. This use of middle-eastern 
modes (maqamat) was initially limited to Hebrew hymnody, but soon moved to 
middle-eastern services, and even occasionally spread to biblical canrilarion (in 
Aleppo). 

Many mystical brotherhoods were also born in Europe. In Prague, the meztl
merel Baruklr slu-amar (the singers of the Barukh she-amar prayer) played instru
mental music in the synagogue on Friday afternoon. Living in Prague between 
1719-24, Abraham Levi of Amsterdam observed that 'the cantors also use organs, 
cymbals, harpsichords, and stringed instruments each Friday to welcome the shab
bat; they not only sang Lekhan dodi with these instruments, but they also contin-
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ued for hours playing and singing a mixture of lovely melodies.' These practices 
were also very common in the synagogues of Frankfort, Nikolsburg, and many 
other cities. 

Assimilating Western Musical Language 

In Northern Italy, the open-mindedness of the Renaissance encouraged an 
enlightened public of Jewish music-lovers to become interested m learned mustc. 
learrung musical was an important part of the education of young Itahan Jews 
JUSt as it had been in Spain before the Expulsion. Schools of music and dance 
existed in Venice as of the first half of the 15th century. Sixteenth century literary 
accounts bear witness to a true passion among Florentine and Pisan high Jewish 
society for playing music.9 In the 16th century and until the early 17th century, 
the court of Gonzago of Mantua welcomed many Jewish musicians, includmg 
Salomon Rossi (1586-1628?), who wrote several books of madrigals and who 
published, in Venice in 1622-23, Hashirim aslter liSitelomo, a large collection of 
Hebrew liturgical compositions, including 33 choirs of from 3-8 voices, for syna
gogue services. As Israel Adler observes, 'these works are written in a style that 
is characteristic of the period, and it would be useless to search for any vestige of 
traditional synagogue styles in them. They are interesting because they are the 
first attempt that has left any tangible evidence of the synagogue's assimilation of 
erudite western music."0 

This appropriation of western musical language grew slowly dunng the 18th 
century. The increasingly pronounced taste among the faithful for secular music 
led certain haz.anim such as Salomon lipschitz11 to favor adopting western savant 
music instead of the traditional Jewish song that seemed outmoded. Aaron Beer 
(1739-1821), another lzazan well-known for his many compositions, used to regu 
lady introduce new prayer tunes at the synagogue in order to discourage the faith 
ful from joining him for, as he liked to say «it is a scourge for the ha:urmm when 
the faithful start to sing with them.' His melodies, like those of most of his con
temporaries are often pale imitations of 18th century instrumental style. 

In 1790-1791, the noble ideas of the French Revolution led to the complete recog 
nition of French Jews. After the Napoleonic conquests, this emancipation movement 
spread to Western and Central Europe and encouraged the integration of Jews into 
their soctety and the adoption of Western savant music as the bas1s of a reformed 
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religion. As of the beginning 19th century, the consistorial authorities promoted a I 
reorganization of the Israelite religion. Regional consistories recruited professional 
cantors and choir leaders who in turn organized choirs of men and children. The old 
melodies were kept, but certain prayers or parts of prayers were arranged and har- I 
monized for four voices; the highest voice sang the traditional melody. Tunes were 
also borrowed from well-known composers such as Haydn and Beethoven, and the 
prayers were more or less well stuck onto them. Original tunes were composed for 

1 pre-existing liturgical texts or a text written for the occasion. 

I 
The Organ in Reformed Synagogues I 

In order to heighten the splendor of the service, the consistory synagogues 
occasionally used instrument ensembles or an organ to reinforce the chorus voices. I 
Although traditional Jewish canons restricted the use of instruments during the 
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a omon an in 1 . ·s ate recognition o y va i ate a situation at a 
already taken root. As of 1810, in fact, an organ accompanied shabbat and holiday 
prayers in the reformed synagogue of Seesen in Germany. This use of the organ 
resulted from Israel Jacobson's (1768-1828) decision to create a chorus of young I 
boys singing chorales in German, accompanied by an organ. Jacobson was the 
director of the Consistory of Westphalia between 1808 and 1813, and his initiative 
was adopted in Kassel, Berlin (1815) and later in Hamburg (1818). The reform 
movement, which was based on the desire to eliminate everything from the I 
Jewish service that might shock Christians, slowly took root in many German syn-
agogues. In these new kinds of temples, devoted music masters composed 
Lutheran-style hymns and adopted Protestant choral melodies in order to establish I 
a new liturgical music. 

The German reform movement sought to establish an 'ordered serviCe' (geord- I 
1uter gouesdiwst) and was more effective in large cities than outside of them. But 1t 
was in the air. During this period, the Jewish community was very attracted to 
western culture and its music. In the minds of the reformers, the synagogue 
needed to have the artistic singing that it was lacking. The lta::an's singing there- I 
fore became less impetuously improvisational and sought to respect the rules of 
measure and harmony. The improvisation of the assistants (mesltorerim) who stood 
next to the lrazan was replaced by a harmonized choral accompaniment. And the I 
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congregation itself had to forego its noisy spontaneity. The most characteristic 
aspects of traditional smging m the synagogue- modal, very melismatic, with no 
regular measure -were often rejected. 

Hasidic Mystical Nigunim 

During this period, nearly one half of the Jew1sh populatiOn of Eastern Europe 
joined the hasidic movement that had been created in Podohe by Israel ben Ehezer 
Baal Shem Tov (1700-1760). Insp1red by the cabalism of Sa fed, this myst1c.al move
ment favored access to the divine through joyful (simlwlt) and enthusiastic (ltitlavur) 
prayer. In addition to this doctrine, there was the notion of devt!kut (attachment), 
indicatmg a state of complete commitment to God in every act of daily life. The 
hasid therefore serves lus creator even when he eats or dnnks, so long as he does 
so in a spirit of holiness. 

The Baal Shem T ov and his followers constdered mustc and dance as means to 
elevate the soul above worldly tmpurities. Dunng shabbat meals, they sang Zt!mirot 
(domesttc canticles) and freely invented new melodies. Just after the Baal Shem 
Tov's death, the creation and smgmg of mgunim (melodies, tunes) became an essen
tial p1llar of hasidic mysticism. In the hasid1c conception, the lll[l.tlll transcends lan
guage, and is able to express the ineffable. According to one hasidic proverb, 
'silence is worth more than words, but song IS worth more than silence.' fhe ltZI!,ull 

therefore express the full range of human emotions, it can be sung as a meditation 
or an exaltation, with sadness or joy, and as it is sung, the body torso and arms 
swing. Clapping of the hands can also be added. These boddy gestures together 
with the hasid's total mvolvement in the melody, and can lead him into a true state 
of trance. 

Most mgumm are sung without words. The text has little importance, and is 
generally added to the melody after the fact, or is often just a single word or brief 
onomatopoetas such as 'cloy cloy doy' or 'ya ba barn.' The essence of the m.~un is 
in the knvauah (intention) that comes from the smger's heart. The melody and text 
matter lttcle. This philosophy explains in part the many borrowed melodies -
Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, Hunganan, Romaruan, and Turkish of this repertory. 
There are also Napoleonic marching tunes that bear witness to the tremendous 
hopes of the Jews awakened by the arrival of the French troops m Poland. 
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The Specificity and Universality of Jewish Music 

In the 20th century, Jewish music has a less composite face, to say the least. In 
Western Europe and in the United States, the highly policed religious service mcor
porates polyphonic and monodic savant music and traditional tunes (biblical can
tilations, psalms). In Eastern Europe, the art of the Ashkenav lraza11ut, raised to its 
zenith by such exceptional cantors as Gershon Sirota (1874-1943), Mordekhai 
Herschman (1888-1940), and Yosele Rosenblatt (1880-1933), flourished in a fire
works of such spectacular vocal effects such that the text became a mere accessory. 
Hasidim who were carried away by their mystical fervor also abundantly bor
rowed from a great range of different kinds of music. The music of Jews living in 
Islamic lands resembled middle-eastern singing (the use of specific modes (maqa
mat) ornamentation, occasional micro-intervals). 

Given this range of artistic expression, the informed observer can rightfully 
raise the question of the specificity of Jewish music, and more than ever before. 
The use of foreign melodies and recourse to ambient musical language have led to 
a process of inevitable acculturation that occasionally leads to a complete loss of 
identity. And yet today, musical phenomena such as the resurgence of middle-east
em singing or the klezmer renaissance point to the profound desire among the 
young, for whom music is part of cultural identity, to reacculturate. We can also 
observe that today's klezmer music goes beyond a Jewish context. Many excellent 
klezmer groups include non-Jewish musicians. And it is here, perhaps, that we find 
the key to Jewish music. It has a multicuitural dimension. The Judeo-Spanish 
romances, for example, are the last vestiges of a language and civilization that dis
appeared more than five centuries ago. Today, yiddish is often studied by German 
speakers, in particular, who consider it to be a part of their own past. In this same 
way, Jewish music allows us to observe the different musical strata of humanity. 

In the end, couldn't we define the different forms of Jewish music by this 
propensity to the universal? A universal that Jews integrate but adapt to their uni
verse. It is striking to observe how borrowed musical material often undergoes a 
generally unconscious process of becoming Jewish. Over time, subtle melodic
rhythmic changes end up giving the melody a patina that does not detract &om 
older musical structures. A few years ago, while making a study of traditional 
Judeo-Portuguese musical traditions in the Jewish communities of Southwest 
France, I was surprised to discover how much the piymim had often adopted pre-
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viously existing melodic material. In fact, many of thetr tunes had used the 
melodic contours of different, much older traditional formulas• The musicologtst 
Judith Fngyesi has pointed out that this symbiosis is common in the htstory of 
Jewish music. 'In a traditionalist community, what is borrowed from the non
Jewish surroundings is quickly assimilated, and the new compositions also respect 
the musical tradition. ' 1

J This surprising capacity of absorbing parts of an exogenous 
language is probably one of the major keys to Jewish culture. 
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A fter developing remarkably, especially between 1750 and 1875, the hasidiC move
ment declined starting in the 19th century. There were several reasons for the loss 
of influence in Eastern Europe: many Jews joined the working class, they migrated to 
large cities, Socialist ideas and Zionism spread, and. finally. Jews emigrated massively, 
mainly to the United States.' During the cataclysm of the Holocaust, the large major
ity of hasidim were assassinated under conditions that have been well documented. 
In 1945, there were nonetheless some survivors in the camps and among the Polish 
Jews who had spent the war years in the Soviet Union, Romania, or Hungary. 
Moreover. a few hasidic communities remained in Palestine and in the United States. 
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The Hasidim in Antwerp: Noteworthy Demographic Growth 

During the immediate post-war years, survivors emigrated massively, mainly 
to the United States and then later to Israel as well. However, following its Libera
tion in the fall of 1944, the large port of Antwerp2 became home to intense Jewish 
life. In the first years of the post-war period, the city became a much-appreciated 
layover; many Hasidim remained for some time and some remained permanently. 
Many Jews worked especially in Antwerp's diamond industry and trade, where 
numerous lrasidim earned a living, and created several communities of followers of 
pre-war 'dynasties' of rebbes, particularly the Belzer, the Satmarer, the Guerer, the 
Vizhniter and Bobover. 

Between 1945 and 2000, the lrasidim increased in numbers remarkably in 
Antwerp. The Belz community, which included 70 families or 418 people in the 
early 1960s, of which two-thirds were younger than 20 years old/ today number 
250 families, despite a split and the departure of approximately 30 families. An 
estlmated 5000-6000 ltasidim live in Antwerp today, nearly one-quarter or even 
one-third of the city's Jewish population of approximately 15,000-20,000.~ 

The hasidic communities in Antwerp and elsewhere share basic principles of 
hasidism but have specific customs (mitrltogim), including for example the lengthy 
shabbat services among the Belzer. The different movements also have slightly dif
ferent ways of dressing. To take a single example, on holidays, married men &om 
Belzer, the Satmarer and the Vizhnitzer families wear a slrtayml, or flat fur hat, 
whereas the Guerer wear a high fur cap, or spodik. The communities of Antwerp 
were created by families &om different geographical areas. The Satmarer origi
nated largely &om Transylvania, the Guerer &om central Poland, and the Belzer 
&om Galicia and Western Hungary. Certainly the large majority of the hasidim in 
Antwerp today were born in Antwerp after the war, but American and Israel 
hasidic communities have similar demographic traits. 

Many of Antwerp's central streets exude a distinctiveness because of the busi
nesses - butcher and fish shops, kosher restaurants - run by the has1dim and 
because of the heavy circulation of Jews. Indeed, the Antwerp hasidim constitute 
the nucleus of a distinctive Jewish existence. 
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Brooklyn's W illiamsburg, Borough Park, and Crown Heights 

The hasidim of Antwerp are only a minority in the hasidic world whereas in 
New York, by contrast, the hasidim number at least 100,000 if not 150,000. Few 
lived in the Uruted States before the Second World War; rebbes counseled against 
settling in a country where the vast majority of immigrants had abandoned their 
strict rehg10us observance. After the Holocaust, however, the rebbes and their fol
lowers no longer hesitated to move to New York, particularly to three netghbor
hoods 10 Brooklyn: Willtamsburg, Borough Park, and Crown Hetghts. 

The Hasidic ne1ghborhoods of Williamsburg cover 50 blocks of often run down 
houses. The main streets are lmed w1th many stores sellmg kosher food, rehg10us 
objects, and traditional Hasidic clothing. The faithful hve mainly the adJacent 
streets 10 which there are also large and small halls of worship, schools, and tal
mudlc academ1es. 

After the war, Wilhamsburg attracted Hastdim ma1nly from Hungary and 
Romania. The Satrnarers came onginally from Satu-Mare (Satrnar) 10 Romanian 
Transylvania, and are by far the largest of these commuruttes. For the last 50 years, 
the Satrnar hasidtm, who number at least 30,000, have formed an ultra-tradition
ahst movement that avoids all poss1ble comprise with secular c.ulture and knowl
edge. And yet thts relatively recent movement was born 10 Sa tu Mare only in the 
1920s, around Rabbi Joel Te1telbaum (1886-1979) who became the Satrnarer 
rebbe.6 l1berated from Bergen-Belsen in 1944, he came to the Uruted Sates 10 1947 
and soon created a commumty that initially included only a few dozen members. 
Many recent immigrants soon JOined the community and under his influence, sev
eral hastdic institutions were quickly built. By the 1960s, the commuruty had built 
several synagogues, schools, and even its own kaslmn system in which the slaugh
ter and processing of cattle was strictly supervised. 

The Satmarer rebbe and h1s followers are v10lently ant1 Ziomst. Joel 
Teitelbaum constdered that God ordered the Exile and DispersiOn of the Jews, 
which should therefore contmue until the final Redemption and the coming of 
the Messiah. The extreme traditionalism of the Satrnarer and their very anti
Israeli ideology marginalized them with respect to other orthodox Jewish or non
rehglOus groups. However, they are in no way tsolated from many hasidic groups 
which often share the1r ideas, like most of the hasidim in Williamsburg. 
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Moreover, their refusal of secular education and their social withdrawal relegate 
them to few oftentimes not very lucrative professions including running religious 
schools, being ritual slaughterers, etc., artisans, small shop-owners, bus or truck 
drivers, mechanics, and diamond cutters. Moreover, they have an average of 7-9 
children per family. Many Satmarers therefore live poorly and receive public wel
fare. Some succeed quite weH, however, in the IT industry, in real estate, con
struction and the diamond industry.7 Because of a dearth of housing, and also to 
avoid the widespread secular influences in New York, the Satmarer started buy
ing lots in the 1970s in Monroe, a small town 60 miles from Manhattan where 
many orthodox and hasidic Jews already lived. They created their own neighbor
hood in Kyrias Joel and were granted municipal autonomy in 1976. Today, 8000 
people live in Kyrias Joel, but many of the men in particular still commute daily 
to their jobs in New York. 

The Satmarer rebbe died childless in 1979. One month after his death, the 13 
members of the Council of Elders chose his nephew, Moyshe Teitelbaum, to suc
ceed him. A minority of his followers, however, including the widow of the pre
ceding rebbe, did not want to accept this choice, which has since generated many 
conflicts. Nonetheless, Satmar Hasidism remains influential in Williamsburg and 
within the entire hasidic movement, including in Israel, particularly in Mea 
Shearim. 

Within a half-century, Borough Park has also become a hasidic bastion. Today, 
85% of the Jewish population, or 60,000 people are hasidim.• This neighborhood 
is far more middle-class and plush than Williamsburg. In its lively center on 13th 
Avenue, the hasidim own religious bookstores, travel agencies, pizzerias (kosher, 
of course), silver stores, etc. Borough Park includes some 300 halls of worship, and 
several dozen Jewish schools. The Bobover hasidim are the largest and most influ
ential community. The dynasty of Bobov rebbes had settled in Bobov in Galicia. 
Before the war, approximately 10,000 followers of the movement lived in Poland. 
One Friday in the summer of 1942, the Nazis massacred 12,000 Jews in Bobov, 
including the Bobover rebbe, Benzion Halberstam. Shlomo Halberstam, one of his 
sons, escaped the carnage, and migrated to the United States in 1946. He had lost 
his wife and two children, but remarried, had six children, and surrounded himself 
with Holocaust survivors, particularly from Poland. Today, there are approxi
mately 25,000 Bobover in the United States. The rebbe9 encouraged his followers 
to take up lucrative professions and to create businesses; many are acttve in the 
New York diamond industry and trade. About 2000 families or at least 10,000 of 
his followers live near their charismatic leader either in Borough Park itself or in 
Flatbush, a nearby neighborhood where many Hasidim live today because there is 
not enough affordable housing in Borough Park. Borough Park is a neighborhood 
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for the Bobov middle classes and hasidim; these traditionalists are also for the most 
part very mvolved in dynamtc economic sectors and are sociologically representa
tive of the entire Jewish population. 

Crown Heights, located between Williamsburg to the north and Borough Park 
to the south of Brooklyn, is the thud netghborhood wtth a large hasidic popula
tion. The headquarters of the Hastdtc Lubavitch dynasty is located at 770 Eastern 
Parkway, a wtde avenue where the synagogue, the offices, the movement's tal
mudic academtc are located in vast buildings. Thts ts also the center of the inter
national activities of the Lubavitch movement, which has created some 200 mis
SIOnary outposts - the Habad houses - in the United States and m many other 
countries. Lubavitch men wear beards and dress in black like other hasidim, but 
unlike them they wear modem hats, which ts emmently symbohc. Moreover, nei
ther the members of the community nor the rebbe wear a slurayml or spodic (which 
the prior rebbe wore.) 

About 20,000 hasidim live in Crown Heights where they settled there in large 
numbers after World War ll. In the 1960s, however, the hasidtm became a minor
ity among a largely black population. The relationshtp between the two mmority 
groups was often tumultuous, and there were occasional serious incidents, such as 
pedestrians being run down, assaults, etc. Many hasidun left but the immensely 
prestig10us Lu bavitch rebbe, Menahem Mendel Schneersohn (1902-1994) pro
claimed, 'We will remam here.' And to demonstrate his determination, the move
ment renovated and expanded the bes-medresh, the house of study and prayer and 
center of its activtties. Today, most of the hasidtm m Crown Heights are 
Lubavitchers.10 

The dynasty, whtch goes back to the 18th century, began m the small city of 
Ljubawltschi in the Russian provmce of Smolensk. The Lubavttch founder, 
Schneour Zalman de Lyady (1745-1812) forged a message, particularly in his 1814 
Tmtya, blending Kabalistic mysticism and a rationalist approach synthesized in the 
acronym, Habad, from Hoklmza, Bma, dar (wtsdom, discernment, knowledge). But 
let us rum to our own period. The dynasty's sixth rebbe, joseph lsaac Schneersohn 
(1880-1950), fled Europe in 1940 and founded a small commumty m New York. 
Upon hts death, he was succeeded by his son-m-law Menahem Mendel 
Schneersohn who had studted chemtstry and engineering 'at the Sorbonne' accord · 
ing to hts followers and had lived m France between 1932-1941. The secular 
itinerary of thts dynamtc individual was an unusual one for a hasidic master, and 
it certainly influenced his relationship wtth modernity, which is most likely key to 
one of his most important tdeas. This rebbe and the entire Lubavitch movement 
have taken upon themselves the innovative task at the center of the contemporary 
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hasidic movement to call all Jews to a religious awakerung. To do so, the Lubavitch 
use many other means in add1tion the Habad houses including parking vans or 
other vehicles at strategic sites, for example next to the 42nd Street New York 
Public Library, where they invited passers-by who were supposedly Jew1sh, to 
observe this or that religious ritual, and especially to wear phylacteries. The move
ment also uses a very sophisticated web site. 

This missionary spirit, especially startmg with the hippie counter-culture of the 
mid-1960s m which many young Jews had participated, contributed to a return of 
these •souls lost to Judaism and to Jewish identity, to the usual norms of the mid
dle classes from which most of them came, even though not all of them have 
become Hasidim.• What's more, the Federations of American Jewish organizations 
m many cities that support charitable and Jewtsh activities, at least theoretically 
support Lubavach missionary act1v1ties by granong subsidies to various of its insti
tutJOns. 11 The Lubavitch movement, like the great majority of hasidic dynasties, 
was 1rutially anti-Zionist Today however, however, the rebbe and lus followers 
support annexmg the territories taken m the 1967 war in Israel. There is an osten
sibly religious basis to this position, since the rebbe considers that Judea-Samaria is 
part of the Holy Land that God granted his elected people. The political right m 
Israel appreciates the deeply political ramifications of this artitude. Indeed, after an 
intervention by the rebbe, the right returned to power in 1990 under Itzhak Shamir. 
Two deputies from the religious right who were supposed to be part of the Left 
coahtion government ultimately refused to support the Left after the rebbe opmed 
against it, precisely because of the thorny question of the occupied territories.u 

During the 1980s, the rebbe revived the rather virtual messianism that has 
coursed through Jewish religiosity for thousands of years. The Lubavitch move
ment began an mtense campaign procla1mmg the Messiah's imminent arrival. An 
advertising campaign proclaimed 'We want the Messiah now, we don't want to 
wait!' Increasing numbers of followers, including the rebbe's close collaborators, 
began to believe and to spread the word that Schneersohn himself was the 
Mess1ah. The intense personality cult of the rebbe who dominated the movement 
certamly encouraged this campaign, which however, provoked strong crit1c1sm 
from the other orthodox and hasid1c movements.u After Schneersohn's death m 
1994, the movement's leaders became more discrete on this sub1ect. The Lubavitch 
movement, wh1ch has yet to name a successor to Menehem Mendel Schneersohn, 
is, from many points of view, a major and relatively modernist part of the hasidic 
movement wiclun which it is, however, only a minority despite its resoundmg 
impact.'4 Its modernity does not prevent tt, however, from being just as ultra
orthodox as the other hasidic movements. 
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Jerusalem and Bnei Brak's Fear of God 

The hasidic movement has grown considerably the creation of Israel in 1948. 
Eastern European hasidic leaders were extremely hostile to Zionism at the end of 
the 19th century just as the Satmarer are today. The rebbes who had survived the 
Holocaust, including those from Belz, Vizhnitz, and Gur, nonetheless moved fmt 
to Palestine and later to the State of Israel. An estimated 15,000 hasidim live in 
many Israeh cmes today Jerusalem and Bne1 Brak, however, are the two urban 
centers of the movement. 

Particularly after 1948, Jerusalem attracted the newly Immigrated hasid1m. 
After all, ultra-orthodox and hasidic Jews, the lumdim, or those God-Fearing as is 
said in Israel, had created small communities since well before Israeli indepen
dence. The old neighborhood of Mea Sheanm had thus become a meeting place 
for the Satmar followers who found close alhes among the Netourei Kana, or 
Guard1ans of the City, who were as traditionaltst and anti-Zionist as the Satmarer 
rebbe. Twenty thousand llllrtdmt hve m Mea Shearim in a very distinctive atmo· 
sphere, with the slttbld:lt, halls of worship set in old homes, the talmudic 
academies, ritual baths, etc. And yet many hasidim have also settled elsewhere m 
the city. The Belzer have for decades lived in the market area of Mahaneh Yehuda 
and in the 1980s they also created the outlying settlement of Kynat Balz. The fifth 
Belz rebbe in the dynasty, Issachar Dov Rokeah, was born in Israel in 1948. I his 
apparently strong personality contributes to the dynamism of this movement that 
IS well-established in Israelt economic and political life. Although they are not 
ZIOnists, the Belzers do pamc1pate acttvely in the country's political affairs. In 
1988, the rebbe allied h1mself with the non-Hasidic onhodox rabbi Eliczer 
Menahem Schach, an important religious authority of the Ashkenazim lmmlim, in 
order to create a new religious pany, Deguel ha-Torah. The party's priority is to 
defend the spiritual and material interests of the ltaredim: contributions for educa· 
tional institutions and housing subsidies. The rebbe also appears to be a dove on 
the question of the occupied territories.16 Belz also includes communities in Bnei 
Brak, in Tel Aviv, and in other cities, including New York, Montreal, and Antwerp 
of course. 

Cur hasidism was born in the 19th century, had become a powerful Polish 
movement before 1940, and had approximately 100,000 followers between the 
two wars. Today, Cur is very present in Jerusalem, the dynasty's headquarters, and 
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elsewhere, particularly in Bnei Brak. In 1912, the rebbe and other of the move
ment's leaders were among the founders and major supporters of the orthodox 
Agoudat Israel party. The Israeli version of this party is very active politically, and 
the current Cuerer rebbe and his followers are very influential. In 1940, the third 
rebbe, Abraham Mordehai Alter (1866-1948) fled Poland for Palestine where he 
developed a network of schools and other institutions. There are 11 Cuer 
Talmudic academies in Israel today. 17 The Cuer hasidic movement has the largest 
number of followers in Israel today.18 In 1948, Israel Meir Levin, the son-in-law and 
lieutenant of the Cur rebbe, signed the Israeli Declaration of Independence on 
behalf of the Agoudat Israel party along with the representatives of the religious 
and non-religious Zionist parties. Like the Belzer, therefore, the Cuerers were real
istic about the Hebrew State. Yet unlike them, they side with the hawks on the 
question of the occupied territories. 

While it is impossible to enumerate all the different hasidic groups and estab
lishments in Israel, Bnei Brak deserves special mention. It was created in 1924 and 
became the headquarters for innumerable synagogues, halls of worship, talmudic 
schools and academics, including many that were hasidic. In 1948, Bnei Brak had 
a population of barely 9300 people compared with its current population of 
140,000 inhabitants, most of whom are haredim. Bnei Brak is, in particular, the 
citadel of the Viz.hnitz Hasidim, a dynasty born during the latter half of the 19th 
century in Vyzcnyqa, today located in Ukraine, but a small city of the Austro
Hungarian empire at the time. Hayim Meir Hager (1888-1972) survived the 
Holocaust and migrated to Palestine in 1947. In 1950, his followers acquired a vast 
parcel of land in Bnei Brak that became the Vizhnitz neighborhood, whose various 
streets are named for the dynasty's important figures. The current rebbe, Moshe 
Yehoshua Hager, today lives in Vizhnitz along with many of his followers, and 
belongs to the Agoudat Israel Council of Elders. Political figures of the major par
ties, in search of political alliances do not hesitate to visit him in his home. 
Viz.hnitz includes other communities elsewhere in Israel; with Belz and Cur, it is 
one of the important Israeli Hasidic movements. 
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A Hard Core of Judaism 

For the last fifty years, therefore, the hasidic movement has undergone a renais· 
sance that is as remarkable as it was unforeseeable. After the end of the war, 
Holocaust survivors rapidly created extremely vital communilles. Many survivors 
had lived through hell and had lost most of their families. To overcome the trau
mas, they took refuge in the welcome slrtibl, or hasidic oratory. Intense relig10us 
life and lively sociability most certainly offered a propitious context for psychic 
repair; many of the followers who quickly married and remamed created new 
families and followed the biblical injunction to grow and multJply, qutte Hterally. 
Hasidic families usually have five or six children tf not more. And since clu.ld mor 
tahty rates dropped qutckly after World War II, all the requisite elements for demo· 
graphic expansion existed in these hasidic communities. 

Despite its traditionalism and basic conservatism, the hasidic movement does 
not appear to be a relic of the past that is unable to adapt to the modem world. 
Hasidim often travel - mainly between the major hasidtc cities that I have men
tioned - by plane, and most of them use cars and telephones. Of course they dts
approve, at least in part, of the major media, especially TV, and in January 2000, 
several Hasidic leaders including the Belzer and Vizhniter rebbe (but neither the 
Guerer nor Lubavitch rabbis) condemned the use of Internet except for profes
sional purposes. Moreover, there is a spiritual renewal of hasidtsm with the publi
cation of the major texts whose mfluence extends beyond the framework of any 
spec1fic movement. 1

Y The only important innovation since 1945 is the proselyttsm 
of the Lubavitch who have managed to draw considerable numbers of Jews, occa
sionally quite removed from Judaism, to their version of hasidism.20 

These revivalist activities have certainly born fruie 1 where they have been prac 
ticed, but most hasidic communities do not practice them, and they have not been 
a factor in their expansion. Instead, communities have developed through thetr 
demographic dynamtsm, and because they have been bastcally able to maintatn 
their younger generations within, which was certainly not the case between the 
end of the 19th century and 1940. Those who praise the movement explam this 
spectacular success in terms of spiritual reasons, or through the warm sense of 
community among the hasidim. However, we must not forget the favorable polit
ical, social and economic context. Whereas their standard of living was often low 
and they experience State anti-Semitism and various discnmmatory practices m 
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their countries of origin, hasidim now live in democratic societies tolerant of their 
lifestyles. They can create and manage their institutions virtually as they choose, 
and in Israel and elsewhere they very often receive State or municipal aid. 
Moreover, in the United States, Holocaust survivors received massive aid in the 
immediate post-war period, and the hasidim benefited from this. Later, some, such 
as the Lubavitch, also obtained subsidies from Jewish philanthropic institutions for 
their educational activities. In addition, many American Jews, occastonally not reli
gious themselves but nonetheless aware of the role of the hasidim in terms of 
Jewish identity, made oftentimes large contributions to various community activ
ities, particularly to the least isolationist of the communities such as the Belz, 
Bobov and above all, to the Lubavitch.22 

Before the creation of the State of Israel on June 19, 1947, a letter of status-quo 
signed by Ben Gurion, the leader of the Jewish Agency at the time, that granted 
religious Jews a special status. Most of the young hasidim living in a country in a 
constant state of alert were exempted from military service because they were tal
mudic students, as were all young hasidic women. Moreover, for the last 50 years 
of independence, the religious parties have participated hasidim in virtually all 
Israel governments on the Right and the Left, which has enabled the lraridim, 
including the hasidim, to impose many of their demands for subsidies, civil service 
jobs, housing, and social services, etc. 

Insufficient formal education and very high birth rates in many families doubt
less lead to poverty, especially in Mea Shearim, but also in Bnei Brak and 
Williamsburg. Despite this, however, even the children of the poorest hasidim can 
go to their own schools and talmudic academies, and receive health care thanks to 
official subsidies, and to the often considerable wealth of some other Hasidic com
munitles. These communities have very solid traditions of patronage and charity. 
Intense religious life, frequent in-marrying, an immediately identifiable appear
ance, the use of Hebrew and Yiddish in the main, professions as religious civil ser
vants, small shop owners and artisans, and their extremely active community life 
all make these hasidim the closest heirs of a traditional lifestyle of late Eastern 
European feudal society. Far more than other sectors of Jewish life, they maintain 
a differential mode of being, a specific religious and cultural identity, the parame
ters of an ethnic identity. This hard core of Jewishness- to use the still appropri
ate term coined by Albert Memmi- can no longer be separated from Jewishness 
as a whole. Even if the contradictions and conflicts between the hasidim and other 
sectors of the Jewish world, particularly in Israel, are occasionally very virulent, the 
interactive processes are no less real. In Israel, therefore, apart from such isola
tionist communities as Mea Shearim, the hasidim are active in the political life of 
the country through the religious parties, always negotiating on this or that issue 
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with the other political parties, contributing through different alliances to the forg
ing and undoing of successive governments. We have described the revivalist ardor 
of the Lubavitch, one element of the ideology of identity among influcnttal 
American Jewish orgaruzations. In Antwerp, by the1r extreme observance, the 
hasidim have certainly helped other religious communities to become more hard 
line. Thus, despite their exoticism, and their relative withdrawal &om the world, 
the hasidim constitute a hard core within the most 'Jewtsh' sectors of the Jewtsh 
world. 
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he Gaon of Vilna: 
1story and Legende 

jean Baumgarten • 

A of the end of the 18th century. the Jewish representation of holiness and of 
holy persons has tended to diversify and to become more complex. Before the 'exit 
from the ghetto' the circle of illustrious great men was limited to a number of 
emblematic figures who were essentially just men, wise men, learned men, and mar
tyrs. Modernity and the slow changes in traditional Jewish society led to a diversifi
cation of experience and beliefs: communities exploded into many contradictory 
religious currents, movements, and policies. Each of the communities generated new 
figures of just men, saints, and historical heroes, as if the process of making 'great fig
ures' remained a constant and a vital force of modem culture. These unusual figures 
were the privileged vectors of Jewish identity, and sources for messianic hopes and 
the incarnations of the Jewish struggle for recognition: they crystallize dreams, spir
itual energy and the struggles of the Jewish masses. The protagonists of the many 
books of legends created a new gallery of exceptional individuals who continued and 
occasionally replaced the circle of past glories. 

• 
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Holiness and Representation 

The modem era also meant the progressive removal of the taboo concerning 
visual representation.• In parallel with the story, the image or icon became a means 
of sancnfying or remembering famous characters or important historical events, 
past and present. The growing numbers of this type of portrait can be understood 
as part the strategies used as Jews entered modem society to legitimize, affirm, and 
build a Jewish identity. Printing promoted cultural change. Central and Eastern 
Europe were flooded with small inexpensive books, popular imagery, printed 
sheets or posters representing famous rabbis, political leaders, philanthropists or 
great figures of Jewish history, mcluding medieval rabbis, Maimonides, the leaders 
of Hasidism or memaggedim, including the Gaon of Vtlna.1 The representation of 
religious figures is part of the popularization and praise of the masters in the same 
way as the legendary tales. The Ballei Shemot or miracle makers appeared in a 
whole series of pious images. Of course we think of the imaginary representations 
of the Baal Shem Tov, but also of the portraits of other thaumaturgies such as Sekel 
Isaac Loeb Wormser.3 These images were distributed in Jewish foyers throughout 
Central and Eastern Europe, and in addition to popularizing the important figures 
of }udaism, they also served as talismans or amulets with curative, protective, and 
prophylactic properties. But it was above all in hasidism that the cult of images, 
together with the dissemination of legends and hagiographic stories about the 
tsaddikim, played a major role in popular religiosity. We are thinking especially of 
the group portraits that were generally hung in the homes of hasidim or in the 
Sukkoth cabin.' These images included representations of different periods and 
places. There were medieval wise men such as the Rashi or Maimonides, cabalists 
like Isaac Luria, 19th century tsaddikim and contemporary rebbes, to demonstrate 
the continuity between generations of guardians of the Torah and between 
Hasidism and rabbinical Judaism.' Setting these masters within a prestigious lin
eage going back to the talmudic or medieval period cast an aura, a political legiti
macy, and a prestige on rebbes whose authority was still occasionally contested. 

Sabbathai Tsevi, whose messianic personality and romanesque life spawned 
many legends was probably the first individual to constitute a break in the gallery 
of holy figures such as it was usually presented in classical Jewish hagiography.6 

These stories were distributed in a great variety of texts - letters, memoires, 
visions, dreams, poems and homiletic discourses, all of which contributed to the 
birth of the myth of the false messiah and of his prophet Nathan of Gaza. This 
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abundant literature included the Momor Sabbmlti Tstvi and the Sti'purti !ftllomor, 
which went through 16 editions until the 19th century, and Fv11 sltoyn nay lid {tm 
mes!tia, the Yiddish poem published in Amsterdam in 1666 by Yaakob fausk, 
describing the new coming of Sabbathai Tsev1 m Amsterdam and the collective 
folly that took hold of the European commurunes. Hayyim joseph David Azzula1, 
the Hida, is another telling example, for whom a collection of praise, S!tMtd /t,, 
1/td,, was written.• There is also Moses Sofer or Hatam Sofer, one of the most fer
vent opponents of the Reform movement,9 and Israel Salanter and the Musam1kes, 
who became a preeminent figure of European Judaism.'0 

As of the end of the 19th century, the subJects of popular representations and 
imaginary tales mcluded most of the major figures of the major rehg10us or politi· 
cal currents. There were also mtellectual, social or political figures like Moses 
Mendelssohn, S1r Moses Montefiore, Captain Dreyfus, and later, Theodor Herzl 
who, each in h1s own way, became the object of many pious images Lkerung them 
to secular saints. Secularization gave nse to new types of figures of secular just 
men who had several points in common with the wise men of the past: they were 
metamorphosed into the heroes of cycles of legend traditions or of a rich popular 
imagery. 

Tales and Conflicts: Hasidim and Mitnaggedim 

Of the many religious currents and historical events that marked the life of the 
communities in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, the opposition between 
hasidim and mmtagJ{edim remains one of the maJOr theo·political fractures. This 
religious war was violent, full of anathema and fury, and gave rise to many stories 
mcluding histories, anecdotes, and souvenirs that represent so many testimonies to 
this confrontation. The opposition between these two dimensions of modern 
Judaism could not help but give rise to stories and symbolic representaoons. Many 
adventures were recounted using fictions that perpetuated the high points of the 
tumultuous conflict that shook the Jewish commumt1es of Europe while at the 
same time prefiguring the wrenching of contemporary judaism. Just as the hasid1m 
created a vast hagiographic tradition, • the mittnaggedim also immortalized the life 
and deeds of their leaders in cycles of hagiograph!C tales. As the movement 
emerged, traditions of legends grew up around the Caon of Vilna, whose CR" A 
acronym stood for HaCaon Rabbi Eliyahi, one of the greatest religious and deter
mining figures of modem Judaism.u He shaped the course of Jewish religious life 
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in Eastern Europe. He became a holy hero during his own lifetime who was rep
resented in popular art, images, imaginary portraits/ 4 a whole range of miraculous 
tales like those m the work of Asher ha-Cohen'' or in H. Lunsky's anthology, Di 
legwdes vegn Vilner Gow.'6 The author of this article'7 was educated in an orthodox 
milieu and helped S. An-Sky to organize the Jewish ethnographic voyage. In prepa
ration, he assembled thousands of documents, archives, objects, books, and in par
ticular, legends concerning Jewish life and the great popular figures of Judaism, 
including the Gaon of Vilna. The GRn .Ns life and extraordinary intellectual capac
ity, specific practices,' and exceptional personality made him a quasi-holy figure 
during his own lifetime, and he dominated late 18th century Ashkenazi Judaism. 
Even today, he counts along with Rashi, Mairnonides and the Baal Shem Tov 
among the few geniuses of Jewish intellectual history who, beyond their work as 
commentators or exegetes, exists in many hagiographic traditions. These legends 
enable us juxtapose the data and historical facts concerning the life and work of 
the GR" A'~ with the history of mentalities, the creation of a collection of legends 
and the imaginary extrapolations, all of which provide a more complex, complete 
image of the Gaon of Vilna. 

These texts are also interesting because they clarify the concordance between 
the narrative models used to create the legends and the structure of the talmudic 
aggadot, midrash legends and Hasidic tales. Proof that the themes and patterns of 
Jewish tales were reused in many contexts to describe many imaginary figures as 
different as the Baal Shem Tov and the GRn A. This formal resemblance attests to 
the continuous transmission of narrative stereotypes and of the potency of models 
specific to the Jewish hagiographic tradition. These correspondences teach us 
many things about how the mythical representations of the great figures of 
Judaism were created or constructed often outside the historical context in which 
they took shape. The existence of a cycle of legends about the Gaon of Vilna is 
proof that the hagiographic genre, limited until then to certain models, became 
receptive to new personalities from different currents. The process of making 
heroes and creating holy figures diversified and moved towards other types of 
characters representing the most divergent currents in Judaism. One of the charac
teristic aspects of modern Jewish culture, therefore, remains the multiplication, 
diversification, and uninterrupted emergence of holy figures, wise men, and just 
men. 
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In the Shivhei ha-GR" A¥J there is an interesting transference of hagiograph1c 
models: the collections focus on one of the most tenacious, virulent enem1es of 
hasidism, but are based on narrative patterns copied from those of has1d1c litera
ture. These types of stones go back to an already ancient tradition, and the hasidic 
tale is set within the context of aggadic tales or medieval legends like those based 
on such Rheinish has1d1c leaders as Shmuel and Yehudah He-Hasid.11 These hasidic 
tales are original in that the doctrine of the Besh•t and his disciples prov1de new 
themes, particularly concerning the birth of the movement and the slow creation 
of circles of the BeSh't's disciples who disseminate his teaching. For example, there 
is the central role of the tsaddikn in the life of the hasidim, and in the messianic 
process, which plays a central role in the narratives. The themes specific to Hasidic 
thinking- theurigical practices, prayer, the relationship between the earthly and 
the divine worlds- feed the religious imagination of the BeSH't's followers and 
provide so much material for countless tales that the narrative structures become 
virtually mterchangeable The same themes are used from tale and tale and only 
the names of places, has1dic courts, or rebbes change. Specifically has1dic narrative 
forms reappear in radically different religious contexts 10 only slightly modified 
ways, such as in the Shmlw ha-Gr"'A 

Lunsky's anthology has a classical chronological structure from the Gaon's 
birth to his death, praising his except1onal merits and p1ety. It exalts his greatness, 
emphasizes his spiritual combat, his asceticism, emphasizes his intellectual ab1l· 
ity and his role as the uncontested religious leader of the Ashkenaz world . The 
anthology adopts a biographical div1sion frequently used in hagiographic book· 
lets. The legends first discus his childhood and family followed by a period of 
seclusion and apprenticeship that correspond to a sort of spiritual incubation and 
slow unfolding of his religious genius. This period is crowned by his wandering 
from one community to another, for a period of five years that represented that 
transition between his early years and the public's growmg recognition. His holi· 
ness and his expertise m religious and community affairs blossomed upon his 
return to Vilna. Next came a period of public revelation and the realization of an 
exceptional destiny making him one of the major figures of judaism along with 
Maimonides and the Baal Shem Tov, among others. Most biographies of holy fig· 
ures 10 the Jewish legend books- Isaac Luria and the Kabalists of Safed, ' the life 
of BeSh't1

' and the traditional tales about Rabb1 Nahman of Bratslav -are struc-
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turally similar. They all describe the same spiritual development and mystical 
ascension forged during a period of solitude and seclusion followed by revelation 
and social recognition. 

The first oral tradition concerns the the Gaon's miraculous birth. The work 
explains that his cradle stood in the bimalt of the (Cows kloyz) in exactly the spot 
where the Gaon prayed during his entire life. This quasi-holy place has become 
a pilgrimage site for many of his disciplines. Sketches and photographs of this 
hall of worship were disseminated and sold abundantly and remain part of the 
ongoing cult of veneration and sacralization of the Gaon. The correspondence 
between the site of the cradle and the bimah set the life of the Gaon under the 
sign of saintliness and of divine election. His existence will be set in the exclu
sive service of the defense of the Jewish religion, of the battle for a stronger faith 
and Judaism. 

The Shivhei ha-GRn A emphasize the Gaon's prestigious ancestors. He 
descended from a line of rabbis. His father, reb Solomon Zalmuan, was a very poor 
scholar who devoted his life to study. His grandfather, Moshe ben Haftali Hirsh 
Rivkes, known as the pious, wrote an important commentary of the Shulhan 
Aruklt, the Bur haGolah. In 1655, after the Shmielnick massacres and during the 
Russian Polish war, he took refuge in Amsterdam. According to the legend, he 
walked to the Dutch capital with only a walking stick, his talit, his tefilin and a cal
endar so that he could know the hours and days of the Sabbath and of the holi
days. He later returned to Vilna, where he died. The inscription on his tomb, 
located near that of the Gaon, reads 'Here lies an honest, just man, R. Solomon 
Zalman.' An interesting legend concerns his very pious, honest mother, Troyne, 
from the Lithuaruan village of Selets. One day, while pregnant, she took a narrow 
alleyway in the Jewish section of Vilna. Polish soldiers riding full speed nearly ran 
her down and killed her but she pressed her stomach against a wall to save her 
baby while reciting the Shema Israel. A miracle occurred at that moment. The wall 
collapsed, creating a niche that enabled the mother of the Gaon to take refuge and 
protect her child. Both were barely saved from death.26 The story explains that the 
place is now considered a holy site, the object of pilgrimages and of worship. It is 
in fact a variation of the story concerning Rashi and his mother. A legend describes 
how both were saved in Worms thanks to a miracle that is similar in every detail 
to this one.27 The legend obviously circulated in medieval Germany and 18th cen
tury Poland. Like many other similar tales, it bears witness to the hero's holy 
nature and indicates that his life was placed under direct divine protection. In addi
tion to prefiguring the exceptional destiny of the Gaon, this miraculous escape 
lends him a supernatural aura, proves his election and his exceptional character. 
The following inscription is written on the tomb of the Gaon's mother which is 
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located near that of her son, who died at age 90: 'The happy mother of many 
sons.'n An allusion to the happmess of this pious woman who gave birth to such 
a powerful genius. 

The legends emphas1ze the Gaon's health, his unusual vitality, precociousness, 
erud1t10n and exceptional intelhgence, a sort of Wunderkind. At age of six and a 
half, he delivered a sermon in the great synagogue of Vilna. Dunng the third 
Sabbath meal, he was invited to repeat the sermon whose c.lanty and depth 
1mpressed all the educated men. During his vtsit to Vilna, Abraham 
Katzenellenbogen, the rabbi of Brest-Litovsk, taken by the Gaon's rabbinical 
knowledge, sent him to study with Moshe Margahot, the author of the commen 
tary Pwe1 Moshe, in Kaidany, m the province of Kovno, . Many legends recall h1s 
exceptional talent for learnmg. Having vowed to study two dtfficult Talmudic trea 
tises, the Zevah1m and the lvlenaltor, in a very brief penod of time, he isolated him
self m a bedroom and read more than 50 pages every two hours. In slightly less 
than a night, he had read both Talmudic books. Hts teacher predicted that this 
young child would illuminate the world by his knowledge and his wisdom. At 
eight years of age, he impressed the venerable scholars of Vilna by commenting 
the Misluulr Torah of Maimonidies. Despite his youth, the Gaon saved the old men 
who had been unable to explain the delicate question of the kidduslt lwhodeslt,29 or 
the movement of the stars and planets that determined the calendar, because of his 
profound interest in astronomy. He also studied the theoretical and practical 
Kabbalah so well that at age 13, he began to create a golem and onJy stopped 
because of the potential of d1srupting God's forces. 

Wisdom, Study, and Piety 

Many tales both real and legendary insist on the Gaon's exceptiOnal abll1ty to 
concentrate, the depth of rus knowledge, and his taste for the asceticism, the mor 
tification, and the solitude required for studying. Like many talmud1c, has1d1c and 
medieval tales, these tales pamt a portrait of an exceptiOnal but perfectly modest 
erudite whose grandeur stems from his ability to concentrate, to endlessly com
ment texts, and to remove hlffiself from the world, to re1ec.t earthly frivolities and 
devote himself to his sole concern: God. What emerges from these hagiographic 
legends is the image of a Jewish samt or hermit, entirely conscious of human suf
fering, and therefore full of goodness and compassiOn for others, especially for the 
poor. In his live an asceuc devotion so strong that he would withdraw from the 
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world to study alongside a very strong sense of earthly injustice. These legends 
closely resemble those of other important saintly figures of Judaism, including 
Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Yehudah he-Hasid.31 These legendary representations 
describe saintly heroes specific to a Jewish tradition linking knowledge, study, and 
intense piety while making no concession to earthly pleasures . .oz The Gaon is pre
sented as a wise man possessed by the passion of study. Alone in a small cabin 
deep in the forest, he spends his days and nights studying holy texts. By day, he 
closes the curtains and shutters so as not to be disturbed, and by night, he studies 
by candlelight hardly eating. He sleeps for two hours each day but never for more 
than half an hour at a time. In winter, in an unheated room with his feet soaking 
in frozen water so as to remain awake, he leads a reclusive life focused on study, 
without respite. ·• One tradition recounts that he managed to read the entire 
Talmud in a month. This asceticism gave rise to many legends about his virtually 
inhuman capacity for intellectual concentration, and his ability to be limitlessly 
absorbed in the holy texts. The Gaon's prolixity and the breadth of his knowledge, 
ranging from holy matters including the Talmud and the Kabbalah to secular sci
ences, is also a subject of astonishment and admiration that is part of his image as 
a Jewish genius like Rashi and Maimonides. The tales emphasize the impressive 
number of texts written by the GR" A, including countless treatises on the Bible, 
the Talmud, the Kabbalah36

, the Zohar, mathematics37
, and grammar. In addition 

her wrote many implacably precise and rigorous scholia, glosses, notes and cor
rections in the works that he read. The disparity between his immense oeuvre and 
his refusal to have his works printed during his lifetime contributed to the legend 
of the GR" A. ' What emerges from these extreme and radical character traits is the 
image of an exceptional man whose intellectual genius equals his modesty and 
taste for reclusion and secrecy. In this, he resembles the great sages of the aca
demics of the Talmud period and the hidden just men of the mystical and hasidic 
tradition, many of whom are represented in Jewish hagiographic literature. H. 
Lunsky says, 'He was the Wiseman who was superior to the prophet'~' (/rakham 
adt( mi-navi4<l). At age 20, as was the custom among young yeshiva students, the 
Gaon of Vilna spent 5 years travelling from community to community to meet the 
erudite of his period and to continue his study.•• These holeklrei lragolalt, or walkers 
of exile, were also to repent and redeem their sinful generation in a messianic 
sense. His reputation quickly spread throughout Eastern Europe. One interesting 
episode tells of his visit to Berlin where he was invited by the community pamas, 
Rabbi Yaakov Tsvi. The Rabbi had also invited a non-Jew to his home, a professor 
and president of different academies and learned societies. After the Gaon had bril
liantly answered questions on astronomy, the professor burst out, 'Your guest is 
not a man, but an angel.' This type of symbolic episode belongs to the legend of 
the Gaon's genius as a connoisseur and scientific expert. These tales have a basis 
in truth, of course, since the Gaon's interest in mathematics is well know - he 
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favored the Hebra1c translation of Euclid - along with his interest in medicine, 
music, astronomy and geography.'2 

However, popular imagination took hold of these facts to create a whole set of 
fabulous tales designed to exalt h1s grandeur and gemus. In 1745, at the age of 25, 
the Gaon returned to Vilna: a moment marking a decisive phase m his public rev
elation. Associated legends also circulated about h1s contemporanes and close dis
ciples. According to the legend, for example, it was Sha'agat Arieh' who was 
responsible for naming the Gaon GRn A. Aged 70, thts Rabbi Arieh Leib left to 
travel the roads of Europe by foot, going from community to community. He 
arrived in Vilna, met the Gaon, and tested his knowledge. Each answer elicited the 
enthusiastic admiration of the Sha'agat Arieh, one of the greatest rabbmical 
authorities of the penod. Upon leavmg the home of the Gaon, Rabbi Arieh Leib is 
said to have exclaimed: 'A genius, a genius, a gemusl' The legends mention two of 
his important students, Hayyim of Volozhyn«, the founder of the Ets Hayyim 
yesbiVab, and Rabbi Saadia ben Nathan Neta of Vilna, who founded a yeshivah in 
Eretz Israel named for his teacher Midrash Eliyanhi. The Gaon's celebrity m 
Europe became so great that m 1756, Jonathan Eybeschutz., looked to htm to 
resolve his argument with Jacob Emden about amulets, and the accusat10n agamst 
him of sabbateanism. Another pious 1mage runrung through these tales presents 
the Gaon as the perfect hasid, profoundly Simple, pious, compassionate, and lov
mg towards others.06 Therefore, despite his great supenority to most of the Vilna 
authorities in Talmudtc and particularly halakhic knowledge, he never accepted 
the title or decision-making role of rabbi. Other tales describe his compassion for 
poor Jews Some legends recount how generous he was in giving money to free 
prisoners, in helpmg those in need for marrying poor young girls. This propensity 
to simplicity led him to seek silence, to remain uninvolved in public affairs that he 
usually considered ridiculous, to refuse any hasty signs of affection, especially 
from hts close family, to suppress his feelings and maintain his distance from all 
vanities and frivolousness. These characteristics provided the basis for tales that 
exalted rus compassion and radical asceticism. 

The Gaon ofVilna and the Struggle Against Hasidism 

Many legends concern the major late 18th century struggle in Ashkenaz com
munities between the m•tnaggedtm and the has1d1m. The polemical confrontation 
fractured the Ashkenz world of Eastern Europe, but beyond this, this historical 
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antagonism was propitious for creating a rich rabbinical folkJore/1 by raising the 
stakes with its implied simplifying duality. The tales still express the doctrinal con
fhct but magnified by soctal disruption. The narratJve rhetoric remains propitious 
for a very contrasted, visual picture of dtvergences m thinking, and for radicalizing 
doctrinal positions concerning, among other things, the uruty and fragmentation of 
Jews, the place of study, the fervor of religious life, or the secular temptations of 
Jews, proven by Sabbateantsm and &anctum. In addition, there is also a humorous 
dimensiOn of mockery, derision and dtsparagement The year 1772, when the 
Gaon launched the herern agamst hasidism/ and 1780, when Yaaqov Yosef of 
Polonoye published hts Toledot Yaaqov Yose{Oater burned·~ are, from th1s pomt of 
view, symbolic moments that helped to crystallize narratives and tales. In the same 
way, there was Shneur Zalman of Liady's attempt to convince hts adversaries that 
hasidtsm did not endanger the foundations of the Jewish faith. But the GR ~A 
refused to meet him and the attempted reconctltation failed. This antagonism also 
touched on religious practices.30 The Gaon considered that the essential issue was 
to respect the miiS\'Ot scrupulously and !tterally and to study and meditate on the 
Torah silently day and mght, with concentration, perseverance, and assiduity. By 
contrast, the hasidim preferred to study the f orah enthusiastically (/ btlahavut), by 
chanting the psalms, singing, and even dancing their praise of God Study in itself 
was as essential as the pure intention (kavvanah) and fervor with which it was 
undertaken.~' One critlctsm levied against the hasidtm concerned their emphasis 
on mtense prayer, internal connection with God (devequt) through the soul's 
encounter with htgher worlds, that is, an effustve and even holy emotionalism 
expressed by tears or joy. This was to such a degree that their enemies often stig
matized the hastdim as ignorant men who gave too much tmportance to prayer 
and to the outward stgns of devotion, by contrast to the depth and intellectual mte
riority of traditional rabbinical study. The maJOr pomt of discord concerned the 
study of the Torah as its own goal (Torah ltsltmah), unmotivated by such ulterior 
motives as repentance. The Gaon considered it important, above all, to study the 
Torah for the good of the forah or for the Torah itself. The hasidim were criticized 
for making study a devotiOnal exercise for the good of God or to become closer to 
the holy world. It was appropriate to concentrate more on the texts themselves 
than on God, which was the hasidic ideal of devequt. Other differences concerned 
the authority of the tstldd,q, the use of a special knife for ritual slaying, and the 
adoptmg of ritual Lunamc prayers, all of which the rabbts considered as threats. 
Legends continued to be a propitious imaginary site for representing these dtver
gent interpretations and practices, setting the maJor doctnnal principals mto narra
tive form as attest the tales of the Sl1ivhei haBeSh't, which beyond their legendary 
character, served to spread the notions of nascent hastdism. The tales also mention 
the Gaon's attempt to go to Eretz Israel.~ This tnp never took place for, accordmg 
to the legend, the Gaon of Vilna was an offshoot of Moses who could therefore 
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never enter the promised land. What remains of this trip IS the astonishing letter, 
a sort of spiritual testament, that the Gaon of Vilna sent to his wife while en route, 
from Konigsberg~~ where he decided to renounce his trip and turned back. The 
rrussive vibrates with rigor and compassion, and was incorporated mto the legends 
as the revelatory model of the Gaon's spiritual greatness and high-mmdedness. A 
short excerpt reveals his goodness and extreme attention to others. 'I beg you not 
to torture yourself about my trip to the Land of Israel (may it be rebuilt and 
reestablished). You promised me that you would not. And why should you be anx
ious. Many people travel for many years in search of money, leaving w1fe and dul
dren behind them. They are also wanderers who have nothing. Whereas I, may 
God be praised, am on my way to the Holy Land that everyone wants to see. This 
is the country that all the people of Israel want to see, which is also the w1sh of 
the Holy Praised be He. All of those on high and those here below are mhab1ted 
by this wish. I am travelling in peace, may God be praised, even though you know 
that I have left my children- my heart cries for them - my beloved books, and 
the glorious splendor of my home'6: I have become like a stranger in another land.' 

What remains in the tales of the complex quarrels between the hasidim and 
mimaggedim and of the documents on the GR»A's trip to Eretz Israel are a merely 
simplified, condensed and occasionally skeletal sketch. We do find the same kmd 
of transformation into legend that we observed with respect to Rash1, 
Maimonides, Yehudah he-Hasid and the Baal Shem Tov. Only fragmentary, embel
lished echoes remain in the tales of the important figures of Jewish history and reli
gious thought, whose impact was so important on the Jewish masses. However 
they do help to reconstruct the development of collective memory and the tale 
making. The transition from religious doctrine or philosophical thought to narra
tive or legend clearly shows hagiographic crystallization and sanctification at 
work. Only a few exceptional beings have crossed the threshold from historical 
figures to heroes of legend. The case of the Gaon of Vilna is interesting in that it 
bears witness to the way in which holy imagery and the popular figure of a spiri
tualleader are constructed, and how an emblematic hero is made. 

Heinrich Graetz and Writing Jewish History 

Most of the stories about the GW A were so influential that they have affected 
even modern Jewish historiography. Heinrich Graetz' History of tire jeunslr People," 
for example, includes many of the images created around the Gaon myth. 
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Referring to the battle among the hasidim Graetz explains, 'The first violent 
struggle against them was launched by a man whose influence was blessed dur
ing his life and after his death and who, in a more favorable context, could have 
done far more for the moral progress of other Jews, like Moses Mendelssohn. 
Lithuanian Jews still speak with tremendous reverence and love of the Elia Vilna, 
whose title was Gaon. He was a rare exception among the mass of Polish Jews. 
His character was pure, and he never put his considerable talents to pernicious 
use. It suffices to recall that despite his learning and profound Talmudic knowl
edge, he refused the position of rabbi, whereas most of the learned men of Poland 
who desired these jobs got them through artificial means. Despite his prodigious 
writings in many areas of Jewish literature, he never allowed his work to be pub
lished during his lifetime. This again contrasts starkly with the practices of his 
close disciples who, in order to make a name for themselves and to see their ideas 
in print, rarely waited for their ink to dry. By his disinterest, Elia Vilna incarnated 
the Talmudic ideal of a Jewish teacher who 'should use the law neither as a crown 
to crown himself nor as a shovel to dig.' Despite his superior knowledge and com
plete, unanimous recognition, he consciously and modestly avoided self-promo
tion. The gratification of his research and his quest for knowledge entirely suf
ficed. His intellectual method corresponded to the unaffected simplicity of his 
personality and his life. He encouraged his disciples and his friends to study the 
secular sciences and openly expressed his conviction that Judaism would greatly 
benefit from this type of study. Only his scrupulous piety, perfect behavior, gen
erosity, and renunciation of every position or honorary post saved him from being 
accused of heresy, to whtch his interest in extra-talmudic branches of knowledge 
may have left him open. 

Graetz' historical method is certainly based on an inventory of Jewish suffering 
and on the tableau of the great figures of Judaism, which can explain the compo
sition of this portrait. The excerpt nonetheless recalls how much 19th century 
Jewish historiography often found its material in the legends about the emblem
atic figures of modern history. Historical facts, apologetic discourses and hagio
graphic tales intertwine in a single composition. The positivist historiographer 
tries to reconstruct the past on the basis of reliable documents and tangible proof, 
privileging the document, in particular. In parallel, anything resembling fiction or 
legend is devalued, as if its heuristic value were lesser or even non-existent. There 
is a line of demarcation between what constitutes historical truth and what 
belongs to the phantasmagoric realm of legend. Written sources, including archives 
and documents from the period, become the only sources that the historian has a 
right to use in order to write the history of great men. The magic tales, stories, 
dreams, and prophecies of rabbis, learned men, and just men are considered to be 
'rabbinical nonsense and humbug (nuga~ rabbinorum), which the historian need not 
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take mto account.~ We realize that Jewish history of the late 19th and early 20th 
century is still, in fact, often penetrated with mythic tales and constructed partly 
from the legends and an imagmary folklore. These narrative traditions of great 
Jewish heroes have clearly retamed their symbolic and social effectiveness. They 
have certain tdenfictatory qualities harboring messianic energies, and served as 
stimuli at a time when the new values of modem Jewish soctety were being 
invented. 

The two antithetical figures of the Baal Shem Tov and the Gaon of VJina there
fore produced legends and praise with divergent goals. The tales of the Baal Shem 
Tov emphasized his propenstty to mysticism, to the devotiOnal practices inspired 
by the Kabbalah and hts inclination to express feehngs and reltgwus fervor during 
religious services. By contrast, the narrative traditions retain an image of the Gaon 
as a reserved ascetic, silently concentrating on knowmg God and on prayer; on 
making no concess10n to the events or futilities of earthly hfe, to emotions or to 
affectiVe outpounngs. This extreme, radical asceticism borders on misanthropy 
butts tempered by his immense love and limitless compassion for the Jewish peo· 
pie, especially for the most humble. Beyond thetr doctnnal differences of these 
two portraits, what we should bear in mind, tS the stmilarity in writings about 
holiness, and the convergence of the itineraries of any exemplary life, thematic 
repetitions, and an omrupresence of discursive matrixes used to construct the sto· 
ries. These models will serve to create representations of famous great men with 
often contrasting destinies. The constant metamorphoses of the legends, their per· 
manent renaissance at different and distant penods of time, recall the importance 
of the narration m creatmg and consolidating the Jewish tradition. The tales have 
clearly helped Jews to struggle, live and hope throughout their history. 
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commurucaove pu!l)' turned towards others 
and of an unshakable inner strength. 

32. What the texts call ptmlwt me·olnm ha-ul: 
'Separation from th1s world,' See A. Nadler, 
op. w, 1997, pp 88-90. 

33. The Baal She m Tov also hke to be alone m 
what he called his house of solitude, (bayt 
hahttbodedut) to better meditate and pray. 

34.See Israel de Shklov, Stftr pttll l:n\lw/lwr, 
Safed, 1838, introduction. 

35.Rav I. L Hacohen Matmon, op. et/. pp. 69-73 
•Ha-GR• A, flnltl:nmiUira;;:rnr · Lt Cno11 dt Vtl11n. 
~11!<:( tl COIIIIQI\\tuf tft.' ~tCftl> .• 

36.A'Iegend recounts a young girl studying the 
Zohar and mysttcal texts of learned men. The 
Gaon predicted that on her weddmg day, her 
soul would leave her, which is what hap
pened. See Keter Rosh, op. ctt., 1968, tale no. 8. 

37. H. l.unskv, op. cit., p. 17, describes the fact 
that m 1178 the GR"A asked the maskil, R. 
Barukh ben Yaakov Sduck of Shklov, tO trans· 
late Euclid's geometry into Hebrew The first 
part was published in 1780. 

38.Rav I. L Hacohen Maimon, op. w., p. 176. 
39.H. Lunski, op. w., p. 17. 
40.Allusion to TB Meg1lat 15a. 
41.Rav I. L Hacohen Maimon, op. cir., pp. 60·69 
42.These posthumous texts on the hard sciences 

were collected m the Arrl Mt)hllllash, Vilna, 
1834. This taste for science led him to be seen 
as a follower of the Haskalah. However, 
studying sc1ence was never an end in Itself, 
but was to give a bener understanding of the 
Torah. As he used to say, 'All sciences are nec
essazy for our holy Torah and •ncluded m 1t.' 

43 Concerrung Sha'agat Aneh, see Rav I. L. 
Hacohen Matmon, op. cit., pp 8-9 

44 Rav LL Hacohen Matmon, op CJt., pp. 114· 
137 R. Hayy1m of Volqzhyn 1s, among other 
thmgs, the author of L'Amt de lt1 ~·it, published 
par B. Gross, Paris, 1986. 

45. Rav I. L Hacohen Maimon, Of. ot., pp. 11-12. 
46. He was then called HaGaon heHastd mi· 

Vtlna, the samtly genius of Vilna. 

47. Most anthologtes of has1d1c tales mclude ann· 
m1tnaggedim stones or descnbe conflicts 
between the two movements. See, for exam· 
pie, S. Y Zevin, TretNtry of //,!"idt< Tnlcs, 2 
vols. 1979-1982 (mdex: m1tnagged1m). 
Conversely, the tales of rrutnagged1m Stigma· 
tize the boundless ignorance and mysocism 
of the has1dim. 

48. Rappoport Albert, 'Has1dism after 1772. 
Structural Continuil)' and Change', m lftt,td"'" 
Rttlfl'rtli't•l London, 1996, pp. 76-140. 

49. Samuel H. Dresner, Tht Z.z,J.ltl:, London, New 
York, 1960, reed. 1994. 

50. Like the constant weanng of tefilin and tsltslt 
that shouldn't be worn only for praying. See 
Keter Rosh, op. at., 1968, no. 15. The CR"A 
inventoried his customs in the ::.rdtl11r ltt~· 
CR"A which estabhshed certam pract1ces d1f· 
ferent from the usual service. 

51. Kerer Rosh, op. w ., 1968, no. 28. 
52.A. Werthe1m, Lfl.,. mrd CrNom 111 lfn,t.lhm, 

Hoboken, 1992, pp 126-167 
53. L Jacobs, Hn~tdtl Prn~·tr, London, 1972, pp. 

17-21. 
54.A Morgenstern, Cwlnh l•t·dtrcltlt h.Hn·tt, 

Jerusalem, 1989. 
55.1. Abrahams, I ldww Etlucnl \'('j/1,, 

Phtladelphia, 1926, tome 2, pp. 311· 325. The 
pubhcaoon of the Alim IHtrll[alt 0/'larsaw 
1856) mcludes a judeo-German vemon of this 
letter New documents seem to prove that the 
Gaon was m Amsterdam m 1n8 before 
rerurrung to Vilna. 

56. Allusion to his wtfe, accordmg to [,rhu 1,4 
57 H Graetz, Ct\clmltu ''" jrulw, tome 11, 

le1pz1g, 1900, pp 109·115. 
58. See l. Gmzberg m h1~ tntroducuon to the 

Ltgw.J, of rht }t-.t ~ . As of the 18th century, tht· 
aggad1c pans of the Talmud and Midrash 
were pomted to m order show that 1t was 
imposs1ble to reconstruct Israel's past &om 
suCh a mess of irrational tales, exaggerated 
stones, and imaginazy counts 
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asidic pilgrimages 
1n Poland 

Par Shrfra Epstern • 

A new type of organized tour is attracting a growrng number of hasidim to Poland 
from Israel, the Umted States and Europe. Anthropologists often compare these 
organized trips combining tourism and religion to ventable pilgrimages bringing trav
elers to the most remote corners of Poland in search of the villages that were home 
to the founders of hasidic communities, or of the tombs of an illustrious rebbe. 

Today, as in the past, the hasidim are not a monolrthic group but more of a com
munity divided mto approximately 60 groups of very different s1zes, ranging from a 
few families to several hundred thousand members of various traditions. And yet, 
since the opemng of the borders of Eastern Europe in the 1990s, the entire move
ment has begun to pracuce organized tr1ps to Poland, m the footsteps of Americans 
who began some 30 years ago. These trips are extremely successful today, in part 
because Israeli hasidim can now obtam the necessary visas. 

Hasidic pilgrimages to Poland are des1gned pnmanly to v1sit the tombs of tsad
diklm and to make them sites of worship. The idea rema1ns quite controversial within 
the Jewish community, however. The Jerusalem Talmud is opposed to erecung com
memorative stones on tombs, especially those of famous tsaddik1m whose 'memory 
resides in their words.'' W hereas the tradition of paying tribute to the great figures 
of the Jewish world goes back to Biblical times/ Maimonides strongly denounced the 
practrce in his day of meditating on graves, even those of parents or relatives.) The 
practice is widely accepted today, and considered to be a way of venerating the soul 
of the dead and to have their memory endure.4 

Has1d1m honor the graves of their rebbe because they occupy a fundamental 
place as spiritual guides. The rebbe is a chansmatic 1ndiv1dual who IS considered to 
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be a tsaddik; the members of the hasidic community can make no important private 
or professional decision without consulting him. In Poland, the tomb of the tsaddik 
is easily distinguished from other graves; this funerary monument is overset with an 
oblique roof. This ohe/ (tent in Hebrew) offers a place for prayer and meditation to 
the faithful who can light candles on it. 

Inspired by the Lurianic cabalists who settled in Safed in the 16th century, the 
hasidim have incorporated into their ritual practices pilgrimages to the tombs of 
tsaddikim on Yortsayt days (the anniversary of their death). Like the cabalists, they 
organize annual holidays, yoma de-hilula (day of celebration in Aramean), or hi/ula ( cel
ebration) on the tomb of their rebbe or on the spot where he taught.s On these 
occasions, the rebbe presides over a tish (table, literally) and oversees the major 
events of hasidic social life: the entire community gathers around the table set up in 
the bes medresh to share food and drink. Participants tell stories about the deceased 
and the evening generally ends in dancing. The yortsayt has thus slowly become a joy
ful occasion for Eastern European hasidim on which they can forget the worries of 
what is often a difficult daily existence.' 

The criticisms of this practice essentially reiterate the injunction against a cult of 
the dead resembling idolatry, and therefore highly reprehensible in Jewish law.7 The 
hasidim defend themselves by quoting a Talmudic verse: 'holy men never die and 
should be considered as eternally living.'8 The tsadikkim hear the requests made on 
their tombs, 'their lips are invited to open' and can answer the hasidim who solicit 
them.' According to hasidic tradition, it is part.icularly effective to pray on the very 
site of the tomb of the person whom one is addressing.10 Many have claimed that 
their wishes have been realized, and describe veritable miracles." Even more, recall
ing the life and ideas of the tsaddik at his burial site and studying on the anniversary 
of his death helps elevate and perfect the soul.'w 

Many pilgrimages were made to the tombs of hasidic rebbes before World War 
11 . Many accounts bear witness to the annual pilgrimage to Lyzhansk on the 21st 
day of Adar to commemorate the death of R. Elimelekh (1717-1786), a trip that 
was so much in vogue from the 18th century until 1939 that a fair took place at 
which many traders gathered .'~ Stalls were set up around the cemetery selling buy 
food and all sorts of merchandise. 's 
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Some Remarks of an Ethnographic Nature 

Pilgrims in the past made their own Itineranes and travel arrangements. Today, 
iliis has changed. Most pilgrimages engage travel agencies offering organized tours 
to disburden themselves of the material details of visits covering more than 600 
miles in a few days, and often in just 48 hours. In this society of consumptiOn, the 
pilgrimages stay in luxunous hotels, dme only in gastronomic restaurants where 
kosher food is brought in from Swttzerland, and travel only in buses equtpped 
with good heating, air conditioning and toilets. 

Some travel agencies, run by members of hasidic movements, organize these 
pilgnmages m Poland for a clientele from Amenca, Europe and Israel. The most 
well known are Reichbert and Sons Travel, Ideal Tour- two New York agencies 
- and Akiva Tours, located in Bnei Brak. 1

t Their owners belong to different hasidic 
groups, the Bobover, the Curer, and the Vizhnitzer. Reichberg and Sons Travel is 
the oldest of these, having gone into business more than 30 years ago. All observe 
shabbat, which is essential with regard to their clients. 

These agencies also propose orgaruzed trtps to Europe, Israel and to the United 
States for practicing Jews, not only hasidim They often work together to get good 
pnces, but remain competitlve. 

The difference lies largely in the range of services. Indeed, during a large pil
grimage, It is often difficult to get a plane reservation or a room in a Polish hotel. 
Moreover, the tour calendars for the hasid1m observe shabbat, ensuring that all 
find a place to pray and to meditate in the hotel. Mrs. Reichberg often travels with 
the organized pilgrimages and prepares a tsholent, kugel, and meat. These agen 
cies are also careful about separating men and women during tnps on planes and 
in buses; men usually get the best seats. 

The costs of the trip are no obstacle to the hastdim. None of those whom I 
interviewed complained about paymg $1500 for 7 days or $850 for two days. This 
kind of trip takes considerable planning and everyone saves the cost of travellmg 
to Poland or sending a child a few months or years later. Whatever the cost, the 
success of these pilgrimages clearly demonstrates that the economic situation 
among the has1drm has clearly improved durmg the last decades. We might also 
pomt out that others prefer to travel independently, by renting a car or a taxi. 
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The Pilgrimage Route 

Most pilgrimages are organized around tombs located in Central Poland and 
Galicia, to the south, the two regions of Poland that were home to many post-war 
families. 

In Polish Galicia, Kkroke (Crakow) is the most popular destination, with the 
synagogue of Rema, Rebbe Moshe Isserles (known under the same acronym, died 
on 18 lyar 1572, the foremost authority on Halakah and commentator of the 
Slwflran Aruch.)" His is certainly one of the best-known tombs of the tsaddik, not 
only in Poland but worldwide. It is also one of the only sites included on the trip 
that is not literally part of hasidic memory since the Rema lived nearly 200 years 
before hasidism was born. Nearby, the graves of Rema and several famous wise 
men are in one of the oldest cemetery's in Europe, including Yoel Sirkes (1561-
1640), a Polish Talmudic scholar best known as Bach.1

" Another, more recent ceme
tery is located nearby, in Miodova Street, where pilgrims visit the tombs of illus
trious hasidim. These include the tombs of Rebbe Kalon.imus ben Kalman ha-Levi 
Epstein of Krakow (died in 1823), author of the Maor va-s!temesft; Rebbe Shimon 
Sofer (1820-1883), Rebbe of Krakow and member of the Austro-Hungarian parlia
ment in Vienna/9 and Rebbe Shmuel Teitelbaum of Gorlitz, who died in 1889. 
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BRIGOL (Brzesko, 30 miles southwest of Krakow) 
The tombs of Rebbe Arye Leibush of Viz.hrutz (1767 -1840) author of responsa 

to the Slwlkltan Aruclt, Ari debt Ili'a; son of Hayyim Lifshitz and son-in-law of 
Rebbe Moshe Tettelbaum (1759-1841) who introduced hasidism to Hungary. 

SANDZ (Nowy Sacz, 30 miles south of Brzesko) 
The tomb of Hayyim Halberstam (1793-1876), founder of the Zanz dynasty 

and acknowledged religious erudite. He JOined the hasidic current under the influ
ence of Rebbe Yaakov Yitshak (the Khoz.e, or Seer) from Lublm, and later wrote 
the Oivre llav)•im. The tomb of his sons Me1r Nathan and Aharon are next to hts. 

GORLITZ (approximately 12 miles east of Nowy Sacz.) 
The tomb of Rebbe Baruch of Gorlitz, son of Rebbe Hayyim Halberstam. 

RYMANOW (70 miles east of Nowy Sacz) 
The tomb of Rebbe Mehahem Mendel of Rymanow (dted m 1815) whose 

teacher was Rebbe Elimelehk of Lyzhansk, and whose dtsctples include Rebbe 
Naftali of Ropsrutz (1760-1827) and Rebbe Tzevi Htrsh of Rymanoz. His texts on 
the Torah are collected m Mwahem Ts:yo11, O:vrti Menahem and Ateret Alenaltem. 

OYNOW (40 miles northeast of Rymanow) 
The tomb of Rebbe Tsevi Elimelek.h Shapira {1785-1841), a recognized erudite, 

disciple of Rebbe Yaakov Yitshak (the Seer) of Lublin and of Rebbe Mehahem 
Mendel of Rymanow; the Rebbe of Dynow and of Munkacz, prolific author, par
ticularly of Bnei Yissachar. 

LANCUT (30 miles north of Dynow, near Rzesz.ow) 
The tomb of Rebbe Naftali Txevi of Ropczytz (1760 1827), disciple first of 

Rebbc Elimelek.h of Lyz.hansk and then of Rebbe Menahem Mendel of Rymanow 
and of Rebbe Yaakov Yitz.hak of Lublin. Author of the Zera Kodeslt. 

LSYHANSK (Lez.ajsk, 20 mtles north of Lanz.ut) 
The tomb of Rebbe Ehmelek.h of Lyz.hansk {1717-1786), disciple of Rebbe Dov 

Ber of Mez.hirech, considered to be the founder of Galician hasidism. Hts work 
Notmt fllmeltklt examines his notion of the relationship that should exist between 
the rebbi and the hassidim. 

IN CE.NllW. POLAND 

LUBLIN {100 miles north of Lyz.hansk) 
The old Jewish cemetery of Lubhn contains many tombs venerated by pilgrims. 

The cemetery was dug up and the tombstones are scattered every which-way. 
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Tombs include those of Rebbe Shalom Schachna (ben Rebbe Yosef) of Lublin (died 
m 1558), and his grandfather, Rebbe Yaakov Kapel (died in 1769); Rebbe Yaakov 
Yitshak of Lublin (1745-1815); Rebbe Abriel (son of Dov) Halevi Horowitz (died in 
1818), nicknamed the Maharshal; Rebbe Yaakov Polack, Rebbe Shlomo (died in 
1643). The old yeshiva of the Wisemen of Lublin, built in 1724 and transformed 
into a medical training center is another important pilgrimage site in Lublin 

KOTZK (Kock, 34 miles north of Lublin) 
Reconstitution of the tomb of Rebbe Menahem Mendel of Kotzk (1787-1859), 

a disciple of Yaakov Yitshak of Lublin, Yaakov Ytishak (Yid hakadoslr, or holy Jew 
in Yiddish) of Przysucha, and of Rebbe Simha Bunem of Przysucha. 

WARSAW 
The Cnesher cemetery on Cnesher Street is one of the most frequently visited 

pilgrimage site. Nearly 400,000 Jews were buried here after World War II in tombs 
aligned in veritable streets. The tombs of the ultra-orthodox are separated from 
those of non-practicing Jews. The hasidim are primarily interested in the tombs of 
the unportant hasidic figures and of the authorities of halakahic law.20 

CUR (Cora Kalvaria, 34 miles south of Warsaw) 
The hasidic cemetery of Cur was destroyed during World War II and the tomb

stones are piled up in total disarray. They include those of the founder of the Cur 
hasidic community, Rebbe Yitshak Meir (RothembergAlter) of Cur (1789-1866), 
author of the Hiddushei Ha-Rim. Next to him is the tomb of his grandson Rebbe 
Yehuda Arye Leib (Alter) of Cur (1847-1905), author of the Se(at Emet. 

PSHISHAH (Przysucha, 104 miles south of Warsaw) 
The tomb of Rebbe Yaakov Yitzzzshak of Przysucha (1766-1813), one of 

Yaakov Yitshak of Lublin's closest disciples until they had a significant argument. 

ALEXANDER (Aleksandrow, 6 miles northeast of Lodz) 
Tomb of Rebbe Hanoch Henyekh of Aleksandrow (1798-1870) founder of the 

city's hasidic community which was, one of the most important in Poland, after 
Cur until World War II. 

RADOMSKO (approximately 100 miles south of Warsaw) 
Tomb of Rebbe Salomon (Ha-Kohenj Rabinowicz of Radomsko) 1803-1866, 

author of Tiferet Shlomo and disciple of Rebbe Meir of Apta. His son, Rebbe 
Avraham Issachar of Radom, author of Hesed le-Avraltam, is also buried here. 
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The pilgrimage 1tinerary essentially follows the traces of hasidic culture and 
htstory, and thus clearly underscores the specific nature of these rituahzed trips 
With very rare exception, the sites that are v1sited are places where the move 
ment's great figures lived, in most cases, four or five generations after the Baal 
Shem Tov, or Besht, the movement's founding figure H1s period surely corre
sponded to a golden age of has1d1sm during which there was productive mtellec
tual exchange and a rapprochement among the different currents through mar
riages, etc. It was as of thts period that hasidic leaders were no longer chosen on 
the basis of ment but on the basis of thetr family, as is still the case today It was 
also during this period that many of the dynasties, the Guerer, the Satrnarer, the 
Bobober, the Vizhruter, were born, each with its own trad1t1ons and beliefs. Most 
of these are still powerful today. 

American and Israeli pilgrims also v1sit, on rare occasion, non-hasidic Jewish 
tombs. This calls attention to the originality of the1r traditiOn and distinguishes 
them from other hasid1m. These tombs include meditation areas associated with 
pre-hasidim commentators and erud1tes, such as the synagogue and tomb of the 
Rema in Cracow, the tombs of Rebbes Neta L1pman, called the Bach, Simeon Sofr, 
and Kalorumus, born Kalman, ha-Lefi Epstem. Hasidim who were long considered 
not to respect the Halakah, pay tnbute in this way to its importance today, just as 
they recall their membership m the greater Jewish community by honoring the 
memory of certain non-hasidic wise men. The pilgnmage itinerary provtdes one 
way for them to reassert thetr 1deas and the approach appears even more power
ful when members of other currents participate in the trip. 

In the large majority of cases, the pilgrimages are organized around the yort
sayt of a hasid. The most popular took place in Lyzhansk in mid-March, the 
anniversary of the death of Rebbe Ehmelekh/ 1 founder of the Galician branch, on 
the 21st day of the month of Adar. Nearly 5000 hasidim participate m this pil
grimage each year. 

The other popular ptlgrimages visit the tomb of Moshe Isserles, the Rema, on 
Lag Ba-Omer (33 days after Pesach) in the old cemetery of Cracow; of Rebbe Yom 
Tov Llpman, in the same cemetery on the 6th of Elul; and that of Rebbe S1mha 
Bunem m Przysucha, on the 12th of Elul. Certam groups organize more private 
trips, like the one that took place before the tomb of Rebbe Hayyim Halberstam 
on the 25 Nisan, and m which virtually only Bobover participated. We might 
recall, however, that the pilgrims do not visit a single Site during their trip; most 
agencies even offer excursions outstde of Poland to Romaruan, Hungarian, and 
Czech cemeteries. 
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Americans and Israelis prefer the month of EJul for their trips, but they have 

specific habits during their trip to Poland. American often only spend 48 hours on 
their trip, for professional or financial reasons it appears, whereas Israelis often 
prefer to spend an entire week in Poland. 

While Auschwitz and Birkenau are almost always on the itineraries of trips to 
Poland organized by Jewish travel agencies, they are not obligatory stops for 
American hasidim who typically remain away from ceremonies organized by non
practicing Jews or non-Jews, like the testimonial to Holocaust victims on the 27th 
Nissan. Hassidim consider that no official institution today enjoys sufficient legiti
macy to initiate such a ceremony or to erect an official monument. They prefer to 
mourn for the death of their relatives alone. While Israeli hasidim do visit these 
camps, which have become places of memory, they do so because they want to sig
nify what links them to all Jewish people, beyond ideological differences. Their atti
tude at Auschwitz and Treblinka is, in fact, interesting. For a long time, pilgrims only 
paid a tourist visit and forbade any religious gesture. For the last few years, however, 
two prayers are said on the site: El Male Rahamim, the prayer to the martyrs in the 
Jewish tradition, and the Kaddish, the prayer for the dead. El Male Rahamim is said 
m homage to Nazi victims. Americans should slowly include a visit to the camps in 
their pilgrimages, given that the hasidic authorities have not officially condemned 
the increasing numbers of pilgrimages to these sties by loyal Israelis. 

During their visit, the hasidim avoid most of the places that are not directly 
linked to the memory of their movement,. They do not visit the monuments com
memorating the uprising of the Warsaw ghetto, or the Jewish museums of Cracow 
and Warsaw. When they visit a cemetery, they are only interested in the tombs of 
illustrious hasidim, or the great figures in the HaJakic tradition, but never those of 
the great Jewish writers, philosophers, artists or political figures who are buried 
there. These are often considered to be secular figures, and the most extreme 
hasidim consider them responsible for the Holocaust because of their lack of 
respect for God. 

The time constraints, particularly for the Americans, are part of the reason that 
the pilgrimage becomes a real race, whose only goal often seems to be to visit 
more tombs than are on the itinerary. The groups usually remain an average of 20 
minutes at any given site, to the great distress of certain participants who would 
prefer to visit fewer sites and spend at least half a day at them. 

Certain sites are visited for a longer period of time, depending on the impor
tance of a given sage, such as the Rema synagogue and the tomb of Rebbe 
Elimelekh of Lyzhansk. 
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The Participants 

The pilgnmage to Poland revitalizes community links and offers a rare occasion 
for forgetting arguments about how to read certain texts or how to organize ntu
als. An experience is shared, despite religious or pol..ttical differences, particularly 
with respect to the existence of lsrael.n 

This article was prepared by accompanying two groups of pilgrims. Those vis
its enable us to briefly study the composition of the group. The group of 145 
Americans and 50 lsraelts belong to the hasidic movement - the author was the 
only exception. If the travel agencies avoid restrictive marketmg, the reality is one 
of compartmentalization. Most of the Americans came from the Satmar commu
nity, and the others belonged to the Bobov, Cur, KJausenburg, Netune Karta23

, 

Lubavitch and a few other smaller sects. Many Satmarer had never gone to Israel 
whereas they had already made several trips to Poland, which was a way of 
demonstrating their opposition to Zionist ideology. Most of the Israelis were from 
the Vizhnitzer, some from the Toldot Aharon, Belz and Cur groups. 

Few women participate in most hasidic ceremonies and important events, and 
very few women pilgrims came on these trips. There were three women in the 
Israeli group, including a grandmother, her daughter, and granddaughter, and six 
women in the American group, including the author. Most of the participants were 
elderly, and were free to travel for several days. The men were about forty years 
old, for the most part, or between 60-75 years old. Many owned small busmesses 
or enterprises, or worked in a business owned by hasidim. There were also several 
yeshiva professors and rebbes. Finally, about ten adolescents were also on the tour, 
but there was only one young boy who traveled with his father. There were few 
holocaust survivors - about ten people had been prisoners m the camps or had 
lived in Europe before the war- but there were many children of deported Jews. 
Finally, Mr. Reichberg of Reichberg and Sons Travel. was the only Polish-speaking 
hasid on the tour. 
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The Pilgrimage and its Rituals 

The pilgrimage to Poland has slowly become an essential part of the sacred 
duties of the hasidim. By studymg it, we have an anginal perspective on the cul
ture of this community and its traditions. Two sorts of religious rituals are 
observed during the top. Some are requ1red by the religious law, and therefore 
observed by all practlcing Jews, but only the has1d1m observe those that are not 
included in the HaJakah. The boundary between the two is flexible, however, 
since the most recent ceremonies to which the pugrimage gave rise may soon 
appear in the Halakah. • 

The Halakah reqUJres three daily relig1ous servtces and prayers for several acts 
of daily hfe such as eatmg and dnnking. During a trip, therefore, participants usu
ally pray and study in the bus, in the plane, in a hotel room or even in a camp that 
serve as synagogues for the occasion. The mikve (ritual bath) that men take after 
visiting a site, or the prayers and supphcations that follow, are specifically hasidic, 
like part of the ceremonies of the pilgrims' shabbat. 

Visiting a s1te therefore gives rises essentially to two activities: paymg tribute 
to the wise men whose tomb was JUSt honored, and making supplicatlons con
cerrung various more persona] requests. Paymg tribute mvolves prayers and lamen
tatiOns around the recitation of the Kaddish, and the supplication includes long 
tearful prayers during which small pieces of paper, or kvirlekh 'requests of a rebbe' 
are placed on the tombs. It is often difficult to dtstinguish which actions are 
designed to honor which wise man and which are only designed to attract favors 
to the pilgrim. The candles lit followmg the prayer are supposed to make the mem
ory live, for 'the spirit of man is the light of God' (Proverbs 20:27), but many piJ
goms Light many candles on each site, in memory of the deceased members of 
thetr own family. 

Given the brevity of the visits, the rituals are often carried out during the trip 
rather than at the site itself. Pilgrims study religious texts, meditate, or reflect on the 
life and work of a holy man on the bus. The same is true for ritual prayers or for 
lighting candles. Reciting chapters and excerpts of chapters of the Book of Psalms 
has become customary on hasidic pilgnmages but it often takes throughout the top, 
at the different sites, and aboard the bus or plane. The recitation of Psalms corn-
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bines veneration, contemplation and supplication, and illustrates the passage from 
a ritual common to Judaism to a more dosed, specifically hasidic ritual. 

The Book of Psalms, which includes a certain number of chapters organized 
into four large books, occupies a special place in Jewish tradition. It is often con
Sidered to have been inspired by God to King David, who sang 1t m the Jerusalem 
temple. Reciting psalms during religious services and saying the prayers that punc 
tuate daily life~ are considered to be a form of study, espectally by those less well 
educated in religious matters/ 6 as a means of protecting against misfortune, and a 
means of redemption. 27 In the past, psalms and prayers were recited during 
droughts and devastating floods, for example18

• 

For the hasidim, prayer itself has more religious value that studying the forah 
or the Talmud. The Psalms are therefore supposed to facilitate mystical union w1th 
God, the very essence of the mystical experience, which the Lurianic cabalists 
reserved for those who had reached the kingdom of the holy. Hasidim promise 
that this mystical union is withm everyone's reach and can be achieved through 
prayer and through the practice of a professional activity or in the context of a 
physical activity. An individual tries to elevate his soul towards God to obtam 
redemption through his own effort.29 The Besht therefore recited different psalms 
for each day. Similarly, there are specific psalms for different occasions, some, for 
example, are to be recited so that a sick person recovers.30 

The number of psalms pronounced on a tomb depends on how long the pil
grims meditated at that tomb. More chapters from the Books of Psalms are recited 
on the tomb of Rebbe Elimelekh of Lyzhansk, who gets at least an hour, than at 
those that are visited in only about ten minutes. Reciting psalms can take different 
forms. They can be read in the order of the Book of Psalmsll or as a function of the 
day of the week. Different esoteric formulas, pronounced by some pilgrims, are 
attributed to Rebbe Aharon of Chemobyl (1787 -1871): chapters 107, 19, 33, 34, 98, 
103, 104, 143, 144, 15, Shir ha-Maalot, 12 refrains from chapter 20, the benedtc
tions Asher Henia, Yashav basater, and Ana bekokh. · Rebbe Yoel Teitelbaum, the 
former rebbe of Satrnar (188-1979) had another formula : reading chapters 90-108, 
and if one wanted, reading them again. Another formula, called Tamania a pi, con
sisted of reading verses whose first letters formed an acrostic of the name of the 
person for whom the requests were being made, or the word neslumUI (soul, m 
Hebrew). 

A supplication, Yehi ratson, «That God deigns to hear our prayer• precedes and 
cc:1cludes the recitation of psalms to create a state of mind conducive to a mysti
cal unpulse. The Talmud mentions different formulas for the Yehi ratson, whtch 
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correspond to a specific period of the year. Some of these may have been written 
during the first Crusade, but most were written by such hasidic wise men as Rebbe 
Ehmelekh of Lyzhansk. .{) 

During the recitation of psalms, men and women &equently break out into 
tears and give &ee reign to wrenching lamentations.34 These practices are pro
foundly linked to the mystical experience, to which they give their full sense. 

Shabbat in Poland 

During a several-day long pilgrimage, participants spend shabbat together. The 
hotel closest to the Rema synagogue, where several groups used to go to celebrate 
shabbat, was being renovated, and another hotel in the region opened its doors so 
that the pilgrims could use the rooms as a synagogue. Shabbat in Poland provides 
an occasion for members of different hasidic groups to practice certain religious 
activities together. Hasidim used to spending shabbat with their rebbe in their be~
midrash (house of study), discover other traditions and cultures. 

The melave malke, a ceremony that takes place one hour after sunset at the 
beginning of shabbat, is specific to hasidism, just like the ritual that closes shabbat 
on the following day. Inspired by the Lurianic mystics of Safed, this ceremony has 
become • the fourth shabbat meal» and gives the rebbe and his community an 
opportunity to prolong shabbat in an original manner. As is often the case in the 
hasidic tradition, the ceremony leads to a tish bringing the rabbi and his followen 
around the same table to share a meal and to sing songs and recount stories about 
the csaddikim. 

In Poland, things happen slightly differently. The elegance sought by the orga · 
nizers and participants to lend the event more solemnity is already apparent in the 
way the tables are organized in a U, and dressed with impeccably white table· 
cloths, bright red napkins and bouquets of flowers. The alcohol and the differem 
dishes that are cooked and imported &om Switzerland are strictly kosher. The par· 
ticipants wear black evening clothes, and a hat indicating the group to which they 
belong. Since there is no rebbe, one of the eldest guests directs the songs and tell~ 
stories, which are the major part of the ceremony. 
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The tnp to Poland remains an unportant event in the life of the hasidim who 
proudly wear thw holiday clothes and seem to want to show the Polish popula
tions that they have survived the Holocaust. They succeed. You need only observe 
the look of the Polish people in the hotel where the pilgnms stay to see how thetr 
appearance and clothing fascinate them. A young woman who was on the tour 
told me: 'For me, tt is as important to observe shabbat in Poland as it is to celebrate 
one of the important Jewtsh holidays.' 

As we already mentioned, hasidtc duties mdude three datly prayers to Cod, 
whtch makes 1t mterest.tng to observe the recent changes in the style of prayer in 
Cracow's Rema. One of the moving moments of the trip was the morning prayer 
in one of the rare Polish synagogues that survtved World War li and sull functions 
today. And yet, during the week, there are not enough men for a minion. 

Itineraries are orgaruzed so that the dtfferent groups meet in time for the morn
ing prayer in the Rema synagogue, to share and meet each other. Before World 
War II, thts was not a specifically hasidic synagogue, and even m the recent past, 
men came here to pray according to their own tradttion, insptred by Lurianic 
prayer. However, during a tr1p m 1988, Rebbe Shlomo Halberstam, the grand rabbi 
of the Bobover community, asked his followers to adopt the style of prayer of the 
Ashkenazim, out of respect for how the prayer was sa1d before the war . .., Things 
have been done this way since. 

The success of the hasidic ptlgrunage to Poland, which combines religious 
enthusiasm w1th tourism in a most original way, reflects the capacity of one seg
ment of the Jewish community to actively res1st the challenges and temptations of 
the modem world. Dunng their trip, participants often redtscover that they belong 
to the wtde hasidic commuruty, beyond the sectanan differences. Indeed, they 
suddenly have an opporturuty to dtscover their common geographical and tdeo
logical ongins. Members of different groups honor the same founders and vtsit the 
same sites, and use the same buses. These few days can also suffice to gtve new 
meaning and currency to the faith and religious commitment of the faithful. The 
pilgrimage also provides an opportunity for many hasidtm to expenence the link 
between the mystical Jewish tradition and the contemporary world. 
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I Cf The jemsalem Talmwl, Shekalim, ch.5:2. 
2. The Bible tells that Calev left for Hebron to 

VISit the tomb of tus parents: Genes1s, 2. 
3. See Ben Ma1mon, Httl:ltot avtf, 4 :4. 
4 For what erecting a tombstone (matseva, in 

Hebrew) means m Judaism, see Otzar 01nim, 
1970, pp. 246-247. 

5. See Taame ha-Minha&m, pp. 485-486. 
6. 1/!id., p. 488. 
7 Maimonides forgives the 'requests made on 

behalf of a deail person.' See Maimorudes, 
tfada, p. 7. 

8. Bal•rfonian Talm11d, Hullm 7b. 
9 See Tsaddilun Keru}'lm Hayyun, p. 6 
10. See, for example, Toldot ha-ruflaot, 5, 1899, m 

which Rebbe Elimelekh of Lyzhansk appears 
m a dream to Rebbe Ka1man Kalorumus 
Epstem and reproaches turn for havmg told a 
woman not to visit h1s tomb 

11 See, for example, Khat Has1d1m ha-hadash, 
72, 1902 and S1ppurim nora1m, 39, 1875, m 
which the story IS told of a man who finds 
the money that he had lost after having 
prayed to a LubaV!tch rebbe on Ius tomb. 

12. Taame ha-Minhagim, p 447; Raslu, Babyloman 
Talmud, Tevamot, 122. 

13./bid. 
14. See Pinkas Kehllor, 1984, p. 233. 
15./btd. Another cale teaches us that on the 

anruversary of the death of Rebbe Yitshak 
A.lzik (faub) of Kallo (1744 1828), who had 
developed has1dism throughout Hungary, 
thousands of hasid1m came to pray on his 
tomb m Razpm. They spent Shabbat With 
rtus Rabbi Shalom Efiezer de Razpm, and 
went to Kallo with turn on the day before the 
anniversary. Thousands of Hassidim in 
Hungary uaveled from Galicia to celebrate 
the anruversary of the death of Hayy1m 
Halberstam at Nowy Sacz. These VISits also 
provided an opponuni~ to arrange mar
nages, to lure a woman from a Jew1sh house, 
or to lure a Jew1sh preceptor. 

16. /l•ul, pp. 257-258 
17. I would like to exrress my heartfelt thanks tO 

Mr. Re1chberg o Re1chberg & Sons (New 
York), Mr. We1ss of Alava Tour (Bnei Brak) 
and R. Nahmen Elb01m of Ideal Tours (New 
York !Jerusalem) for thw helpful cooperaoon. 
I would also Like to thank all the hasidim who 
made it possible for me to share in thw expe· 
nence and meals Th1s proJeCt was made pos· 
s1ble by a grant from the Memorial 
Foundauon for jew1sh Culture. 

18. Ttus acronym IS based on the Hebrew initials 
of tus first work, Bayis Hadash, commentary of 
the Arbaa Tunm ofRabb1 Yaakov ben Asher. 

19. He is also famous for havmg created the 
orthodox orgaruzaoon, Mahazike1 ha-dat, 
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I 

which, to~ether With the suGport of Hass1d1c 
rebbes o Zanz and Be z, energeocally 

I frotested agamst the Haskalah. 
20. or a longer list of the tombs revered by the 

has1dlm, see Kerem ha-Hass1dout, 4, 1986, 
Pf::" 173-212. For a List of Halak1c authorities 
o en visited b~ Hass!d1m, see Alter, vol. I, 
1986, pp. 201, 07-210. I 21. For a brief history of hasid1sm, see Josef Dan, 
'Has1dism', m M. Eliade (ed.), Encvdoptdia of 
Rtilg~on, 1987, vol 6, pp. 203-211 Dan recalls 
that during certain periods, the rel~ious 
leader w1thm a movement was a here icary 

I poSitiOn. 
22. On the internal conflicts of the contemhorary 

movement, J. Mintz, Hasidic peol'lt.· A lace m 
tlu New World, Cambridge, Harvard 
Uruversity Press, 1994. American and lsraeli 

I newspapers often menoon this, by conuast. 
23. Neture1 Karta 1s a group of ulua-orthodox 

extremists m Jerusalem, and is not part of the 
has1d1c movement, even 1f they are close to 
the Saunar Hassidism m the US and in 

I Jerusalem. 
24 On the or{f,ms of ,reublic pr(,er, see J. 

Hememan, rayu m 1 te Pmod~ o the rannmm 
a11d the moratm. fr, Nawre and lrs Parums, -E jerusalem6: Magnes Press, 1964, pp. 17-28. 

I 25. Excerpts om the Book of Psalms are rec1ted 
during the morrun~ afternoon, and everung 
services, and for Sha bat Psalm 19 IS rec1ted for 
a weddmg, and for a circumcisiOn, psalm 12. 

26.Babylonian Talmud, Yevamot, 93; Bekhorot, 31. 

I 27.AccordinA to the Talmud, He who reCites 
Psalm 1 three ernes a dafc w1ll know the 
future world,' d . Baby oruan Talmud, 
Berakhot, 4b. 

28. For a more exact list of the different use of 

I ITsalms, see Shimushei Tehilim, first hub-
shed in1552 and often studied by Caba ists. 

29. Cf. Moshe !del, Kabl•alah Nm· Pt~tcrtve5, 
New Haven, Yale University Press, 1 88, pp. 
35-38 

I 30.See Taame1 ha-Mmhag1m, pp. 104-105. 
31./btd, f'· 566 
32. ThiS formula appears in Btr r~.ldll:im, p. 11 

and Tefila le-David, p. 50, two works specifi-
cally for p1lgrims. 

I 33. This prarer appears at the begirmmg of many 
books o Strayers. An En,.r,lish vemon ahpears 
in the e~r Noam E tmelekh, whic the 
Reichberg ravel Agency d1scributes to each 
partiCipant. 

I 34. On lamentations as a mysocal practice, see 
M. !del, op. w., p~. 75-88 

35. The Rema had in eed forbidden any change in 
the reli&ous uaditions of a c1ty, even 1f it were 
only the melod1es to which a prayer was sung. 

I See Sh11llthan , \rultlt Oral:h Hay)llm, p. 495. 
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he All iance Israelite 
and Europe 

Georges We1ll • 

I t would be fruitless to look for a single mention of Europe among the first, very 
numerous, texts of the Alliance: the word is simply never mentioned. The Alliance's 
founders wanted their new association to be universal; they d1d not want it to rep
resent 'either a government, a society, or a specific territory.' The success of these 
principals was linked to the success of' all true principals:' the cause that the Alliance 
was defending had to 'be linked to the cause of worldwide progress.' The Alliance 
proposed to accept 'joyfully people of all beliefs and all opinions' for an eventual 'holy 
expedition targeting spiritual freedom, equality in observing a religion, and the 
respect of the unalienable rights of conscience.' The founders of the All iance were 
still nostalgic for the disappointed hopes of the 1848 Revolution. and were doubt
less idealistic. But they were not na'ive. They certainly recalled the happy conclusion 
to the Damascus Affair when, in 1840.Adolphe Cremieux. Sir Moses Montefiore. and 
Salomon Munk were able to save innocent Jews from Mehemet Ali. Syria's ruler at 
the time. They had patiently monitored the parliamentary decisions in London that 
had devoted three long decades to emancipating Jews; they had been revolted by the 
MortaraAffair that did not culminate 1n a way that corresponded to people's rights.1 

But above all, in the early 1860s, several European countries were still intolerant. 
Some, like Switzerland, did not respect the freedom of conscience. Others. like the 
Papal States, did not ensure equal rights for all of their subjects. Others, located in 
Central Europe and in the Balkans, did not guarantee basic human rights. The com
parison was eloquent with the Ottoman Empire where the Sultan ofTurkey, by a fir
man of 1856, had just confirmed essential civic rights for all inhabitants, independent 
of their religion. To refer to Europe by soliciting the aid of everyone 'with talent and 
influence' in order to struggle to guarantee these rights would have been maladroit, 
at the very least. if these rights had been tacitly included in the founders ' program. 
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And yet, Western Europe was, without any doubt, at the heart of their culture, 

their intellectual training, and their hopes. While they remained loyal to the moral 
teachings of the Jewish tradition, the founders based their doctrine largely on the 
writings of European Enlightenment philosophers. Their ideology took its inspiration 
from the fundamental principles outlined by the writers of the French Constitution 
in 1789. The Alliance founders took the most convincing arguments of their decla
ration from their European culture. Europe provided the great mass of its partisans 
and its first teachers, in addition to providing material resources.TheAIIiance under
took its first battles for civil rights in Europe, in the countries that were still refus
ing to emancipate religious minorities. lt decided to solicit European powers to 
obtain the guarantees that it demanded for Jews in the Balkans, Russia, Morocco and 
Tunisia, and for the Christians of Lebanon, not without some failures. 

This apology of a privileged relationship between Europe and the Alliance should 
not ignore the significant support received from the enlightened milieus of North 
Africa, Asia, and America from the outset. A study of the Alliance's doctrine, strategy, 
and results, however, cannot but highlight the symbiosis during the entire latter half 
of the 19th century and early 29th century between Alliance leaders and European 
countries whose humanistic traditions, diplomacy, and scientific and technical know
how they set in the service of a cause that they believed to be just. This cause was 
the emancipation and regeneration of persecuted Jews worldwide in the context of 
a battle that pretended to be universal and useful for all mankind . 
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Propagating the Principles of the Declaration of Human Rights 

For the founders of the Alllance, the logic of the French Emancipation and its 
political and legal guarantees, seemed to be a perfect model. It should serve to inspire 
not only the civilized nations, but the nations of the East, as well, whose poorer pop
ulations it hoped to help 'regenerate.' The notion of religious tolerance defined in the 
17th century by European Protestant thinkers using biblical sources and further 
developed during the Enlightenment, had certainly influenced the1r thinking. They 
were also influenced by principles laid out m the DeclaratiOn of Human Rights, 
which they firmly comnutted to 'propagating on behalf of spiritual freedom' 

While they respected religious traditions, from which they drew a secular 
morality m particular, they allied themselves w1th positivism. They applied its 
rules to disciplines that had had no scientific method until then: the study of soci
eties, human geography, statistics, and above all, education, designed to awaken a 
taste for mnovatlon, an analytic mind, and the value of experimentation. They 
were even precursors in experimentation, which remains the foundation of today's 
public European education.• Rabbi Aristide Astruc, one of the six founders of the 
Alliance, was certainly responsible for the importance given to moral educauon, 
more than the German reformist school of the penod. The founders were particu
larly onginal, however, in their doctrine. They had adopted the historical critical 
methods of the Science of Juda1sm, created in 1817 by the German Jewish Rabbis 
and scholars m order to rehabilitate European Jewish culture, which took the 18th 
century French Benedictine school as Its model. This discipline was still virtually 
unknown in France, with the exception of a few scholars, mcluding Isidore Loeb 
who became secretary general of the society m 1870, Salomon Munk, who 
presided over the Alliance for a few months m 1866, and Adolphe Franck, a mem
ber of the first committees. By taking some distance from the overly combative 
aspects of the Science of Judaism, they spread the method to every aspect of 
Jewish study, from Antiquity to the contemporary penod, and to all of Jew1sh civ
ilizations- European, African, Asian, and American. They made it both an instru
ment of permanent documentation to shape the1r strategy, and a research tool. 
They even managed to apply 1t in the universities. When Jules Ferry, advised by 
Eugene Manuel, one of the founders of the Alliance, and Gustave Monod, a 
Protestant h1storian, undertook the reform of education in France, many emment 
members of the Alliance created the Society for Jewish Studies m 1880, to continue 
this rigorous tradmon. 
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Their professional experience covered very broad areas, including law, 

medicine, mathematics, literature, erudition, journalism, art, business, finance and 
even politics. The founders possessed surprising amounts of curiosity and pre
science, and were able to integrate the basis of their period's culture into their doc
trine. They were Republicans who nonetheless allied themselves with political lib
eralism, which was more concerned with the contents of a form of government, 
provided that it ensured basic liberties, than to its constitutional form. They were 
able to assimilate the new economic doctrines, evaluate scientific progress born of 
the discoveries of Western science, and promote modern education. And at the 
same time, they praised the more abstract values such as civic virtues, patriotism, 
respect for beliefs, and fraternity, notions that France had put into place with the 
Revolution and which European democracies integrated into their own ideologies 
somewhat later.~ 

The European response was favorable to the founders' generous, rational phi
losophy, particularly that of the Protestant Evangelical Alliance and the Franc 
Masons; Adolphe Cremieux was a French grand master at the time. Most of the 
other liberal circles recognized shared values, so that the Alliance progressively 
gained the respect of most of enlightened European public opinion. This is attested 
to by the abundant correspondence that is still kept in the archives, which is stu
pefying in terms of the geographical and religious diversity of the writers. In addi
tion, many political leaders and important European figures participated in the 
demonstrations of support for oppressed populations organized by the Alliance. 
Similarly, their diplomats responded to Alliance demands during the international 
conferences on the status of religious minorities in the Balkan provinces of the 
Ottoman Empire that were becoming independent, and in the Mediterranean 
countries that were subjected to European hegemony, willingly or not. 

The founders themselves acknowledged that the European powers were 
favorable to the work of the Alliance during its first years. At the same time that 
the Alliance was undertaking its first political intervention on behalf of Russian, 
Polish and Balkan Jews, it could observe the triumph of the ideals of civil eman
cipation in Western European provinces and countries that had not yet abolished 
religious discrimination: Frankfort and Central Italy in 1861-1862; the Duchy of 
Baden, in 1862; Wurtemberg and the Greek islands, 1864; Switzerland, 1865; 
Venetia in 1866; Austria-Hungary, 1867; Prussia, 1869; the German Empire, 1871; 
Serbia and Bulgaria, 1880. Only Romania and the Russian Empire resis ted any 
impulse for civil and political emancipation in their large Jewish populations until 
1917. In 1871, Adolphe Cremieux, president of the Alliance and Jusbce Minister 
in the provisional government, had been able to extend French citizenship to 
Algerian Jews. 
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It was also in Europe that the Alliance was able to bring together the largest 
group of contributors. In 1860, its members numbered 850, and most of them were 
French. Ten years later, they numbered 13,000. In 1885, there were 30,000 mem
bers and by 1914 they ranged over five continents. Until 1914, Germany, France, 
including Algeria, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire, Romania, Bulgaria, Western Turkey, and Greece formed the Alliance's 
most tmpressive support structure. On the eve of the World War I, the German and 
Austro-Hungarian Empires counted 375 local committees among a worldwide 
total of 514, or more than 70% of the total who were very active in favor of the 
emigration of Russian Jews to Europe and America. The other countries included 
France and Algeria (59 committees), Romania (46), Holland and Scandinavia (31); 
and Italy (14). Unfortunately, the world war changed these impressive data by cre
ating a total break between the belligerent nations and therefore also for the 
recruitment of European Jews who were faithful supporters of the Alliance's edu
catiOnal and humanitarian activities. 

The public's moral support was certainly necessary to support this action, but 
it was not sufficient to cover the expenses, which could not be covered by addmg 
a modest annual contributions of 6 francs (less than $1 in 2002 terms) or about 
180,000 francs. The Alliance could also count on successful subscriptions launched 
in Europe for the victims of war, natural catastrophe, and, unfortunately, of 
pogroms and collective massacres. We should recall, however, that the lion's share 
of its resources came from a few wealthy notables who bequeathed part of their 
fortune to the Alliance. These included Salomon Goldschmidt, the Baron and 
Baroness Maurice de Hirsch, the Rothschilds (who, out of discretion, were never 
named), the Btschoffsheim, in addition to several thousand more modest donors, 
permanent foundations, and gifts that cover several pages m the annual reports. 
The Alliance also counted many non-European benefactors, among whom the 
best-known include the Kadoorie and the Sassoons whose contributions should 
not go unmentwned. This aspect of solidarity was not only Western, even 1f 
European Jewry accounted for the larger share, given the social position of its 
inhabitants. By contrast, after a decade, the Alliance quickly gave up recruiting 
teachers from European normal schools and decided to select them from among 
the best students of its own schools, to train them in Paris with specially adapted 
methods. They were also told not to impose European habits in any authoritarian 
way, and to respect local customs, which was unequally appreciated because 
Western habits had already influenced the lifestyle of populations as a whole. In a 
century and a half, therefore, 600,000 students were trained, which created pro
found social changes. 
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The Struggle against Intolerance and for the Respect 
for Civil Liberties 

The political situation in Europe at the beginning of the third millenium has 
little in common with that of the 19th century, when the Alliance undertook its 
struggle for human emancipation and 'regeneration.' Yet most of the problems 
that it faced then seem strangely contemporary. It would probably be impossible 
and somewhat disheartening to make an exhaustive List. Yet it is appropriate to 
recall that the Alliance was the first international organization to proclaim the 
right of humankind to establish equitable relations, to affirm that nations were 
obliged to combat fanaticism, intolerance, and religious discrimination, and to 
demand that 'autocratic' governments respect civil liberties. The Alliance was the 
first to demand equal education for boys and girls, which is now a virtually uni
versally recognized principle, although women's right to social independence is 
still too often opposed today. In France, England, and Belgium, the Alliance orga
nized the first international conferences to demand the protection of populations 
threatened by civil wars and poor government planing, tragedies that endure 
today, unfortunately. 

By putting into place a philosophy of action that reconciled Jewish messianic 
hopes with the most innovative themes of European thinking, the Alliance 
founders had hoped to convince nations to construct a future of justice, solidarity, 
and respect for the human person. Despite undeniable progress, their generous 
utopia did not become a reality during their lifetimes because the political mecha
nisms that they had chosen were too weak to impose these values on devastating 
totalitarian governments. When he drafted the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, Rene Cassin was basing himself on the century-long experience of the 
Alliance, of which he had been president from 1943-1976. He created a new supra
national theory of the relationship between citizens and their governments. We 
can hope that this will have a positive influence on the current European con
structions and on tomorrow's world. 
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I. Quotes taken from the Ctt// to f,ratfllc,, May 
1860, when the AIU was created. 

2. See Ctthrcr1 de f'i\IU, no. 23, Feb. 2001, pp 50-
51. 

3. See Bullctrn .le /',\IU, May 1860{ no. 10 
4 On the Alliance's applicaoon o positiVISt the

ones, especially m education, see G. Welll. 
[ltUintrp.1110n tl Pr~rt<, Pans, 2000, pp. 66·71 
and 137-140. 

5. fhe 2 foundmg commmecs of the Alliance 
mcluded rwo graduates of the Supenor 
Normal School, l:ugene Manuel and Isidore 

Cahen, 2 polytechruc1ans, )ules Carvallo and 
Olry Terqucm; 2 lawyers, the former m1rustc:r 
Adolphe Crcm1eux, and NarciS$e lcven; 3 
members of the lnsutute, Adolphe Frank, F 
Hahlvy, and jean·l.ou1s Koerugswaratcr; 2 
Rabb1s, Ansude Astruc and Mayer 
Charlev1llt, 3 doctors, N. Otterbourg, Manucl 
l.even, and Emest Schloss; 3 h•gh-scnool pro· 
fessors, l.eon l.eopold. F.mest I cv•·Alvarcs, 
and Oav1d Schornstem, at least 2 uadcrs, 
Charles Netrcr and M1chel Erlangcr, ::? amsrs, 
jules Erlanger and Moyse Stem 
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The European Association for Jewish Culture: 

The mission of the European Association for Jewish Culture is to enhance Jewish 
life by fostering and supporting artistic creativity and achievement, assisting schol
arly research, and encouraging access to Jewish culture across Europe. 

The European Association for Jewish Culture is an independent body established 
by the Alliance Israelite Universelle (AIU) and the Institute for Jewish Policy 
Research QPR) to help create the conditions in which Jewish creativity in Europe 
can thrive. 

The European Association for Jewish Culture was awarded a grant by the 
European Commission Culture 2000 programme. 
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Sources: 

Les Caltiers du ]mlaisme: 

tto.1: 'The Jews of Hungary: Beyond Asstmilation', 
tto.5: 'Jewish Music, Hybrid Music', 
no.6 : 'The Gaon of Vilna: History and Legend', 
tto. 7: 'Sephardtc Marit.J.me Routes and Expenences', 
uo.8: 'Hasidtc Pilgrimages m Poland' and '1945-2000: Conditions for a 
Renaissance' 

Les Caltiers de /'AIIiauce israi lite tmiverselle, July 2001: 

'Man Should Be at the (enter of Europe', 
'The AJU and the New Jewish European World', 
'AIU and Europe' 

Iconography: 

-In 'Sephardic Maritime Routes and Expenences', photo Ketoubah, Vtllefcanc.he
sur-Mer, 1667 ou 1669, Collection particuliere 
-In 'The Jews of Hungary: Beyond Assimilation', photo Patricia Angel: commem
orative tree 
-In 'Jewtsh Music, Hybrid Music', photo Representation des institutions bibliqucs 
clans l'imagerie du XVIII.,. siecle, Diet. des antiquites Juda1ques du Pere Calvet, 
1730, Collection Bibhotheque de !'Alliance israehte uruverselle 
- In '1945-2000: Conditions for a Renatssance', photo Kaszemacher, Collection 
Musee d'Act et d'Histoire du Juda1sme 
-In 'The Gaon of Vilna: History and Legend', photo du Gaon de Yilna, Lomza, 
Pologne, 1858, Bett Hatefutsot, Tel Aviv, Collection Btbltotheque de I'Alltance 
israelite universelle 
-In 'Hasid1c Pilgrimages in Poland', photo La Gare de Belz, Franck Brangwyn, 
CollectiOn Musee d'Art et d'Histoire du Juda'isme 
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